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ABSTRACT
This study has investigated the role of institutions, their efficiency and effectiveness in the
property development process in Uganda. The role of real property development in economic
growth and development is well acknowledged especially industrial, commercial and residential
properties that are key catalysts to accelerated economic growth and development. In particular,
for a developing country like Uganda to be able to absorb the huge direct capital inflow and take
full advantage of the rapidly unfolding globalisation process, the necessary infrastructure has to
be in place and functioning. However, the dearth of such infrastructure in Uganda, as in many
developing countries, and Sub-Saharan Africa in particular is well acknowledged, and can be
argued to hinder economic growth and development because of the known 'bottleneck' effects
on the economy. Nevertheless, the postulation of this study is that for an effective property
development process to take root in Uganda, the necessary institutions must be developed and
nurtured. To this effect, a survey method of investigation was employed to ascertain both
primary and secondary data, along with information on the state of the real property industry in
Uganda so as to critically evaluate the role of stakeholders, including financial, government,
professional institutions and private entrepreneurs involved in real property development in
Uganda. A case study was conducted in Kampala, which is the Capital and hub of economic
activities and where most of the institutions reside. In addition, structured interviews were
conducted with legal institutions, as well as some key individuals within the public and private
sector domain.
The findings revealed that the process of real property development is very rudimentary. In most
cases, private and public property developments occur on an incremental basis, which apart
from the effects on demand by suppressing it, has a wider negative impact on developing the
construction and property industry and entrepreneurial skills, and having a knock-on effect on
the evolution of effective property institutions. This scenario is exemplified by the stop-go
approach to real property development in Uganda as in other developing countries. In the
absence of indigenous capacity, foreign construction and property multinational companies
have filled the void but due to the very limited skills sourced and developed locally, relatively
little managerial and technical skills are transferred to the local property entrepreneurial class.
Thus, the need to identify not only the role that institutions play in real property development,
but to also explore such a role within the context of a developing country like Uganda is seen as
a necessary prerequisite to its economic growth and development. Hence, this study aims to
identify those institutions that are vital to the process of real property development in developing
countries such as Uganda, and a strategy has been proposed by which policy can evolve and
sequenced, leading to the development and functioning of such institutions.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research problem statement
For some decades now, multilateral and unilateral organisations as well as
social researchers have deliberated on policies and strategies to deliver
buildings necessary for economic development, particularly in developing
countries (UNCHS, 1990; World Bank, 1993; Renaud, 1995). However, most
policies and strategies have been unable to alleviate the situation. This situation
can be tackled by a well-established property development process, which is
positively linked to economic development because of the perpetual need to
transform the built environment (Harvey, 1985). Fundamentally, the property
development process enables the delivery of public infrastructure such as
residential, commercial and industrial properties, which are key catalysts in
accelerating economic growth and development in any country. Equally, the
property development process can tackle the socio-economic problems like
overcrowding and high unemployment in developing countries. For instance,
overcrowding can be reduced by a significant increase in the delivery of
residential properties while high unemployment rates by creating various skilled
and unskilled jobs within the real property industry.
However, looking at the present structure of real property development in Sub-
Saharan Africa (SSA) countries shows the process to be highly disorganised
and as a result has been unable to deliver the required amount of buildings to
facilitate economic development. This situation has been attributed to various
obstacles of which the most important is institutional deficiency. Institutions are
now acknowledged as a vital component of economic development and explain
the difference between developed and developing countries with regards to
socio-economic and physical development (Knack et. aI, 1995). In other words,
the property development process in the developing countries is disorganised
because of inappropriate institutions compared to the scenario in the developed
countries where appropriate and efficient institutions exist.
1.2 Research proposition
An effective and functional property development process is impossible without
well-developed institutions.
1.3 Research objectives
(i) Investigate the role of effective and functional institutions in property
development.
(ii) Investigate the property development process in Uganda.
(iii) Investigate existing property institutions and their role in property
development in Uganda.
(iv) To show that the absence of effective and functional institutions can
hinder the process of real property development.
(v) Recommend policy to enhance the property development process in
Uganda.
It is hoped that findings from the study should facilitate better infrastructural
provisions and hence rapid sustainable growth and development.
1.4 Organisation of the thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter two examines the role of institutions in economic development based
on the statement made in the introductory chapter. More particularly, it
demonstrates how appropriate institutions can enhance and facilitate economic
growth and development from the examples of the developed economies while
their noticeable absence in the developing economies has been detrimental. In
order to support our viewpoint, we focused on the importance of property rights,
contracts and contract enforcement mechanisms, which underpin the market
mechanism.' Also, we found three categories of institutions namely
constitutional order, institutional arrangements and cultural endowments, as
I We are not apologetic for basing this work within the framework of market analysis as years of
experimentation with centralised allocative mechanism has failed woefully. stifling enterprise and
promoting corruption and mediocrity in government.
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crucial to the process of economic development especially that of property
development. However, these variables must be well co-ordinated to foster
economic development. In the case of developing countries, such institutions
are still evolving and uncoordinated, thus unable to support the necessary
economic development initiatives. Overall, government, legal and financial
institutions in SSA, which are vital during the process of economic development
are lacking in organisation, efficiency and effectiveness.
Chapter three reviews the process of property development. However, it first of
all, examines the institutional approach to real property development then
analyses the various institutions and institutional arrangements involved at each
stage of the property development process. For us to demonstrate the
overriding importance of the role of institutions in the property development
process, we used the UK property sector because of its organisation and the
interface that exists between it and the functional institutions in the economy.
Interestingly, we found the property development institutions namely
government, professional and financial as crucial and without them it would be
difficult for developers to undertake the property development process.
Chapter four details the interface between Uganda's socio-economic structure
and its real property sector. The interface is significant because of the influence
of stable socio-political and economic environment on the process of property
development. The findings show that the rudimentary property development
process in Uganda mirrors its past and present socio-economic and political
structure. The absence of a stable political environment destroyed its economy
along with its institutions in the 1970s, which although has improved vastly in
the 1990s, still falls considerably short of what is necessary to support a thriving
property sector. However, the absence of property development institutions has
largely meant that properties are developed incrementally. Although, this is
seen as appropriate by many housing and property experts, including the World
Bank it is nevertheless a symptom of underdeveloped institutions and economy,
perpetuating delayed consumption with adverse impact on employment and
3
income. This has been the case with real property development in Kampala,
which has been hindered by the lack of effective institutions.
Chapter five presents both the research methodology and the Ugandan case
study. More particularly, the exploratory case study method was chosen for the
research because of its flexibility, which allows for structured questionnaires
and interviews, including in-depth analysis of the issue under investigation. In
particular, this is considered the most appropriate method for the research
because of the priori observation on the dearth of data and statistical
information on this area of study. Meanwhile, in the Ugandan case study
emphasis is on Kampala where the need for properties is greatest and also
hosts the financial and government institutions as well as property and
construction firms. During the actual process, we employed the snowballing
technique where authorities or stakeholders in the property development
process recommended competent authorities on the research issue, reducing
the likelihood of obtaining information from irrelevant people or those on the
peripheral of the study.
Chapter six presents the empirical results from the case study. The data was
analysed using the SPSS statistical package; the results were categorised as
follows financial and government institutions, and property and construction
firms. This has been done for easy reading and understanding of the work.
Also, charts and tables were used, providing a visual presentation of the results.
Chapter seven discusses the findings from the empirical analysis and
recommends policy to facilitate the evolvement of property development
institutions and improve property development in Uganda. Following on is
chapter eight with the conclusions.
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CHAPTER TWO
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND LITERATURE REVIEW OF
THE ROLE OF INSTITUTIONS IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
2.1 Introduction
The theoretical framework chapter dwells on the role of institutions in economic
development.
The role of institutions in economic development for which property
development is a catalyst is rationalised within the two camps of institutional
economics, which are commonly identified as the "Old Institutional Economics"
(OlE) and "New Institutional Economics" (NIE). According to Rutherford (1994)
the DIE camp started with the work of Thorstein Veblen, Wesley Mitchell, John
R. Commons and Clarence Ayres. However, the camp had two major
approaches, the first approach being the Veblen-Ayres, which centred on
business and industrial aspects of the economy. The second approach involved
the work of Commons, which is now advanced by Warren Samuels and Allan
Schmid (Schmid, 1978; Samuels et. aI, 1981); their work focused on law,
property rights and organisations. The Commons approach also addressed the
judicial and political processes of conflict resolution and attacked the Veblen-
Ayres approach for failing to explicitly address these issues (Commons, 1924;
1934). Equally, it has been argued that since the Commons approach dealt with
transactions, property rights and organisations, then it is closely linked to NIE
(Rutherford, 1994). Despite this statement, the Commons approach still differed
from the NIE camp in various ways, as will be seen shortly.
The NIE camp was very broad and had four main strands. The first dealt with
property rights (Demsetz, 1967; Alchian et. aI, 1973) and common law (Posner,
1977; 1981). The second strand was concerned with public choice processes,
including rent seeking and activities of distributive coalitions (Olson, 1982;
Mueller, 1989). The third strand dealt with organisations and agency theory
(Jensen et. aI, 1976); and work on transaction costs stemming from Coase
(1937) and widely used by Oliver Williamson (1975, 1985). The last strand was
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the work of Douglass North (1981,1990; 1984; 1986) that dealt with the history
of institutional economics and combined elements of the game theory. More
importantly, he argued for the recognition of fairness and ideology in institutional
change. So, disagreements in the NIE camp stemmed from North criticising
both those who took a purely rent-seeking approach to government activity and
those who limited their analysis to alterations in contracts occurring within a
given basic institutional framework (Rutherford, 1994). Overall, the NIE camp
had disparities like the OlE camp (Coats, 1986; Maki, 1987; Andersen et. aI,
1992).
The dichotomy between the OlE and NIE is essentially down to the fact that the
OlE camp favoured greater government involvement to correct institutional
failures; emphasising a holistic and collectivist approach. In contrast, the NIE
camp favoured more individual action and orientated towards rational choice
and non-intervention. Nevertheless, the dichotomies between both camps
reflect the complexity and dynamic nature of institutions. So, the arguments
over holism and individualism equate to the interrelationship between the
individual and society. For instance, society is created out of the actions of
individuals and the individual to some extent is the creation of his social
situation (Rutherford, 1994). In other words, individuals and society are
interrelated and influence each other because individuals make up society and
society influences individuals. Thus, this scenario illustrates the connection
between individuals and society and how institutions rectify problems arising
during their interaction.
2.2 Institutions
The term 'Institutions' is defined differently within the OlE and NIE camps. In the
OlE camp, "institutions" are 'collective action in control, liberation and expansion
of individual action' (Commons, 1931). It is evident that Commons' definition
emphasises a collectivist approach, the standpoint of the OlE camp. Meanwhile,
the NIE camp defined them as 'the rules of the game in a society or the
humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction' (North, 1990).
Another definition being the 'formal and informal rules and practices that govern
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the behaviour and actions of individuals' (Clague, 1997). Likewise, both
definitions of institutions clearly emphasis the individualist approach of the NIE
camp. However, it must be noted that others in the NIE camp describe
"institutions" as- organisations or sets of rules within organisations; markets or
particular rules about the way a market operates; the set of property rights and
rules governing exchanges in a society (Nabli et. al (1989). A relevant example
being the property market. Fundamentally, this definition of institutions
encompasses various strands of the NIE camp namely markets, organisations
and property rights. Although, both the OlE and NIE camps have different
definitions for institutions, three categories of institutions exist in any society.
They include the constitutional order, institutional arrangements and cultural
endowments (North, 1981; Ostrom et. ai, 1993). Before proceeding any further,
we acknowledge the apparent conflict between these three categories of
institutions in Sub-Saharan Africa, a view held by North (1981). Followinq on,
the constitutional order encompasses both written and unwritten state law and
legislation that govern a" activities within a country. In particular, the constitution
provides legislation, which governs the interactions of various stakeholders for
example in the property development process. It also provides enforcement
mechanisms, especially the judiciary to safeguard the rights of local
entrepreneurs and foreign investors engaged in various economic activities
such as property development (Ihonvbere, 2000; Coleman, 1990). The
institutional arrangements are rules and regulations that govern organisations,
devised by collective and individual actions of the members. A useful example,
include professional codes of conduct that may govern property professionals
during the property development process. They are crucial because property
firms have to efficiently organise the factors of production (i.e. land, labour and
capital) during the delivery of buildings. Similarly, any public organisation
responsible for the provision of property services like land allocation requires
regulations to guide and enforce the delivery of such services. Cultural
endowments are customs or norms that people use to interpret their
experiences within society. In other words, they are informal institutions that
exist to fulfil peoples' needs either in the presence or in the absence of formal
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institutions. In the case of the developing countries where formal institutions are
rudimentary, cultural endowments are definitely an important category of
institutions. For instance, the absence of formal rules in such countries has
resulted in a dense social network of customs, laws, trust and normative rules
that constitute an informal institutional framework (Bates, 1989). Nevertheless, it
can be argued that informal institutions in such countries preceded formal
institutions and that formal institutions were a result of colonial influences.
Otherwise, informal institutions like the Chieftains (political institutions of
governance) would still be very prominent in most SSA countries. Whether this
arrangement would have been able to deliver the kind of institutions necessary
to facilitate development if they had endured is open to debate. Nevertheless,
three categories and other aspects of institutions are illustrated in more detail in
Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Categories of Institutions
Categories
Types
Enforcers
Problems
Coutitlltioul
Order
Normative
behavioural codes
of society
Fundamentally
set of written
and unwritten
rules
State lawl
Legislation
Government
Not widely
known by
citizens
Regulations!
Rules
Courts
Rent -seeking
Behaviour by
public and
private agents
Source: Constructed from various literature sources.
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Cultural
ElldowmeBts
Done by
collective and
individual
action
Customs/
Norms
Local elders/
Community
Opposition to
Government
Reforms
Before elaborating on the link between institutions and economic development,
it is important; to highlight the characteristics of properly designed institutions.
Figure 2.2 highlights the roles of institutions as well as the characteristics of
properly designed institutions.
Figure 2.2: Characteristicsof Institutions
INSTITUTIONS
• They have explicit purposes
• They have authority vested
in them to achieve those
purposes.
• They have capacity to fulfil
their objectives
• They have specific powers;
• They have working
procedures determined by
the above.
Source: Adapted from UNCHS (Habitat), 1989
Roles
• Enforcing
contractual rights
between parties
• Reduce
information
asymmetry and
risk during
economic activity.
According to Figure 2.2, institutions have two main roles in economic
development; the first role is the enforcement of individual property rights during
the exchange of goods and services. For example, individuals purchasing real
property have their legal rights enforced by institutions like courts. The other
role of institutions is the reduction of risk and information asymmetry during
transactions. In particular, contracts reduce risk during economic transactions.
Similarly specialist institutions reduce the problem of information asymmetry by
providing adequate information to individuals prior to economic transactions. As
for the characteristics, properly designed institutions must have explicit
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purposes when established. To achieve such purposes, authority in the form of
specific powers is vested in institutions and functional working procedures are
provided to facilitate the whole process for which institutions have been
designed.
2.3 Institutions and Economic Development
It is now widely acknowledged that institutions are of vital importance to
economic development (World Bank, 1993c; 1997; Ebohon et. aI, 1997; Stiglitz,
1998). This appreciation was due to the consistent economic growth
experienced by East Asian countries during the last decade (Knack et. aI, 1995;
Mauro, 1995; Weder, 1999). However, because institutions are the rules that
govern the economy and economic policy making as well as co-ordinating
economic activity within and between organisations, a link can be established
between institutions and economic development. In particular, institutions
structure the incentives of individuals and firms during innovation, production
and exchange of goods and services, and thus enhance economic growth and
development (Olson et. aI, 1998; Olson, 1990; Kahkonen et. al 1997;
Kahkonen, 1998). So, in our case such institutions are necessary to provide a
secure environment for developers and property entrepreneurs engaging in
property development. It is hardly surprising therefore that the developed
countries have a comprehensively developed property market. This is due to
the fact that they have well-established market economies, and their institutions
support the legal rights of individuals and firms engaged in mutually beneficial
trade. Given these arguments, it is obvious that institutions lie at the heart of
economic development and thus, developing countries need to streamline and
nurture their institutions to foster economic development.
In order to further understand the above relationship, it is important to examine
the actual institutional structures, which are the co-ordination mechanisms that
facilitate economic development in developed countries. This is important in
order to demonstrate the overriding importance of institutions in economic
development, especially to sectors such as property development. Prominent
among these is excludability, which is the ability to exclude consumers unwilling
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to effectively demand goods and services (Kahkonen, 1998). Exchanges of
goods and services or transactions are highest where excludability is most
pronounced, indicating increased protection of property rights. In other words,
consumers are unlikely to part with money in exchange for goods and services
without the transfer of exclusive rights with such goods and services. Where the
incidence of 'free riders' is overwhelmingly present, entrepreneurs are unlikely
to be attracted to such sectors, explaining the relative lack of support for the
public goods and the need for government support in these areas.
The second institutional structure fundamental to the co-ordination mechanism
that underpins effective economic development is Rivalry. Rivalry is the extent
to which a person's consumption of a good reduces its availability to others
(Kahkonen, 1998). Goods that are of high rivalry attract higher effective demand
than non-rival goods and services of joint consumption nature where one
person's consumption has no impact on the consumption of others (Samuelson,
1954).
These attributes are fundamental to the existence of markets as institutions
underpinning effective economic development (Kahkonen, 1998). Markets are
crucial to entrepreneurship and remain the most fundamental institution, which
underpin development in advanced countries of the world. Thus, markets offer
favourable environments for innovation, production and exchange of goods and
services (Coase, 1988; Clague et. ai, 1995). While no attempt is made to pre-
empt the discussion, these attributes are fundamental to property development,
especially given the huge capital investments associated with its production and
consumption. Furthermore, and in the case of the developing countries, these
attributes become even more significant as a necessary prerequisite to effective
property development. In these countries, not only is excludability and non-
rivalry difficult to enforce owing to inadequate institutions and local customary
practices; the underdevelopment of markets is also well pronounced (McKenzie,
1984).
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Given the absence of such institutions as well as other co-ordinating
mechanisms, the general underdevelopment and entrenched poverty that is
prevalent in the developing countries comes as no surprise. The inability of
developing countries to establish and enforce legal rights has made it difficult
for effective and efficient markets to evolve.
Underpinning the market institution are hierarchy and collective action both of
which are crucial to the functioning of the markets, defining responsibilities
where a group of people with common interest engage in economic and social
activities (Sandler, 1992). Hierarchy manifests in law and order or command
and control, which is necessary to modify behaviours and business practices to
acceptable standards. Such hierarchies can be market-oriented or public
oriented as can be found in private corporations or in the public sector. For,
example, government agencies allocate public land, and the success of such an
exercise is best achieved under an efficient and effective regulative framework
that cannot be usurped or abused. As it is the case in many developing
countries where a piece of land can be sold to numbers of people simply
because of ineffective legislative framework and practices, public confidence in
the process is usually very low. The impact manifests in high transaction costs,
which discourages investments in real property.
Collective action is equally fundamental to the market mechanism and the
overall process of economic development. Small groups whose frequent
interaction and shared common values set rules and standards of operations
(Kahkonen, 1998; Olson, 1965), typify collective action. In the particular case of
property development, the roles of the professional bodies such as the Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors, the Chartered Institute of Building, and the
Royal Institution of British Architects in the United Kingdom are fundamental to
the property development process. These bodies not only enforce their own
rules and regulations regarding best practice, they also take on board
government regulations. As a result, properties that fulfil both clients and users'
requirements are delivered, which reinforces confidence in the system and
invites private sector participation.
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In the developing countries, the absence of such professional cadre of
individuals has created a void, which is inefficiently and ineffectively filled by the
government, creating room for corruption and nepotism and distorting the
market mechanism in the process. It is a common practice for nepotism,
ethnicity and political patronage to take overriding priority in contract awards or
appointment with the consequences that inexperienced contractors and
property developers are awarded contracts (Duesenberry et. aI, 2000;
Goldsmith, 1998). This has led such interest groups to pursue and implement
economic policies, which are undermining to the market mechanism.
2.3.1 Property Rights
It is worth noting that property rights are the only commodity exchanged during
economic transactions; and their importance to economic development has
been advanced by Demsetz (1967). They are defined as "the sanctioned
behavioural relations among individuals that arise from the existence of goods
and pertain to their use" (Furubotn et. aI, 1972). Inherent in these rights are a
bundle of characteristics- exclusivity, inheritability, transferability and
enforcement mechanisms (Alchian et. aI, 1973). Here exclusivity refers to the
ability of the legal right to be enjoyed by a particular individual. Inheritability
refers to the fact that property rights can be inherited. Transferability refers to
the fact that property rights can be legally transferred from one person to
another and enforceability refers to the legal protection of such rights.
Equally, property rights have three categories that make them attractive during
economic activity, which include user rights, right to earn and right to transfer
(Eggertsson, 1990; Barzel, 1989). In particular, user rights are the potential
uses of an asset and legitimate to an individual enabling them to physically
transform the asset, such as renovating a building. Thus, any restrictions to
such rights limit the set of permissible uses and lower the economic value of the
asset, especially where highly valued uses are excluded. In the second
category, individuals' have the right to earn income from an asset and contract
out the terms to other individuals (Eggertsson, 1990). A common example, is
when landlords let their properties to tenants in exchange for rental income. In
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the last category, the right to transfer enables individuals to sell their assets to
another party, at will. This is why developers undertake the property
development process, to transfer their rights to others for the purpose of making
profits. One important point to note is that for property rights to be economically
viable, they must be enforced and protected by government, more particularly
by law enforcement agents (Barzel, 1989; Malik et. aI, 1992). Thus, no
individual can protect his property rights against outsiders when acting alone;
they must rely on collective action (Dugger, 1980). Additionally, such rights are
not only collective but also reciprocal, thus an intimate connection between
collectivity and reciprocity. This analogy was drawn from Commons (1924) who
stated:
There is no right without its correspondingduty, no effectiveor actual right-and-dutyof
individualswithout both a correlativepowerand responsibilityof officials to come to the
aid of the right by enforcingthe duty (Commons,1924).
Thus, property rights have two corresponding duties- the first being that other
individuals have to honour the right, which has to be enforced by public officials.
All this goes to show that property rights are not absolute but depend on
enforcement and protection by individuals' or the government. Nevertheless,
costs are incurred, which are regarded as transaction costs. Coase (1988)
defines them as the costs of designing, monitoring and enforcing agreements.
Transaction costs arise when individuals exchange ownership rights to
economic assets as well as their enforcement (Barzel, 1989; Eggertsson, 1990).
They are also referred to as "the costs of running the economic system", but are
entirely different from production costs (Arrow, 1969). Sometimes, transaction
costs are confused for production costs, especially since they are incurred
during economic activity. On the other hand, it is argued that transaction costs
are high when property rights or the rule of law are insecure, especially in
developing countries (Aron, 2000). This argument is because such rights have
to be protected through formal court and in cases where they are insecure,
more financial resources have to be used to protect them. However, this cost
can be very high as shown in the case of the US where more than 45 percent of
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US national income was incurred on transaction costs and this percentage had
increased by 25 percent in within a century (Wallis et. ai, 1986). This scenario
highlights the growing magnitude of transaction costs even in countries where
property rights are clearly defined. The significance of this finding for the
developing countries is that transactions would be accompanied with even
higher transactions costs because of ill defined property rights and inadequate
institutions.
Generally, property rights exist in both land and physical buildings. For instance,
land rights are essential to the property development process for it to be a
useful form of collateral to further development loans. These rights can only be
effectively protected and enforced with appropriate institutions as well as
adequate institutional arrangements in general (Feeny, 1988; Solow, 1985;
Arrow, 1985; Coase, 1960). Institutional arrangements are crucial in
encouraging entrepreneurship and economic activities and are likely to be
discouraged where institutional arrangements are wrongly configured. This is
the case in the developing countries where ill defined property rights and weak
enforcement, which are themselves the product of weak institutions create
insecurity (Feder et. ai, 1991).
The consequences have been the discouragement of funds and
entrepreneurship going into the property sector of the economy. This is because
property rights in such countries are poorly defined and in particular, weak
institutions and weak contract enforcement have combined to undermine the
security of property rights. Similarly, the absence of property rights, apart from
the effects on investments inflow has the potential to exclude the poor from
effective participation in economic activities by virtue of the huge implicit
transaction costs (de Soto, 1989). Indeed, secure property rights are argued to
have positive effects on the welfare of the poor (Mookherjee, 1997; Bardham et.
ai, 1998). This is because secure property rights encourage increased
productivity through which the poor can improve their economic standing.
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In the developing countries, the source of insecure property rights can be traced
to inefficient organisation as well as the absence of key property enhancing
institutions, including constitutional order, institutional arrangements and cultural
endowments. It is difficult to anticipate security of property under such
conditions unless these categories of institutions are functional and operational;
a sentiment, which is widely acknowledged (Feder et. aI, 1991). Feder et. al
(1991) observed that although the developing countries have provisions for
private property rights through formal laws, these have not been matched by
effective enforcement mechanisms and processes. A typical example is the fact
that although legislation in these countries provides for alienability, this has not
manifested in smooth transaction of landed property between individuals; an
activity deemed to violate cultural norms, especially where such transactions cut
across tribal and political divide. Under such scenarios, property development is
compromised as those with the financial muscles are denied access to land for
their tribal origins and ethnicity.
Thus, the situation of property rights in the developing countries is complicated
simply because they are ill defined and lacking effective and efficient supporting
institutions. This situation has further been complicated by the juxtaposed
formal and informal institutions yet operating side by side and under different
rules and regulations with each fulfilling disparate functions and activities. For
example, customary law governs customary land of which formal laws may not
intervene such that it is difficult to have the property rights of customary tenants
protected under formal laws. It is difficult for financial institutions to invest in
land under such a scenario as such investments would be subject to likely
communal disputes and as such invite huge risks as contracts become
increasingly unenforceable.
2.3.2 Contracts
Similar to property rights, contracts, especially their enforcement are important
aspects of economic activities, especially with regards to property where the
transfer of rights either temporarily or permanently is an integral part
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(Eggertsson, 1990; Barzel, 1989). In this regard and generally, Olson (1990)
observes that:
"A society cannot have much borrowing and lending or obtain many of the other gains
from mutually advantageous trade unless individuals and firms have the right to make
contracts with one another that will be impartially enforced. "
From the above statement, Olson (1990) emphasises contracts as a vital
component of economic development. The relevance of contracts is evident
across all the facets of property development, through the procurement stage to
sourcing development finance and the sale or management of properties. The
particular benefit of contracts is the effects on reducing risks, which is important
because of the huge and indivisible nature of the capital involved and also the
lead-time periods associated with supply and consumption of construction
products. This is particularly the case with property development as a highly
geared venture where property development companies raise between 80 and
90 percent of development cost from borrowing.
In any economic activity, contracts can either be formal or informal between
tenant and landlord and each has some associated advantages. Formal
contracts are written and the main advantage lies in their enforcement in the
courts. Similarly, informal contracts are unwritten and enforceable through
informal institutions, including customs and cultural norms (Kahkonen et. aI,
1997). Thus, the essential difference between formal and informal contracts lies
in their enforcement mechanisms and this is explored in subsection 2.3.3.
Nevertheless, formal contracts fulfil four roles during economic activity namely
channelling, cautionary, evidentiary and deterrent (Kahkonen et. aI, 1997). The
understanding of these roles further underpins the effectiveness and importance
of institutions to the process of economic development generally and property
development in particular.
In the cautionary role, contracts protect parties against hasty decisions since
once signed they are legally binding. The evidentiary role on the other hand
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concerns the 'writing aspect', which simplifies the administration and
management of disputes and protects parties against manufactured evidence.
Finally, formal contracts deter unfavourable transactions (Von Mehren et. aI,
1977). A close look at these roles reveals their relevance to the property
transaction process, given its complex nature and the different stakeholders
involved through the construction stage to the disposal or management of
properties.
On the other hand, informal contracts found in SSA countries have their benefits
especially in the absence of formal institutions. For instance, informal unwritten
contracts are used during transactions between families, relatives and close
friends. Transaction costs in such situations are minimal because the
transacting parties have close ties, which eradicate the need for high cost third
party enforcement or mediation. Nevertheless, despite close ties between the
transacting parties such contracts have major problems; especially where the
initial goodwill underpinning such contracts hardly endures. Similarly, the
enforcement is a problem, which is particularly the case where ethnic loyalties
prevail and the parties to disputes originate from different ethnic groups and
where verbal and unwritten agreements can be denied. Under such a scenario,
investments into the property sector are likely to be discouraged. Thus, contract
enforcement is crucial to economic development, especially the process of
property development as the ensuing discussion indicates.
2.3.3 Contract Enforcement
The enforcement of contracts provides mechanisms to protect the legal rights of
parties during economic activities. It is such assurances, which entice
entrepreneurs to enter into contracts. Thus, the effectiveness of enforcing
institutions is paramount in the decision to enter into contracts (Kahkonen et. aI,
1997). In other words, during economic activity transacting parties are
motivated by contract enforcement mechanisms available to them that penalise
the breach of contract. However, such enforcement can be done through formal
and informal institutions because formal and informal contracts exist. The formal
institutions include contract law; other bodies of law such as financial, company
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and competition as well as enforcement agencies like court (Kahkonen et. aI,
1997). Whereas, the informal institutions rely on customary law, rules of social
and commercial interaction based on a history of reciprocal dealinq.' Other
informal enforcement mechanisms include traditional authorities, collective
punishment and self-help (Galanter, 1981). Fundamentally, such enforcement
depends on the ethnic background of the transacting parties.
Crucially, both the formal and informal contract enforcement mechanisms
employ aspects such as guilt, coercion and repeated interaction (Cooter, 1996;
Fafchamps, 1996; Landa, 1994). Guilt benefits contract enforcement
mechanisms in both formal and informal institutions because it raises feelings of
illegitimacy in any individual not complying with established rules. For instance,
if a contractor had signed a contract, the developer would expect guilt to set in
when they are not performing according to the contract. However, guilt has
flaws because the ability to feel guilty varies among individuals (Kahkonen et.
aI, 1997). For instance, some individuals do not feel guilt over breaching
contracts during transactions, rendering it superfluous in such a situation. On
the other hand, coercion or force applies when third party intermediation is
either too slow or where inefficiencies arise within the court system, as is often
the case in SSA countries.
The interaction aspect of contract enforcement presupposes regular activities
and interaction, thereby relying on reciprocity to facilitate compliance with
contractual obligations. This argument is strongly made by Macaulay (1963)
who remarks that "even though breaching the contract in the short-term would
be advantageous to one party, they are deterred because of a possible
profitable business relationship in the long-term." In other words, reputation and
trust, combining as 'goodwill' develop through regular interactions, which then
becomes an essential part of contract enforcement. However, in the developing
countries where opportunities for regular contacts are limited by one-off projects
and the self-help subsistence construction practices, this aspect of contract
I Reciprocal dealing refers to a situation where the transacting parties have a mutual relation of
exchanging legal rights.
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enforcement is forfeited (Klein et. ai, 1981). The implication is the lack of
opportunities for potential investors to acquire information on the firm and their
performance record. Thus, the collective punishment usually associated with
poor business performance or the good practice often associated with group
interaction is lost as a result (Fafchamps, 1994; Landa, 1994). Such practice is
common among financial institutions in UK where credit information is shared to
guard against defaulting customers.
Finally, informal arrangements feature prominently even in situations where
complex contracts are in place because transacting parties usually build
relationships based on mutual trust. The frequency of transactions as a factor of
contract enforcement refers to the length of the transactional relationship
between parties, especially frequent and continuous transactions between the
parties (Williamson, 1985). The more frequent parties transact the better their
relationship and the less need for contract enforcement. However, Williamson
(1994) divides transactional relationships into three categories according to the
frequency and asset-specificity of the transaction, which are arm's length, mid-
range and bilateral dependence.
The frequency of interaction as well as the degree of asset-specificity increases
from arm's length through to bilateral dependence. In arm's length relationships,
parties in the transaction tend to rely on competition as an enforcement
mechanism since they can turn to alternative sources should they be
dissatisfied. It is important to stress the significance of competition, which can
only exist with a functional market where there are large numbers of buyers and
sellers. Thus, where markets do not exist or are substituted by the government,
which is the common practice in the developing countries, transactions become
inefficient and ineffective, incurring huge transaction costs. So in arm's length
relationships, there is little dependency between parties and transactions are
characterised by a low degree of asset specificity, and contracts are often short-
term and simple (Kahkonen et. et, 1997).
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However, in a mid-range relationship the parties rely on long-term contracts,
which are usually written. Although complex, it nevertheless allows contracts to
be enforced through formal mechanisms. Even then, as relationships
strengthen overtime and trust is built, parties may switch to the use of informal
mechanisms. Indeed, empirical studies also show the presence of continuing
relationships increase the informality with which the parties to a contract solve
their disputes (Macaulay, 1963, 1985; Macneil, 1978). Nevertheless, the
existence of legally binding and enforceable contracts plays an important role in
sustaining business relationships. Thus, the role of contracts, especially
enforceable contracts, becomes one of facilitating business relationships
through periods of mistrusts and informality to one of trusts and informality. In
other words, enforceable contracts serve as a confidence building measure.
Finally, bilateral dependence refers to transactions where the parties rely
substantially on each other for contract enforcement. Here transactions
between the parties are frequent and continuous and the degree of asset-
specificity is high. An example is the reliance of developers on contractors and
other professionals within the construction and property industry to honour their
contracts where hierarchical control becomes an efficient way of guaranteeing
performance. However, dependency tends to be very high as a result
(Kahkonen et. ai, 1997).
Overall, it can be observed that in the developed countries, the presence of
effective and functioning institutions create conducive environments for
business transactions, facilitating investment inflow to various sectors of the
economy, especially the property sector. Prominently, the technical progress
and innovation in financing and contracting arrangements are possible because
of the stable business environment made possible by effective institutions
(Kahkonen et. aI, 1997). As has been argued, the absence of such effective
institutions in the developing countries is undermining progress in all aspects of
economic development and progress, especially in the areas of infrastructure
provisions such as residential, industrial and commercial properties upon which
growth and development depend. According to North (1990):
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"The inability of societies to develop effective, low cost enforcement is the most
important source of both historical and contemporary underdevelopment in the Third
World."
It is clear from the above discussion that developing countries would have to
have appropriate and effective institutions in place in order to achieve an
effective and sustainable property development process.
2.4 The Institutional Arrangements in Developing Countries
In section 2.2 we highlighted institutional arrangements as one category of
institutions that have been crucial to economic development in developed
countries. Such effective arrangements continue to elude the developing
countries. As has been demonstrated, sustainable economic growth and
development is preconditioned by efficient institutional arrangements and
assisted by appropriate agencies. This is due to the fact that institutional
arrangements are behavioural codes for a given society and have important
bearing on wealth-maximising opportunities for individuals and organisations
alike. This allows for the engagement of production and exchange of goods and
services (Aron, 2000). As demonstrated above, they underpin property rights,
efficiency in economic management and fundamental to government policies
formulation and implementation (Olson, 1982; Weingast, 1993).
In the developing countries, the absence of institutional arrangements imposes
formidable constraints on economic and productive activities (North, 1990). For
example, the absence of secure property rights has been one of the most
discouraging factors to investment in real property. The role of property rights
and its impact on investment and growth is empirically validated, and has been
found to be a motivational factor to invest by investors because of the security
offered by property rights (Knack et. aI, 1995).
Even where institutional arrangements are in place in these countries, they are
rendered ineffective, especially given the dualistic nature of the economies,
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which render both the formal and informal institutions to function in parallel.
Most developing countries have huge informal sectors where individuals
engage in ordinary market activities operating outside the mainstream
economy, making it difficult to formally enforce contracts over a substantial area
of economic activities (Hart, 1973; de Soto, 1989). The prevalence of informal
institutions in developing countries is perpetuated by ethnic and cultural norms
where subsistence and informal practices are believed to be part of cultural
heritage. As a result, formal institutions are seen as a threat to cultural norms
and informal institutions. However, the predominance of informal institutions
over formal institutions has been put down to the poor definition of formal
institutions and the assertion is that it is as a result that economic activities are
driven into the informal sector (Aron, 2000).
The prevalence of weak formal institutions in developing countries also hinders
firms or individuals from engaging in complex, long-term and multiple-contract
exchanges, which have tremendously benefited the developed countries, as we
have demonstrated above. For example, formal financial institutions in such
countries are unable to increase loan availability to developers because
massive funds from the informal sector can not be mobilised. Overall, most SSA
countries lack basic institutional arrangements to ensure efficient and effective
markets (Brett, 1993). Informal sectors and institutions, though well
acknowledged, as contributing to economic development are nevertheless
postulated as posing huge obstacles to economic development in SSA
countries. Thus, it is hardly surprising that SSA countries have been unable to
achieve sustainable development because most of their economic activities are
undertaken in the informal sector. Such practices perpetuate subsistence
economic activities and reinforce small-scale production, denying corporate
approach to production and forfeiting the scale economies usually associated
with large-scale production.
Thus, given the huge and indivisible investments associated with property
development, effective and functional institutions are needed to channel
domestic and foreign investment to the Sub-Sahara African property sector.
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While the financial and investment potentials of the informal sector are well
acknowledged, their predominance as a major source of investment finance
attests to developing countries' inability to transform key institutions
fundamental to growth and development (Ben-Porath, 1980; Datta et. aI, 1989;
Sabetti, 1984; Popkin, 1979).
The drawback for the economy or rather the implications is the limited financial
base from which competing demands for investments are met by all sectors of
the economy. This is because of the lack of effective institutional arrangements
to channel funds from the informal sector of the economy to the formal sectors
where funds are more likely to be efficiently deployed. Thus, effective
institutional arrangements have to be found to link both the informal and formal
sectors to facilitate growth and development. However, for such a strategy to be
effective, formal institutions in the developing countries must be functional and
effective. Public and private organisations are susceptible to rent-seeking
behaviour in the form of corruption, bribery, nepotism and foster parallel
markets (Krueger, 1974). Corruption in developing countries, once eschewed as
politically incorrect is now attracting great deal of attention from economists,
simply because of the undermining effects on efficiency and productivity
(Myrdal, 1968, Meagher, 1997). For example, corruption in the public agencies
allocating development land has increased the costs incurred by developers or
property entrepreneurs in Sub-Sahara Africa countries considerably.
While several reasons have been advanced for the prevalence of corruption in
the developing countries (Andvig et. aI, 1990; Clague 1993; Sah 1988), the
deterring effects on potential investors and investments is far reaching (Bryant,
1991). Undoubtedly, a lasting solution is found in appropriate and effective
institutions and institutional arrangements, holding the key to reconciling both
formal and informal institutions for growth and development.
2.4.1 Government Institutions
It has been argued that any well-functioning market economy requires a
government that can establish and enforce the "rules of the game" (Tanzi,
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1999). By "rules of the game" we refer to institutions and institutional
arrangements of government that enable the functioning of a market economy.
More particularly, such institutions include secure property rights, reliable and
impartial enforcement of contracts; all of which provide incentive to both
indigenous and foreign investors (Brautigam, 1991; Clague et. aI, 1996). Not
much investment can occur if government does not provide such an enabling
environment for investors. In this particular case, government institutions are
also public sector organisations like ministries and local councils, which perform
numerous roles in economic development. These roles include promoting
widely shared social objectives, raising revenues to finance public sector
activities, enforcing contracts, protecting property and producing public
infrastructure like roads (Tanzi, 1999).
Fundamentally, such institutions play a prominent role in the reallocation of
public land that requires a lot of co-ordination between various departments and
which cannot be provided efficiently by the private sector. It is argued that
although they perform many roles, that of acting as an effective third-party
enforcer of agreements between private parties is most vital for economic
development (Knack, 1999). So, if government institutions perform such
functions efficiently and effectively then it is expected that economic growth and
development would ensue. In support of this viewpoint an empirical study on
long-term growth in 40 developing countries between 1850-1950, found political
organisation and the administration of government, the single most important
variable in economic growth (Reynolds, 1983).
However, given the importance of government institutions during economic
growth, such institutions in SSA countries are very weak and thus, responsible
for low economic performance (Court et. el, 2000). Nevertheless, it is uncertain
whether it is institutional weakness that encourages corruption or whether it is
corruption that weakens institutional effectiveness and efficiency. For SSA,
institutional weakness and corruption are well entrenched in the civil service
and in government parastatals. Additionally, since the level of economic and
institutional development is conditioned by the role of government, the inability
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to effect such necessary changes has obvious implications for economic
development, especially socio-economic policies. Firstly, the market mechanism
is rendered inoperable and inefficient. Secondly, fiscal regime is weakened,
narrowing the tax base and resulting in limited government revenue (Tanzi,
1998).
Fundamentally, the lack of appropriate institutions and institutional
arrangements in SSA has weakened the effectiveness of governments,
undermining effective policy formulation and activism. The vacuum created as
a result has often manifested in political instability, resulting in frequent changes
in political regimes. According to Mbaku (1993), Sub-Saharan Africa has
experienced more than sixty coups d'etat since 1956, legitimising the increased
reliance on non-constitutional methods of government. This scenario has been
advanced as the major undermining factor to economic growth and
development in the region (McGowan et. aI, 1984; Mbaku, 1988; Jenkins et. aI,
1990). Thus, undermining and supplanting constitutional governments in this
manner erodes the effectiveness of institutions as well as institutional building
capacity upon with which effective growth and development can be achieved.
2.4.2 Legal Institutions
Legal institutions are important in the efficient running of the economy as has
been demonstrated in the case of the developed countries (de Soto, 1989). In
the developing countries, de Soto (1989) noted that efficient legal institutions
are often lacking, which makes it more difficult to galvanise economic activity.
The effect is mostly felt in the insecurity created in the minds of potential
entrepreneurs regarding the protection and enforcement of property rights.
Legal institutions include law making bodies, formal courts, legal firms and
enforcement bodies. Combined, they protect and enforce individual rights,
including property rights. In the developing countries, these institutions remain
undeveloped and dysfunctional, experiencing formidable constraints. Some of
these constraints have been blamed on the fact that formal legal traditions in
these countries have been inherited from past colonial masters, which have not
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been fully integrated and fully absorbed by the indigenous people (Prosterman
et. ai, 1998; De Cruz, 1995). While this may be true, it presents an insufficient
explanation for the inefficiency and ineffectiveness of the formal legal systems
in most developing countries. Similarly, there some developing countries with
the same legal institutional inheritances that have developed and managed
such systems, adapting them to suit their needs and have achieved effective
and efficient legal systems.
Additionally, the overriding issue in the legal systems of most developing
countries, especially sub-Sahara Africa is accessibility of justice by the majority.
High levels of poverty makes legal costs unaffordable to the majority of the
population, forcing many to result to informal and illegal means to enforce their
rights. From a priori observation, many transacting parties seeking legal
protection in Sub-Sahara Africa are discouraged from formal contracts because
of costs (Redding, 1995). This is particularly the case with arbitration and formal
court proceedings, which attract high costs such that the prevalent perception
being that only the rich and well connected should be seeking formal justice.
Such perceptions cannot be so far from the truth because if a poor person
enters into a contract with a rich and powerful individual in society, the latter
could disregard the contract with impunity if the situation ever arises. In other
words, formal legal institutions in SSA countries always do not cater for the
whole populace but rather for the few privileged individuals who can afford the
costs of enforcing their property rights. Hence, for developing countries to
achieve meaningful development and be able to attract the much-needed
investments into the various sectors of the economy, including the property
development sector, they must develop effective formal legal institutions. These
institutions must cater for the populace must be predictable, fair, and adjudicate
rapidly and consistently with cultural norms (Prosterman et. ai, 1998).
2.4.3 Financial Institutions
The importance of financial institutions in economic development has long been
debated, especially since the mobilisation of capital was crucial in igniting the
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industrial revolution (Bagehot, 1873). During the mobilising of savings, they
agglomerate capital from disparate savers for investment; this is because
without access to multiple investors, many production activities cannot benefit
from economies of scales (Sirri et. aI, 1995). Thus, where it is difficult to
mobilise savings on a huge scale as in many developing countries, low level
equilibrium of economic activities is the repercussion. In support of this
viewpoint, Schumpeter (1912) contends that well-functioning banks spur
technological innovation by identifying and funding those entrepreneurs with the
best chances of successfully implementing innovative products and production
processes. While, Hicks (1969) empirically validates the positive role of the
financial sector in economic development, Robinson (1952) on the other hand
argues that enterprises precede financial institutions, implying that economic
development creates demands for particular types of financial arrangements.
This is very crucial to this discussion, especially the property development
process in Sub-Sahara Africa and the lack of appropriate institutions that
support it. As discussed earlier, the informal approach to property development,
which is exemplified by the self-help strategy cannot facilitate the types of
institutions capable of supporting the construction and property industry. In the
case of development finance, this appears to be the case as self-help
perpetuates delayed consumption and rendering borrowing superfluous.
Although the role of the financial sector in economic growth is under-stressed
(Meir et. aI, 1984; Lucas, 1988; Chandavarkar, 1992), its role in economic
growth and development has never been in doubt, but rather the extent to which
financial institutions are involved in economic development (Bencivenga et. aI,
1991). Levine (1996) describes the general functions of financial institutions in
the economy to include the facilitation of risk diversification, mobilisation of
savings, allocation of financial resources across sectors, and facilitating the
exchange of goods and services. Thus, financial institutions are necessary
catalysts in mobilising and allocating financial resources crucial for economic
growth and development.
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Other functions of financial institutions necessary to the process of economic
development, especially property development are those of acquiring
information on behalf of clients (Carosso, 1970; Greenwood et. aI, 1990). This is
important because savers will be reluctant to invest in economic activities for
which there is little reliable information. This is particularly true in the case of
developing countries, where there is lack of information about investments. In
addition, the acquisition of information by financial institutions reduces the
overall costs incurred by individual investors, thereby improving resource
allocation (Diamond, 1984; Boyd et. aI, 1986). If financial institutions can
allocate resources efficiently, developers are able to deliver adequate
infrastructure. Indeed, the demands of the financial industry has the potential of
revolutionising the construction and property industry as various institutions
ranging from planning to legal would be needed to facilitate the process.
Equally, the ability to acquire and process information may have important
growth implications since many firms and entrepreneurs solicit capital from
financial institutions for investments.
However, mobilising the savings of many disparate savers is costly, because it
involves-overcoming the potentially huge transaction costs involved (levine,
1996). This is very much the situation in most developing countries, especially
SSA where financial institutions have been unable to mobilise savings due to
high transaction costs. Part of the problem is the huge distrust by potential
savers of financial institutions as a result of the bad reputations of Banks
(Delong, 1991; lamoreaux, 1995). As a result, potential savers are usually
apprehensive about depositing their savings.
Also, the role of financial institutions in facilitating the exchange of goods and
services has also been widely acknowledged (levine, 1996). In this role,
transaction costs are drastically reduced, which is particularly the case with
huge transactions processed through financial institutions. The more of such
transactions the lower the transactions costs, which promotes specialisation,
technological innovation and growth. In particular, with greater specialisation,
workers are more likely to be entrepreneurial which fosters rapid growth and
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development (Smith, 1776). However, the lowering of transaction costs with
increased activities is predicated upon increased volume of activities and the
attendant economies of scale. In the case of developing countries, financial
institutions handle fewer transactions and this explains the unusually high
transaction costs, which serves to discourage financial institutions to sectors
such as the property development sector.
From the above, it is evident that financial institutions in SSA countries function
inadequately. Firstly, they are unable to attract savings because individuals in
such countries distrust financial institutions and, as such prefer to hold their
funds outside of the banking system. Given that such a pool of money is vital for
economic growth and development, huge economic activities requiring
investments are forfeited. This may go a long way to explaining the lack of
support for property development, especially as the capital requirements of the
property sector are usually huge and indivisible.
2.Slnstitutional Reforms
From the above discussion, it is evident that the absence of efficient and
effective institutions in the developing countries continues to have adverse
effects on the structure and performance of the developing countries'
economies. Effective institutional reforms particularly in SSA countries are vital
to the improvement of their economies without which it would be difficult to
enforce and protect individuals' rights as well as property rights. As
demonstrated above, such rights are key to encouraging local and international
entrepreneurs to invest across all sectors of the economy. Such reforms are
necessary to create an enabling environment where the role of the government
in economic development is enhanced without necessarily 'crowding' the private
sector by stifling entrepreneurships and individual initiatives.
However, it must be said that institutional reform is a complicated process and
must occur incrementally as opposed to a discontinuous fashion. with the
direction being shaped by the interaction between institutions and organisations
(North, 1990). In other words, institutions coupled with the standard constraints
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of economic theory such as capital determine the opportunities in a society
whereas, organisations are created to take advantage of those opportunities
and so when organisations evolve they should alter institutions or have positive
effects on institutions. Thus, it can be argued that institutional reforms in SSA
countries are bound to be complex because the interaction between institutions
and organisations is deficient, especially since organisations perpetuate
inefficiencies by misallocating scarce resources, which in turn undermines the
functions of institutions.
Thus, the reform of government institutions in SSA countries is necessary to
reverse the rent-seeking behaviour and bureaucratic inefficiencies that have
stifled economic growth and entrepreneurship in the continent. It is increasingly
becoming clear that this strategy holds the key to attracting much-needed local
and foreign investment, which should benefit the property development sector.
Apart from government institutions, private sector institutions must also be
subjected to fundamental reform. This is particularly the case with the financial
sector of the economy where short-term rather than long-term approach to
investment predominates. This should benefit the property sector where
investments are usually long-term because of the lead-time for property
construction and delivery to clients and the long-term nature of property
consumption and financing arrangements. If properly managed and tuned to the
special economic and social peculiarities of the developing countries, especially
Sub-Sahara Africa, such financial sector reform has the potential of facilitating
the flow of fund between the informal and formal sectors of the economy.
Equally, by so doing, blurs the distinction between the two sectors to the benefit
of the overall economy.
Above all, institutional reforms can improve the interaction between the various
categories of institutions discussed in section 2.2, which present onerous
obstacles to the effectiveness of institutions in SSA countries. However,
although reforms to both the constitutional order and cultural endowments are
necessary, they must occur within the confines of the constitution for credibility
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(Clague, 1997). This is the only way it can be assured that the process is not
hijacked by different interest groups to the detriment of real reform.
2.6 Summary
This chapter has presented the role of institutions in facilitating economic
development. However, we have successfully argued that because of the
underdevelopment or the outright absence of effective institutions in the
developing countries, especially SSA, important sectors such as the property
development sector that underpins economic growth and development are
neglected. This scenario has been pointed out to be detrimental to economic
growth and development in the developing countries and SSA in particular. The
constraints to institutional development was discussed and in particular, the
presence of formal and informal institutions has created a situation where
different rules apply to transacting parties, and sometimes, individual rights
safeguarded under formal rules remain unenforceable under informal rule. Such
insecurity relegates economic activities to low-level transactions.
Thus, it was postulated that effective institutional reform is necessary to
galvanise economic development and economic growth. Such reforms should
transcend public institutions to private institutions, including the financial sector
of the economy as well as the legal sector. It was argued generally that unless
institutional reforms are carried in SSA countries, the much-needed economic
growth and development would continually elude the continent.
The next chapter continues with the institutional theme but focuses mainly on
the institutional approach to property development in order to further evidence
the significance of effective institutions to economic development, especially the
property sector. To achieve this, the analysis has drawn significantly on the
United Kingdom example. While not calling for such high level institutional
development as that of the United Kingdom, it nevertheless shows that
institutional provisions of similarity are present across countries with thriving
property development sector. This has facilitated rapid economic growth and
development.
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CHAPTER THREE
AN INSTITUTIONAL APPROACH TO THE PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
3.1 Introduction
The essence of this chapter, having considered the wider role of institutions in
economic development, is to focus on the property sector and to demonstrate
how and why effective institutions are a necessary prerequisite to a buoyant
property sector. In particular, in order to assert such a role for institutions in the
developing countries, it is fundamental to critically appraise how institutions
have played such fundamental roles in the development of the property sector
in the developed countries. Although, developed countries' institutional
experiences have been cited, we are not in any way suggesting that developing
countries necessarily have to have comparable institutions, especially to the
high level of sophistication as obtains in the developed countries. The important
point here is to set out an argument for how and why effective institutions and
processes would be vital to property development in the developing countries,
especially in Sub-Sahara Africa. Thus, while the level of sophistication can be
tailored to the level of development, appropriate institutions must exist to
facilitate the process of property development in Sub-Sahara Africa, as they are
crucial to the protection of individual rights and their rights to property.
3.2 The Property Development Process in Developed Countries
The process of real property development allows residential, commercial and
industrial properties to be produced for occupation, sale and investment (Barrett
et. aI, 1978; Healey, 1992; Harvey, 2000; Ratcliffe et. aI, 1996; Isaac, 1996;
Cadman et. aI, 1999). However, property development is a complex process
because of the interaction of the property sector with other industries, including
construction, materials' industry, the financial sector and a host of professional
bodies. Such complicated arrangements pose huge and onerous procurement
management challenges, which can further be complicated by the absence of
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effective and functional property supporting institutions to guarantee contract
enforcement and facilitate other activities in the property sector.
Expectedly, the property development process involves a sequence of stages of
crucial importance and significance to the process. While the exact stages
remain contentious, five key stages are commonly identified, and these include
concept and initial consideration, site appraisal and feasibility study, detailed
design and evaluation, contract and construction, marketing, management and
disposal (Ratcliffe et. aI, 1996). Briefly, the concept and initial consideration
stage involves the decision to undertake a property development project and a
conceptual site being decided upon. The site appraisal and feasibility stage is
where the developer takes the idea further by searching for a suitable location
and evaluating the feasibility of proposed development. At the third stage, a
complete design upon which planning permission is obtained is achieved. The
fourth stage is where the developer signs all necessary contracts and begins
the construction of the proposed development. The fifth and final stage occurs
at the post construction stage where the completed development is disposed
through outright sale or letting.
In contrast, eight stages have been canvassed by other commentators a
complete model of real property development (Miles et. aI, 1991; Cadman et. aI,
1999). However, critics have argued that the five-stage model is a condensed
version of the eight-stage model. Nevertheless, the eight-stage model is
discussed and the crucial role of institutions at various stages of the process is
highlighted.
At the first stage, identification of suitable development sites takes place.
Although land is a vital input at this stage, the actual location of real property
development is subject to planning rules and regulation, which differentiates
between different types of real property development (Cadman et. aI, 1999).
Thus, developers have to first determine the nature of proposed developments
before identifying suitable sites.
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Using the United Kingdom example, the initiation of the real property
development process starts with a prospective client or speculative developers
or property entrepreneurs (Cadman et. aI, 1999). The developers' first point of
contact begins with the local authorities that have the overall responsibility for
local planning as enshrined in Statutes or Acts of Parliament. Immediately,
three key institutions can be identified, including planning institution, the legal
institution and the administrative institution in the form of local authorities. Their
roles at this stage are very important to the process of real property
development and serve to create the necessary enabling environment for all
transacting parties to negotiate and conduct business.
The local authority identifies vacant land that can be used for a proposed
development within its planning guidelines. This is done with the help of the
land registry introduced by the Local Government Act of 1980 to compile details
of unused and underused land owned by public authorities (Cadman et. aI,
1999). Through this avenue, information on ownership, planning history and
physical constraints on the site becomes readily available to all developers at
the regional offices of the land registry throughout the country. This facilitates
the process of site identification and significantly reduces transaction costs;
especially those associated with gathering information.
Furthermore, in situations, where developers have identified suitable
development sites through personal contacts, local authorities still have to be
consulted because they need to ensure that identified sites comply with the
local development plan\ as stipulated by the Town and Country Planning Act,
1990 (TPA). The Act gives local authorities strict guidelines regarding its dealing
with planning applications. However, at this particular stage, developers are
only interested in clarifying the possibility of obtaining planning permission for
the proposed development site. If there are likely complications in securing
planning permission they have the option of identifying other development sites.
I Development plans are a combination of structural and local plans with the function of ensuring that
developments are undertaken on designated land and restricted to a particular land use.
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Given such a process and procedure, local authorities are crucial to the process
of site identification.
Beyond the above role, the institutions identified above are also significant in
other aspects, especially the confidence assured potential investors in real
property with regards to property rights as transactions would have been
conducted in accordance to the strictures of the law. Thus, once a site is
identified, secured and development proceeds, the huge transaction costs that
otherwise would have been incurred without these institutions is averted. The
significance of this attribute of effective institutions can be seen in the case of
the developing countries where the absence of similar institutions as those
advanced above creates massive problems. This allows landed properties to be
sold to more than one individual since there are no other sources of information
on land, in the absence of local authorities and land registry other than the
verbal guarantee of the vendor. Thus, it is not unusual to find that heavily armed
guards are procured at huge costs to protect workers and equipment on site
during construction in most developing countries.
Furthermore, were developers are unable to find suitable sites within existing
vacant land, local authorities may use their compulsory purchase powers to
acquire suitable sites for the kind of development being proposed (Cadman et.
aI, 1999; Almond et. aI, 1997). The use of compulsory purchase powers
indicates some flexibility and the progressive nature of the planning regime,
especially the scope for local authorities to assist rather than hinder the
development process. This is particularly the case where such development is
deemed necessary for the economic growth and development of the local area,
and for the local authority to be able to articulate such needs, it must have a
comprehensive local development plan. However to ensure that such powers
are not abused by local authorities to whom growth and development may take
priority over other environmental and sustainability considerations, compulsory
purchase orders can only be exercised with authorisation from the Secretary of
State for the Environment. It is worth noting that a compulsory purchase order is
a lengthy process, especially where public inquiries are involved. The Secretary
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of State would only intervene once such enquiries have been exhausted
(Cadman et. aI, 1999).
Unlike countries with ineffective institutions or the lack of them, landowners are
compensated under the Land Compensation Act 1961 whenever their land
happens to be compulsorily acquired (Cadman et. aI, 1999; Denyer-Green,
1994). This ensures adequate compensation to allow possible relocation
somewhere else.
Property professionals, representing yet another form of institution are heavily
involved at this stage and their roles are crucial to the compensation process.
These are property valuers and they generally produce estimates which best
approximate the market value of land compulsorily acquired and therefore
landowners are protected from possible losses (Butler, 1995; Rees, 1992;
Baum et. aI, 1990). This exercise is crucial to the functioning of the property
market as land valuation signals the prevailing market price for land, which in
turn is residually determined by house prices, indicating the importance of the
market mechanism to the process of property development. Thus, the absence
of such professionals could distort price signals and undermine the property
market, hence the development process. In other words, property professionals
are an essential part of the market mechanism.
As indicated in the theoretical framework analysis and the literature review
chapter, such property professionals are largely absent in the developing
countries, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa where lack of training and
educational facilities preclude such skills. However, such skills are vital to the
efforts to attract investments into the sector without which the associated risks
are high and discouraging to prospective entrepreneurs. This may explain why
other sectors other than property where risks are relatively easier to calculate
are more inviting to investors.
At the evaluation stage of the property development process is where all
information gathered by the developer on a potential development is appraised
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(Cadman et. aI, 1999). Property professionals play an important role because it
is them who largely gather and provide the information, which is crucial to key
investment decisions (Keogh et. aI, 1994). However, this is not to say that
developers are not capable of accessing such information but it is time
consuming and expensive. Thus, the role of the professional bodies and
consultants in the role of information gathering and analysis is crucial to the
property market. To ensure that property professionals provide quality property
information they are bound by professional codes of conduct established and
enforced by professional bodies in which they are members. These include the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) (Cadman et. aI, 1999; RICS,
1994) and the Chartered Institute of Building, the Royal Institute of Town
Planning.
These institutions set standards for best practice, which are enforced within
their 'ranks and file' and supported by series of educational programmes and
support by which standards are constantly appraised in line with dynamic
changes in the market place (Matzdorf, 2000). Thus, these institutions ensure
the highest professionalism possible (RICS, 1995; 1997). This strategy is also
driven through close co-operation between the professional bodies, and
professional bodies as a mark of standard and quality validate educational
institutions where the courses are offered. This is assuring and comforting for
developers to have a pool of professional and skilled labour from which to draw
their labour force.
This is very significant to the cost structure, especially from the developing
countries point of view where such expertise are usually sourced from abroad at
huge expense, which often incurs massive foreign exchange implications. Such
costs can be prohibitive, forcing many firms to use inexperienced and iII-
equipped professionals (Miles et. aI, 1991), which in turn is reflected in the
quality of work and discouraging to institutional investors. In most Sub-Sahara
African countries, developers carry out market research through kin networks,
yielding information of limited use to decision making. Thus, the role of
professional bodies is fundamental to the effectiveness of the property
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development process (Baum et. ai, 1989; Byrne, 1996; Darlow, 1988; Scarett,
1991).
Similarly, the market institution is vital to the property development process, as
it facilitates project appraisal and feasibility against possible risks (Cadman et.
aI, 1999). Projects are undertaken when potential profits outweigh perceived
risks. Crucial to such financial evaluation is the prevailing rate of interest, which
reflects the opportunity cost of capital and enables developers determine the
level of debt sufficient for proposed development. Thus, interest rates,
especially when reflective of the opportunity cost of capital allow property
developers to ascertain the viability of potential developments. The process by
which interest rates represent the opportunity cost of capital presupposes the
existence of functioning capital markets and institutions. In such markets, it is
the interaction of supply and demand for money that determines the rate of
interest rates, which effectively is the cost of borrowing money. In other words,
interest rates hardly represent the opportunity cost of capital where there are no
capital markets or in an overtly regulated money market.
The third stage of the development process is the acquisition stage. This is
where developers acquire land for development (Cadman et. ai, 1999). To
facilitate the process, legal and ground investigations are undertaken and
followed by sourcing development finance. Firstly, legal investigations are
undertaken to facilitate the ownership of legal titles to land, which is a
necessary condition for development (Fisher et. ai, 1999). According to
regulations, developments can only occur after legal title has been obtained.
Indeed, it would be virtually impossible to obtain development finance or attract
potential investors. Thus, legal and financial institutions are obviously very
important at this stage of the property development process where the roles of
professionals such as legal experts (solicitors) are crucial. Solicitors play pivotal
roles during property searches to establish title deeds (Cadman et. aI, 1999;
Barrett et. aI, 1978; Goodchild et. aI, 1985; Watt, 1999). During this process,
legal details relating to proposed developments are thoroughly investigated to
reassure potential developers about their investment (Cadman et. ai, 1999). It is
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such detail, legal scrutiny that financial institutions favourably react to, usually
where there are no legal restrictions that may adversely affect investment
values.
Particularly, solicitors have to establish whether the identified development site
is vacant, meaning that there are no unknown tenancies, licences or illegal
occupation (Cadman et. ai, 1999). This is very important to developers; the risks
to progress with development could seriously be impeded by other interests on
the land. This would be the case where such interested parties refuse
compensation. Equally, solicitors also ensure that development sites have no
other restrictions that could affect the acquisition process. Possible restrictions
include restrictive convenants, mortgages and registered leases, all of which
can adversely affect the development process (Goldberg et. ai, 1984; Harvey,
2000).
Although briefly touched upon earlier, the crucial role played by financial
institutions in the process of property development is overwhelming (Cadman
et. ai, 1999). Like other economic activities, adequate property finance is
crucial, which explains the collateral and evidential demand of project feasibility
and financial viability (Cadman et. ai, 1999; Ratcliffe et. ai, 1996; Isaac, 1994;
Bruce-Radcliffe, 1996; Barter et. ai, 1988; Brett, 1990). However, unlike most
other economic activities, property investments are usually huge and indivisible,
requiring huge borrowing from financial institutions. This is where the procedure
already described above, which involves an array of property-related
professionals, becomes necessary to convince financial institutions of the
viability of the proposed investment. These institutions are usually those that
can provide short, medium to long-term loans, including merchant and
commercial banks (Cadman et. ai, 1999; Ratcliffe et. ai, 1996; Naylor, 1994).
Apart from collateral, short-term financiers consider certain criteria, which
include past performance and financial track records of prospective borrowers,
which in this case is the property developer. Also, serious consideration is given
to the developer's procurement team because of its influence on the success of
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development projects (Ratcliffe et. aI, 1996). However, this would be possible
where there is a corporate approach to property development and property
developers engage in property speculation. This permits repeated property
development, allowing the developer to build up business goodwill and a
financial track record the sort of which is demanded by financial institutions. In
the developing countries where property developments are usually one-off and
self financed, developers may not be able to achieve the business goodwill
required by financial institutions.
The role of financial institutions in providing long-term finance to the property
industry in the UK remains the main catalyst to activities in the industry.
Insurance companies and pension funds are the main sources of such funding
(Cadman et. aI, 1999; Ratcliffe et. aI, 1996; Isaac, 1996). These institutions are
able to lend to the industry because of huge amounts in their possession and
because of the long-term span to their businesses, which enables them to put
their resources at the disposal of property companies. The main forms of
finance provided to the UK property companies by these institutions include
forward sale, sale and leaseback and mortgages (Cadman et. aI, 1999; Ratcliffe
et. aI, 1996). Sale and leaseback arrangement is where developers sell the
freehold interest of proposed developments to financiers who then grant long-
term leases to them; so developers retain an interest in the completed project
(Cadman et. aI, 1999; Ratcliffe et. aI, 1996). These are very complex financial
arrangements made possible only by the presence of effective and functional
institutions. Once again, the role of effective institutions in the property
development process is confirmed.
The planning permission stage is crucial because it ensures only desirable
projects are undertaken, since land is a scarce resource that needs to be
utilised for the most desirable use (Ashworth, 1996; Harvey, 2000). In other
words, obtaining planning consent signals the desirability of the proposed
development and increases the chances of the project being supported by
financial institutions. In the UK, the Secretary of State for the Environment has
the statutory controls over local planning authorities that grant planning consent
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and there are statutes/ that guide them in their decisions regarding suitable
developments (Cullingworth, 1988; Telling et. ai, 1993; Moore, 1993). As
mentioned earlier, the whole essence of planning permission is to manage
urban and rural growth, which is usually exemplified by real property
development and infrastructure provision (Ratcliffe et. ai, 1996; Cadman et. ai,
1999; Cullingworth, 1988; Telling et. ai, 1993).
For developers to obtain planning consent, a detailed planning application
which covers issues such as site location, change of use, layout and design of
proposed development and other technical information is required (Cadman et.
ai, 1999). To assist in navigating the various planning acts and regulations,
planning professionals are engaged. Thus, planning consultants exist as a skill
base to facilitate the implementation of planning regulations, which also means
that the absence of such professional skills poses serious problems to the
process of real property development (Coiacetto, 2000). This is a major problem
in the developing countries where the capacity to formulate and implement
planning rules and regulation is seriously lacking in every respect. This
shortcoming features prominently in the urban form of many of these countries
where giant slums and dilapidating infrastructure is commonplace, explaining
the lack of support for property development by financial institutions in these
countries because of the impact of such externalities on the value of properties.
However, when planning applications are submitted to local councils, planning
officers ensure that all required information is provided and it is required by law
to be processed within 8 weeks (Cadman et. ai, 1999; Glasson, 1992). It is very
important for potential developers to be guaranteed a feedback regarding
planning submission given the essence of time in property development. In turn,
planning officers have to consult structural plans to ensure the proposed
development conforms to land use plans. The consultation of local plans at this
stage is done to clarify whether the proposed development is acceptable and
could be accommodated within the local area. It goes to show that once
planning consent is obtained, potential lenders do not have to worry about their
2 A Statute is written law by government, designed to facilitate certain economic activity.
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investments, which until then, any structure erected would have been illegal.
With such a service readily available to developers and lenders, transaction
costs are drastically reduced from what they would otherwise have been were
developers and financial institutions to bear the costs.
This is the situation in the developing countries where the absence of statutory
requirements and guidelines for planning applications or the inefficiency of the
process increases the risks associated with real property development. It also
fosters delays and breeds corruption and nepotism, as developers have no
statutory recourse setting the time by which applications are treated. Apart from
the costs, there is the real danger that the building would be pulled down, as
there is no way of guaranteeing the legality of erected buildings, which is one of
the main reasons why the financial sector frown on the property sector as an
investment opportunity. It also explains why it is difficult also for financial
institutions to accept real properties in these countries as a form of collateral
security to raise money for other projects because the difficulty of knowing the
value and legality of such assets. In the case of the United Kingdom, owing to
the existence of efficient and effective institutions, real property is a valid form of
collateral security upon which funds can be raised for investments or other
forms of conspicuous consumption.
Post consultation between developers and local councils is when the full
planning committee meets to decide on the application. In the event that the
application is rejected for failing to fulfil certain criteria and guidelines, the
developer can appeal to the Secretary of State for the Environment to reverse
the decision (Cadman et. ai, 1999; Telling et. aI, 1993; Moore, 1993;
Cullingworth, 1988). The appeal process is enshrined in law and therefore
constitutes an institutional arrangement that enables developers to appeal
against the decisions reached by local authorities as long as any such
challenges are lodged within the first six months of the initial decision. This is
crucially significant to the process of real property development in terms of
making land accessible, indicating that a refusal for land use is only possible
after all avenues have been exhausted. In contrast to what obtains in many
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developing countries, the absence of such an appeal process, especially one,
which is guaranteed in law, is stifling to the property development process and
hence investments to the sector. This is particularly the case as would be made
clear later in the case of Uganda where ancestral land is concerned and many
ethnic groups are involved, reaching a consensus and freeing land for eventual
development is often a problem.
The commitment stage follows from the planning permission stage, which as
would be expected can only commence at the issuing of planning permission.
This is the stage where developers formally commit to development projects
and where various contracts with other parties such as landowners, financiers
and contractors are signed (Cadman et. ai, 1999). The legal mechanism
through contract enforcement constitutes important formal institutional
arrangements, and it is crucial at this stage of property development. This
allows the contractual obligations of various stakeholders in the development
process to be spelt out and signed into contracts (Barzel, 1989; Olson, 1990;
Coase, 1937; Coleman, 1990). The credibility of obtaining legal institutions is
fundamental to the process at this stage, especially the effectiveness of
enforcement mechanisms by which parties can seek redress at the instance of
breaches to contracts. Thus, stakeholders readily enter into contracts that are
enforceable when there are disputes (Kahkonen et. ai, 1997).
The implementation stage is where the actual construction begins, and property
professionals get directly involved in the property development process
(Cadman et. ai, 1999). These include the architects, quantity surveyors,
contractors and engineers, and belong to various professional bodies within the
built environment (Ashworth, 1996; Cadman et. ai, 1999; Ratcliffe et. ai, 1996).
Nevertheless, the extent and form of involvement crucially depends on the
developer's choice of building contract between the Joint Contract Tribunal
(JCT), Design and Build, or Management Contracting (Cadman et. ai, 1999;
Ashworth, 1996). The development of these forms of contracts has been an
interesting development in itself, reflecting the significance of the point raised in
the theoretical chapter of the benefits of group interaction and the informal
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discipline it entails, which as we argued is only possible with repeated activities.
These contractual arrangements have occurred within the industry without
government intervention as a way of enforcing common standards. However, it
is fundamentally important that such developments occur given the corporate
approach to property development exemplified by property speculation. It would
not have been possible within the one-off project or delayed consumption
typified by self-help construction that prevails in most developing countries.
Contractors are very crucial to the three forms of building contracts (Cadman et.
aI, 1999; Ratcliffe et. aI, 1996; Ashworth, 1996). Property development can
hardly exist without this cadre of professionals (Cadman et. aI, 1999). The
numbers of contractors creates a sizeable pool from which a developer can
choose, allowing competitive bidding and tendering process for construction
work. This has serious implication for final construction costs, as the chances of
monopolistic tendering are unlikely owing to the competition generated by the
presence of many firms. In the developing countries, the lack of contractors and
the subsequent reliance on foreign contracting firms, involving huge foreign
exchange raises construction costs and discourages property development.
As indicated in Table 3.1, the lack of domestic contractors capable of handling
projects of high value added in a typical Sub-Sahara African country is clearly
indicated. Evidently, foreign firms predominate in the high value added end of
the market, which means that the very limited local firms command imperfect
and often oligopolistic market structure and are able to name their prices. Thus,
the existence of contractors in small numbers and across the spectrum of the
property industry is evident.
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Table 3.1
Classification of contractors in Malawi (1993)
(Million Kwacha)
Building_ contractors
Project Total Domestic % Non % Foreign %
Cost Domestic
llocal}_
350,000 338 365 86 23 14 0 0
750,000 37 29 78 8 22 0 0
1,000,000 21 14 46 7 41 0 0
2,500,000 9 2 17 7 78 0 0
5,000,000 5 2 40 3 60 0 0
Unlimited 25 1 .04 13 52 11 44
Total 485 413 85 61 13 11 2
Civil En! ineering contractors
800,000 17 5 29 12 71 0 0
1,500,000 1 0 0 0 0 1 100
5,000,000 - - - - - - -
10,000,000 3 0 0 3 100 0 0
Unlimited 19 0 0 3 16 16 84
Total 40 5 13 18 45 17 42
Electrical contractors
75,000 109 87 80 22 20 0 0
100,000 14 9 64 5 36 0 0
300,000 7 1 14 6 86 0 0
1,500,000 - - - - - - -
Unlimited 23 2 9 4 17 17 74
Total 153 99 65 37 24 17 11. . ..Source: Malawi country position paper: Southern Africa Construction Industry Initiative
Conference, Swaziland, 3-7 May 1993.
In the UK, for any contractor to be able to secure work, they must have an
indemnity insurance, which acts as a guarantee to the developer and insurance
against poor quality workmanship or non-completion of work (Cadman et. aI,
1999; Ratcliffe et. ai, 1996; Ashworth, 1996). Such services are vital to the
property development process as the lack of indemnity insurance raises the
risks to property developers. This has the potential to discourage support from
the financial sector as a result, which is the case in the developing countries
where the absence of indemnity insurance to contractors raises the risks to
developers. Owing to such high risks, property development receives little
support from the financial sector of the economy.
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The final stage of the property development process involves the marketing of
the completed development (Cadman et. ai, 1999; Ratcliffe et. ai, 1996). This
stage is crucial and fundamental to the process, as the speed and ease of sales
or leasing determines whether additional units are brought on to the market. At
this stage of property development, other property professionals are involved,
including estate agents whose role is mainly in property retailing. Their
particular knowledge of the market for the different categories of properties is
vital to the whole process of property development. Their role as an arbitrageur,
bringing buyers and sellers to agree sale is fundamental to the property
development process. Not only does this process facilitate the sale of new
houses but also enables transactions in existing stock, which enables
movements along the housing ladder. Such movements are necessary to allow
entry and exit from the property markets, which is the process that facilitates
competition in the industry, as both consumers and producers are able to enter
and exit the market.
Thus, the real property market, as an institutional arrangement facilitates the
exchange of property and has been fundamental to the success of the property
development process in the UK (Coase, 1988; D'Arcy et. ai, 1999). Thus, it is a
fact that without functional property markets completed buildings cannot be
sold, which discourages the production of new houses and destabilises the
property development process.
On the basis of the above discussion, it is easily understandable why in the
developing countries, the absence or the undeveloped nature of the property
market should constitute a major constraint on property development. In these
countries, cultural norms forbid the sale of property and properties are built
largely for consumption. This coupled with the huge and indivisible capital
requirement for property development as well as the lack of support from the
financial sector has hindered the property development process in these
countries. However, the lack of support from the financial sector is itself a
reflection of the absence of property enhancing and supporting institutions,
which is largely exacerbated by insecurity of rights to properties. Similarly, the
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absence or underdeveloped nature of property market is a microcosm of the
wider underdevelopment of markets in other sectors, including the goods and
investments markets. Indeed, the underdevelopment of the financial sector is
perhaps the greatest obstacles to the process of property development in the
developing countries because of its pivotal role in facilitating the production and
consumption of properties. The narrow scope and base for which financial
institutions operate in these countries is also reflected in the shallow pool of
funds available to them for lending, and given the competing demands, leaves
the property sector unserviced.
3.3 Summary
The chapter has demonstrated the typical roles played by institutions in the
process of property development, as shown in the case of the United Kingdom.
The success of the property development process in the United Kingdom is
founded on the effectiveness and efficiency of key institutions, which allows
investors to channel investments into the property sector. The effective
guarantee of property rights and the existence of numerous institutional
arrangements like markets, property professions and contract enforcement
have combined to facilitate the property sector in the United Kingdom.
Apart from the United Kingdom, other developed and newly industrialising
countries with effective and efficient property sectors have similar or
comparable institutional arrangements underpinning their property sectors.
Thus, the property sector of Sub-Sahara Africa is unlikely to evolve from its
current subsistence base into a modern and effective property sector as the rest
of the world. Sub-Saharan Africa must evolve and develop appropriate
institutions that will deliver the much-needed institutional arrangements to
underpin effective development, especially in the property sector because of the
dynamic impact on the other sectors of the economy. Such institutional
arrangements should include the development of appropriate professional
bodies to provide the skills needed to underpin its development. This theme is
pursued further in chapter four where the interface between the Ugandan
economy with its real property sector is discussed.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE INTERFACE BETWEEN UGANDA'S SOCIO-ECONOMIC
STRUCTURE AND THE REAL PROPERTY SECTOR
4.1 Introduction
This chapter examines Uganda's real property sector. More importantly, it
discusses the property development process within the country and particularly,
the real property market in Kampala. The focus on Kampala derives from its
special status as the capital of Uganda and consequently the higher level of
development relative to other urban towns in Uganda. Thus, the residential,
commercial and industrial property markets in Kampala are analysed. The
chapter starts by examining the political economy of Uganda in section 4.2. This
is to provide a background to the understanding of the property development
process and the institutional constraints in Uganda, presented in 4.3. This is
followed by an analysis of the Ugandan real property markets in 4.4 and
property development institutions in 4.5, and section 4.6 is the summary.
4.2 Political Economy of Uganda
This section discusses Uganda's political economy, as the property
development process cannot be undertaken without consideration of both the
political and economic environment in a particular country. The political
environment in any country impinges on its institutions, especially the legislation
and policy. An effective political environment enhances the formulation of
legislation that encourages the exchange of real property interests. In particular,
political stability is widely acknowledged to impact on economic investment as
empirically validated by Barro (1991). However, the political environment in SSA
region has been unstable for decades devastating both the social and economic
fabric of the region (Goldsmith, 1998). Political instability is "a condition in
political systems in which the institutionalised patterns of authority break down,
and the expected compliance to political authorities is replaced by political
violence" (Morrison et. aI, 1971). It has adversely affected the institutional
arrangements that underpin economic growth and development, creating a
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chaotic environment with dysfunctional institutions that undermine individuals'
property rights thus, hindering economic development. Furthermore, political
instability in SSA is in the form of military coups, rebel activity to determine
change of government. All this is because political violence is considered the
most important method for change of government. Therefore, political violence
is seen by some individuals or interest groups as the only opportunity to access
markets, as institutional arrangements in SSA countries are unresponsive to
their quest for greater political and economic participation. Likewise, Sandbrook
(1986; Ayittey, 1992; Brautigam, 2000) argue that disfavoured interest groups in
SSA resort to political violence rather than formal institutional arrangements to
address their economic imbalances.
In the Ugandan context, political instability has been prevalent since
independence in 1962. This is evident in the seven changes in government, of
which four have been by coups d' etat with violence towards the civilian
population. Political instability in Uganda has its origin in the ethnic and
religious divisions as well as socially divisive policies introduced during the
colonial period (EIU, 1991). Uganda has 28 ethnic groups, with the main ethnic
divisions being between the Nilotics in the North1 and the Bantu in the south"
(EIU, 1991). From a historical perspective, the Nilotics have dominated the
Uganda army and thus initiated most of the military coups such as the Obote
regime (1966-1971). This regime was responsible for the first political unrest in
Uganda, since Dr. Obote in 1966 abolished Uganda's federal constitution that
recognised four traditional kingdoms, together with 24 other ethnic groups. Dr.
Obote 's military action enabled him to become Head of State, thereby changing
Uganda's status to a Republic. This scenario heralds the use of military backing
to influence the constitutional order in Uganda, thus undermining the role of the
constitution in governing human interaction within the country. Furthermore, Idi
Amin's regime (1971-1979) also resulted from a military coup in which Idi Amin,
then Chief of Staff in the Ugandan army disposed President Obote while on a
state visit to Singapore in 1971. This regime is vividly remembered for expelling
I Acholi and Langi ethnic groups.
2 Baganda ethnic group.
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Ugandan Asians who controlled the economy. The Asians' monopoly of trade
and commerce caused resentment among the indigenous Ugandans, which
was capitalised on by Idi Amin.
The expulsion of the Ugandan Asians in 1972 was not popular internationally
and this created severe global and national implications for the country, as
many entrepreneurs were lost (Nabudere, 1980). In fact, the regime also
committed atrocities against indigenous civilians in particular, educated
Ugandans. As a result, it is believed that Idi Amin's brutal regime killed about
300,000 people (EIU, 1991) as well as forcing most professionals to emigrate,
leading to massive brain drain, which severely crippled Uganda's economy. The
second regime of Dr. Obote (1980-1985) resulted from a military coup led by
Paul Muwanga an ally of Dr. Obote, who overthrew the elected government that
had followed Idi Amin's regime (EIU, 1991). Similarly, Dr. Obote's second
presidency was dependent on the army and massacred civilians from the
South, particularly in Luwero district. It is also assumed that Dr. Obote's regime
murdered more people than Idi Amin's regime through the army and police.
Undoubtedly, this situation indicates the extent to which the army and police
violated human and property rights in the country. However, this regime ended
in 1985 when the Acholi, dissatisfied with President Obote's leadership
launched a successful coup. This coup was headed by General Tito Okello (an
Acholi), who became Head of State and started dialoguing with Yoweri
Museveni then leader of National Resistance Army (NRA), a guerrilla group
(EIU, 1991). The dialogue failed and in January 1986, the NRA took Kampala
after a fierce battle; Yoweri Museveni was sworn in as President two months
later. Uganda's political history can be surmised by Mao's quote, "he who
controls the barrel of a gun also has political control" (EIU, 1991).
The Bantu of the South have always been economically affluent; this factor was
crucial in the location of all administrative institutions within Kampala. This
apparent North-South divide has been at the heart of Uganda's political conflict
with the Nilotics dominating the army and leadership, while the Bantu being
more economically affluent. Nevertheless, this situation was favourable to the
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British colonialists who employed a divide-and-rule strategy in their colonies,
recruiting most of the military personnel in Uganda from the North. It is worth
noting that former President Idi Amin was a product of the Kings African Rifles,
the colonial army. However, the military domination by the Northern ethnic
groups ended when President Yoweri Museveni came to power in 1986.
Uganda's political turmoil was also exacerbated by religious tensions, which
prior to independence caused political instability in the country. For instance,
Christian missionaries both Catholic and Protestant tried to suppress the spread
of Islam, thus leading to conflict between religious groups (EIU, 1991).
Moreover, religious groups like the Catholics and Protestants were affiliated to
political parties such as Democratic Party (DP) and Kabaka Yekka (KY), United
People's Congress (UPC) respectively. These affiliations lead to further political
turmoil as Ugandans were divided on ethnic and religious grounds. At present,
President Yoweri Museveni's regime has been in government for 15 years
providing some continuity in leadership as well as greater political stability.
Furthermore, this scenario has undoubtedly encouraged economic growth and
development despite, some political instability along the borders of Sudan and
Democratic Republic of Congo.
The tempestuous political history described above has had detrimental effects
on property development in Uganda. In this respect, the property development
process suffered since military coups and rebel activity reduced the security of
individuals' property rights and effective demand for property. Additionally, such
instability also significantly reduced the level of domestic savings due to
irregular incomes. For example, during Idi Amin's regime parallel markets
(Magendo) prospered due to scarcity of basic necessities; food rationing was
inevitable and prevailed. Individuals engaged in bartering for necessities like
sugar, as market mechanisms broke down and could not operate efficiently.
Also, smuggling became rampant denying the government huge sources of
revenue and corruption prevailed particularly within various formal institutions
crucial for economic growth and development (Krueger, 1974). Corruption was
rampant in the Ugandan society during Dr. Obote's second regime as interest
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groups based on ethnic backgrounds and kin networks virtually controlled all
public agencies. As a result, government policy was short-term and ad hoc,
benefiting only the very few individuals from the Nilotic ethnic group
(Duesenberry et. aI, 2000).
Meanwhile, during both Idi Amin's and Dr. Obote's regimes, foreign investment
in Uganda was very low as investors faced huge risk to their assets and
personal life, which severely hampered the property development process.
Likewise, in both regimes Uganda witnessed excessive capital flight as citizens
and foreign investors found the political environment unconducive for property
development (Mbaku, 1988). For instance, prime residential properties were
either illegally occupied or vandalised by the army and police. This unstable
political environment also led many property professionals to emigrate, leaving
a void in expertise within the real property sector. In particular, the expulsion of
the Ugandan Asians by Idi Amin was detrimental to the sector since they owned
and managed most of the large construction and property firms as well as
financial institutions vital to the property development process.
On the other hand, Idi Amin enacted legislation (Land Reform Decree of 1975)
that has been detrimental to property development (Nsibambi, 1996).
Fundamentally, Article 1 of the Land Reform Decree stated that "all land shall
be public land to be administered by the Uganda Land Commission." In effect,
abolishing mailo land, freeholds in land and any absolute ownership of land
existing prior to the Decree (Nsibambi, 1996). From 1 July 1975, legal interests
in mailo land were reduced to 99 years for individuals and 199 years for public
agencies, religious organisations and other charitable organisations. The motive
behind this sudden Decree was to acquire prime land from the economically
affluent Bantu, and re-allocate the land to interest groups from the North.
Moreover, Idi Amin being a dictator he was afraid of being toppled by affluent
individuals with financial resources to support repressed ethnic groups. Thus,
individuals from the Bantu group and huge landowners like the Buganda
Kingdom had their property rights violated by the Land Reform Decree.
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The land ownership of the Buganda Kingdom stems back to 1900 when the
British introduced Mailo land" (Feder et. aI, 1987). The 1900 Buganda
Agreement between the British and the Buganda Kingdom profoundly
influenced the development of the tenure systems in Uganda. In particular,
Article 15 of the 1900 Agreement apportioned the 19,600 square miles of the
Buganda region between the Kabaka (King), chiefs and the Protectorate
government (Bruce et. aI, 1998; Nsibambi, 1996). The Kabaka and his officials
were allocated 1,000 square miles that was divided into mile-square blocks
(rnailo). So, the Kabaka had the freehold interest to official mailo land, while his
subjects were entitled to leasehold interests on mailo land. Additionally, 8,000
square miles was allocated to chiefs and other aristocrats who became huge
landowners with freehold interests to personal mailo land (Bruce et. aI, 1998).
The remaining area over 9,000 square miles became crown land, under the
administration of the British; used for commercial and development purposes.
After independence, the crown land was handed over to the government and
become public land for the provision of infrastructure. Thus, the Land Reform
Decree led to insecure land tenure systems because the Buganda Kingdom and
other huge landowners lost their freehold interests, which further discouraged
developers or property entrepreneurs in undertaking property development
since their property rights were unsecure.
The Decree also removed the protection given to the customary tenant that had
been provided under the Public Lands Act 1969 meaning that the customary
tenant could easily be evicted. This is even after section 3 (1) of the Decree
provided that customary tenants on public land may not be evicted except under
the terms and conditions imposed by the Uganda Land Commission and
approved by the Minister (Nsibambi, 1996). This section of the decree further
reduced the security of tenure of customary tenants since originally, prior
consent of the tenants had to be sought before alienating their land. Thus, it
would be erroneous to suggest that the Land Reform Decree of 1975 was
beneficial to property development in Uganda but rather demonstrates the
negative effect of such legislation on the process.
3 Modified form of freehold
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The adverse consequences of the Land Reform Decree became more apparent
in the 1980s when insecure land tenure systems created confusion in Uganda's
real property sector. This was particularly the case in Kampala, where most
developments are undertaken, as insecure property rights resulted in land
enroachment and squatting (GOU, 1999). The Uganda government under
President Museveni's leadership decided to ameliorate these land
discrepancies by employing institutions, in particular the Constitution. In 1995,
Uganda formulated a new constitution that explicitly contained six land tenure-
related provisions (GOU, 1999). The first provision vested the ultimate
ownership of land directly to the citizens. The rest of the land tenure related
provisions included legal recognition of four tenure systems (i.e. mailo, freehold,
leasehold and customary) that existed before the 1975 Land Reform Decree.4
The delegation of land matters to fully autonomous District Land Boards;
provisions for customary owners to acquire certificates of ownership were
made, as well as the conversion of customary and leasehold tenures to
freehold. In more detail, the first provision sought to encourage private
ownership in land, thereby increasing activity within the property sector. Equally,
the rest of the provisions aimed at streamlining the tenure systems and thus,
providing more security for individuals' property rights. Overall, the provisions in
the Ugandan constitution were to encourage and boost individuals' participation
in the real property sector.
Uganda's economy performed well between the period 1987-1998 with an
average growth rate of 6.9 percent per annum (Reinikka et. ai, 1999). Most of
the growth was due to increased exports and favourable commodity prices.
However, it is still typical of SSA economies, which are characterised by rapid
population growth, low human resources and inadequate infrastructure
(Ramakrishnan, 1998). Nevertheless, the most predominant economic
characteristics of these countries is the monocultural characteristic of being
heavily dependent on one or two agricultural commodities, and natural
resources whose revenues are influenced by world commodity prices. As a
4 Drawbacks exist, as squatters might take advantage of this provision.
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result, the Ugandan economy heavily relies on the agricultural sector,
contributing almost 50 percent to GOP, as illustrated by Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Gross Domestic Product at Factor Cost by Industry (1994-98)
(Percentage of total GOP)
Industry 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
Agriculture, forestry, etc 48.6 46.5 44.6 42.8 42.7
Mining and Quarrying 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.7
Manufacturing 6.8 7.5 8.2 9.0 9.5
Electricity and Water 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9
Construction 6.9 7.4 7.9 8.2 8.0
Wholesale and Retail Trade 12.1 13.0 13.0 12.8 13.1
Hotels and Restaurants 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.8
Transport and Communication 4.4 4.6 4.9 5.2 5.2
Community Services 15.4 15.1 15.3 15.5 15.2
Owner-Occupied Dwellings 2.8 2.8 2.9 3.0 2.9
Total GOP 100 100 100 100 100
Source: Uganda Bureau of Statistics
Furthermore, Uganda's dependency on the agricultural sector also signifies the
subsistence nature of the economy and the extent to which it is undiversified as
well as its inability to absorb macroeconomic shocks. This is because declining
agricultural revenues make it difficult for government to effect loan repayments
and salaries (World Bank, 1995). Uganda has to continually rely on foreign aid
to meet its budget deficits. Likewise, since the agricultural sector accounted for
40 percent of GNP in SSA and 70 percent of employment, any decline in
Uganda's agricultural revenues would severely affect its economy (World Bank,
1998).
On the other hand, Table 4.1 shows that Uganda's manufacturing sector
contributed 6.8 to 9.5 percent to GOP between 1994-1998, which is relatively
low compared to the agricultural sector. Also, given the advantages of the
manufacturing sector in developed economies, which include adding value to
agricultural produce and diversification from the agricultural sector, this sector
was still underdeveloped. Thus, the development of Uganda's manufacturing
sector would provide higher revenues, more employment opportunities, spurring
economic development. However, the construction sector contributed 10
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percent to GDP, as shown by Table 4.1. The steady growth within the
construction industry is expected given economic growth of 6.9 percent annum
between 1987-1998. This situation also boosted the employment opportunities
for both skilled and semi-skilled manpower; they become underemployed during
periods of slow economic growth. Nevertheless, although the construction
sector's performance was similar to the manufacturing one, it is capable of
contributing even more to GOP and the real property sector.
Uganda's Gross Capital Formation remained constant from 1994 to 1998
because of the huge capital inflow into infrastructure from foreign direct
investment as a reward for pursuing positive policies towards the restructuring
of its economy. According to Table 4.2, the construction sector contributed 37.6
percent of Uganda's gross capital formation in 1998. Yet, the construction
industry accounted for 50 to 60 percent of gross fixed capital formation in the
majority of countries (Turin, 1973; Edmonds, 1979; Malpezzi et. aI, 1990). This
proportion however varies with a country's level of economic growth and the
more developed a country, the higher its gross fixed capital formation. Thus, the
potential of the property and construction sector to raise its contribution to gross
fixed capital formation as well as economic growth is huge but crucially depends
on the economy, government policies and above all, the existence of effective
and efficient property development institutions.
Table 4.2: Gross Fixed Capital Formation (in Percentages)
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
Fixed Capital Formation 50 50 50 50 49.8
Construction 34.4 32 37 38 37.6
Machinery and Vehicles 15.6 18 13 12 12.6
Total 100 100 100 100 100
..Source: Uganda Bureau of Stanstics
The government policies crucial to the property development process included
interest rates, foreign exchange, and external debt and investment policies. In
particular, high interest rates discourage the development process, especially
when they cannot be passed onto consumers in the form of high property
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prices, forcing developers into liquidation (Boleat, 1985). In contrast, low
interest rates deter savers from depositing their funds that are necessary for
financing the property development process. Table 4.3 illustrates the lending
rates to various sectors in Uganda's economy.
Table 4.3: Lending Rates by Sector (percentage rates)
Sector March 1998 March 1999
Agriculture 21.3 20.8
Export and Manufacturing 21.3 20.8
Commerce 21.3 20.8
Unsecured 21.3 20.8
Source. Bank of Uganda
Table 4.3 clearly shows that lending rates to all sectors of the economy
decreased from 21.3 percent to 20.8 percent during the period of March 1998-
March 1999. However, it is evident that bank lending is concentrated in three
sectors of the Ugandan economy namely manufacturing, agriculture and
commerce (Sharer et. aI, 1995). What is also revealed is that the construction
and property sectors are not favoured by the financial sector. Firstly,
commercial banks in Uganda are sceptical about providing property finance
partly because of the huge and indivisible capital required, and the small and
undiversified nature of the property and construction industry, which heightens
the risks in the sector. Secondly, and perhaps more important is the lack of
properly enforced property rights and institutions. Lastly, the lead periods of
construction projects compared to short-term financial requirements of other
sectors makes lending to the property and construction sectors less attractive.
Until 1992, the monetary authorities rather than market forces determined the
interest rates in Uganda. In particular, the Bank of Uganda and the Ministry of
Finance and Economic Planning administered the level and structure of interest
rates. Such practices led to highly negative interest rates throughout most of the
1980s, which inhibited saving and encouraged speculation (Sharer et. aI, 1995;
Brownbridge, 1996). Therefore, past Ugandan governments pursued such
repressive economic policies, which hindered growth and development. Table
4.4 shows the interest rates of commercial banks in Uganda.
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Table 4.4: Commercial Bank Interest rates (in percentages)
Type of Interest March 1998 March 1999
Deposit rates 5.3 5.B
Savings rates 1.B 3.4
Time deposits (7-12 months) 12.3 9.6
Source. Bank of Uganda.
According to Table 4.4, Uganda's commercial banks offered high interest rates
for funds deposited between 7-12 months, despite the decline from 12.3 percent
to 9.6 percent between March 1998-1999. This situation explains why
commercial banks lend sectors that have quick returns as shown in Table 4.3,
thereby matching short-term deposits and investments. Similarly, commercial
banks offered rates between 5-6 percent for funds deposited on current
accounts as shown by Table 4.4. The lowest interest rates offered by
commercial banks were for saving accounts of between 1-3 percent,
discouraging savings. As a result, the building and construction sector received
limited funds as illustrated by Table 4.5. Overall, it is evident that Uganda's
commercial banks offer high interest rates to short-term deposits and provide
low interest rates for long-term deposits.
Table 4.5: Commercial Banks' Outstanding Loans and Advances
(As a percentage of Total)
Sector December 1998 December 1999
Agriculture 16.2 10.3
Manufacturing 26.2 32.4
Trade and Commerce 47.9 45.6
Transportation 4.5 6.5
Building and Construction 5.1 5.1
Mining and Quarrying 0.1 0.0
Total 100 100
Source. Bank of Uganda
Foreign exchange rates are critical to the success of property development in
Uganda because 60 percent of construction materials used, have to be
imported (DOH, 1992). The only locally produced materials include bricks,
blocks, clay tiles and cement. Foreign revenues received from Uganda's
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exports determine such rates. For instance, when Uganda's exports are
unfavourable the Ugandan shilling depreciates against the dollar. Thus, foreign
exchange availability facilitates the procurement of construction materials
required by the property and construction industry. Table 4.6 presents the US$
dollar exchange rates against the Ugandan shilling.
Table 4.6: Exchange Rates (US dollar against Ushs)
Year Principal Rate
1993 1195
1994 979.4
1995 968.9
1996 1046.1
1997 1083
1998 1240.3
1999 1454.8
..
Source. International Flnancial Stanstics. IMF 2000
It is clear from Table 4.6 that the Ugandan shilling steadily depreciated against
the US dollar from Ushs 1046.1 to 1,454.8 between 1996-1999. So, developers
required approximately 1,454.8 Ushs to purchase 1 US dollar in 1999, more
funds to procure construction materials for proposed developments. Similarly,
developers who raised property finance dominated in dollars suffered
disproportionately from the depreciation in the local currency, thus it was hardly
surprising that most defaulted on loan repayments. Also, due to the continuous
depreciation of the Uganda shilling many developers' opted to let their
completed properties to the expatriate community in US dollars; this situation
was also happening in other SSA countries (Rakodi, 1997). However, those
occupiers unable to pay rents in dollars could not occupy such properties.
External debt is a major problem faced by SSA countries with annual debt
repayments of about US$ 13 billion (USAID, 1996). In the Ugandan scenario,
external debt has been incurred through foreign loans borrowed by the national
government. Its impact on the economy has been devastating, since most of
government revenues realised from exports serviced interest payments on
foreign debts. This in turn has created shortages in public finance vital for
infrastructure provision. Nevertheless, foreign debt reached Ushs 3.2 billion at
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the end of 1995, as shown by Table 4.7, partly because of the Economic
Recovery Programme (ERP) launched by the present government. However,
debt relief of $340million was expected from the IMF and World Bank under the
Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) Debt Initiative given Uganda's
exceptional record of sustained growth and reform between 1987-1996 (World
Bank, 1997). Unfortunately, the relief never materialised because it also
depended on the participation of Uganda's other creditors. Instead, the foreign
debt increased to Ushs 3.9 billion as shown by Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Uganda's Government Finance (Millions of Ushs)
1995 1997
Revenue 531 744
Expenditure 905 1,213
Net Foreign Borrowing 211 231
Foreign Debt 3,271 3,907
..
Source. International Financial Statistics IMF2000
Investment is widely recognised as playing a vital role in economic growth and
development (Easterly, 1997), The influx of investment in the Ugandan
economy has boosted property development. For instance, investment in the
construction sector accounted for 12 percent of GDP in 199B, as shown by
Table 4.B.
Table 4.8: Investment as a Share of GOP (as a percentage)
Current Prices 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
Fixed Investment 14.6 15.4 16.6 15.5 15.5
Public 5.4 5.4 6.3 5.6 5.6
Private 9.1 10.0 10.3 9.9 9.9
Machinery and Vehicles 4.7 5.6 5.4 3.7 3.4
Construction 9.9 9.8 11.2 11.8 12.0
..Source: Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development
Although, Table 4.8 and Table 4.1 show growth in Uganda's construction
sector, more private and public investment is required in the real property sector
in order for it to boost economic growth and development.
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4.3 The Property Development Process in Uganda
In the previous section 4.2, we have argued that the socio-economic and
political environment has had an impact on property development. It is
nevertheless important to note that the institutions underpinning the socio-
economic and political environment are the same for the process of property
development thus, establishing a link between the socio-economic and political
environment and property development. A well-established property
development process is crucial to Uganda's economic growth and development
because it can deliver public infrastructure such as residential, commercial and
industrial properties. Additionally, it can revamp inadequate accommodation in
the real property sector, which stagnated during repressive regimes of Idi Amin
and Dr. Obote (Knight Frank, 2000). However, although the process can
enhance and deliver buildings, it is important for appropriate institutions and
institutional arrangements to underpin property development (Brett, 1993). As is
the case in developed countries like the UK, discussed in the previous chapter.
The property development process in Uganda is a unique experience compared
to other nations, especially high-income developing countries and developed
countries such as the UK discussed in the previous chapter. Generally, the
property development process in Uganda is the incremental type. Incremental
development is a term used to outline the "process by which individuals develop
properties, especially in developing countries using their own resources and
designs" (Bamberger, 1982; Ward, 1982; Pugh, 1990; Tipple, 1994). It is thus
informal and explains why property development in Uganda is disorganised.
The main attributes of incremental development are that it enables individuals to
undertake developments at their own pace and standards, thus being consistent
with their requirements and financial capabilities (Bamberger, 1982). However,
its detrimental aspects are delayed consumption for real property, resulting in a
situation where demand outstrips supply. Moreover, such a scenario only puts
further pressure on existing infrastructure vital for economic growth and
development. When examining the property development process in Uganda,
the eight-stage model is used to provide direct comparison and consistency to
the discussion in the previous chapter.
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At the initiation stage of the property development process, developers in
Uganda undertake site identification to locate suitable sites for proposed
development (Miles et. aI, 1991; Cadman et. aI, 1999). A suitable development
site benefits the proposed development because the value of any property
depends on its location. For instance, properties situated in prime locations
attract wealthy buyers and command high sale values. However, developers in
Uganda find the identification of suitable development sites difficult due to
various obstacles. One major obstacle at this stage was the anachronistic land
policy which arose during the Idi Amin regime, in particular the Land Reform
Decree of 1975 (Nsibambi, 1996). As already mentioned, this legislation
nationalised all land, causing confusion in regard to land tenure as well as
undermining developers' confidence. To reverse this situation, the central
government introduced a new constitution in 1995with issues pertaining to land
being included. In particular, the government sought to legally eliminate
confusion regarding land tenures systems. As a result, section 237(3) of the
1995 constitution formally introduced four tenure systems, which include
customary, freehold, mailo and leasehold (ROU, 1995).
Clear and well-established land tenure systems are of great importance during
site identification because they determine the legal rights found on any
proposed development site. For instance, most developers favoured
development sites with freehold interest, because they had more legal rights
than any other form of tenure thereby enhancing the value of the proposed
development. Other developers after prime locations targeted mailo land,
particularly around the suburbs of Kampala and approached the Buganda Land
Board (McAuslan, 1998). However, this was incredibly difficult for developers
from different ethnic groups for the simple reason that Buganda land is said to
be held in trust, and letting other ethnic groups get a foothold is considered a
breach of cultural heritage. This situation emphasises a point raised in the
theoretical framework that conflict between cultural endowments and
constitution hinders economic development. Nevertheless, it is not impossible to
obtain land but the process is long and arduous, which in the case of real
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property development where time is of the essence, such delays are costly and
prohibitive.
Another obstacle faced by developers was the multiplicity of public agencies
such as the Uganda Land Commission (ULC) and the Kampala City Council
(KCC) which facilitated site identification. For instance, the ULC was
responsible for allocating public land along with the KCC under the Land
Reform Decree of 1975 complicating site identification (Nsibambi, 1996). So
inevitably, confusion resulted when both public bodies performed the same
task, posinq onerous challenges at this stage. For example, it was common for
the ULC and KCC to allocate different developers the same development site,
due to lack of co-ordination between both organisations. As a result, it was
normal for the disputing sides to hire henchmen to eliminate the other. Overall,
it can be argued that such organisations curtailed this stage because their
practices led to insecure property rights.
The government sought to remedy such practices by introducing District Land
Boards (DLB) as the main agencies to handle land issues within the country. In
fact, section 241 of the constitution stipulated three main purposes, which
include to hold and allocate land in the district which is not owned by persons or
authority; to facilitate the registration and transfer of interests in land in the
district (ROU, 1995). Additionally, section 57 of the Land Act 1998 detailed the
functioning of District Land Boards, especially at this stage. This means
developers in Kampala are supposed to approach the DLBs during site
identification. However, this is not currently possible because the DLBs are not
fully functional due to inadequate funding and manpower shortages. As a result,
developers in Kampala still rely on local authorities such as the Kampala City
Council (KCC) and the Uganda Land Commission (ULC) despite the changes
stipulated by the Constitution and Land Act. In particular, KCC is responsible for
holding and allocating unused land as well as surveying and registering land
within Kampala (GOU, 1999).
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Unfortunately, the absence of a land register within the KCC means that
developers have difficulty in ascertaining the ownership, planning history and
possible constraints on any identified site. As a result, unregistered land is
widespread within all four tenure systems, which further complicates site
identification. Even legislation such as the Registration of Titles Act 1924, which
can enforce the registration of land titles is outdated, making this stage difficult
(McAuslan, 1998). It is also hard to imagine how a land register can be
established with observations like "ordinance systems were complex to employ
in Uganda and as such the Act was never really applied" (West, 1972). This
viewpoint is justified given the past political turmoil and weak institutions in
Uganda. Nevertheless, land registers have enabled developers in the UK obtain
vital details about a particular development site, making site identification easy
(Cadman et. aI, 1999). The scenario clearly shows how the lack of appropriate
legislation has hindered site identification in Uganda.
Equally, severe manpower shortages within the KCC have made site
identification difficult. This problem is likely to persist in the future for three main
reasons. Firstly, the massive brain drain of property professionals during the
repressive regimes left a void that has not been filled, leaving the KCC with
inadequate manpower. Secondly, KGG's inapt training programmes mean it is
unable to upgrade employees' skills, especially those dealing with site
identification. Thirdly, academic establishments cannot produce the appropriate
skilled personnel required by the KGG due to lack of property-related courses.
Such establishments also lack the necessary programmes to update the skill
levels of KCC employees. Given such problems it is difficult to envisage how
the KGG can obtain the appropriate number of property professionals to
facilitate site identification.
Nevertheless, in the short-run, some KCC officials have on odd occasions been
sponsored by donor agencies to train abroad in property-related disciplines but
such efforts are insufficient to eliminate the severe manpower shortages, let
alone improve working procedures within the KCC. Likewise, some of those
trained abroad opt for better jobs with multilateral organisations rather than
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improve the working procedures within the KCC. From such a scenario, it is
understandable why developers find it difficult to locate suitable development
sites in Kampala. Alternatively, since incremental developments were common,
some developers employ informal means to identify development sites.
However, the chances of them identifying a suitable site depends on their kin
networks; the fewer the contacts the less likely it is to find a suitable site. In
other words, although developers encounter obstacles when identifying suitable
sites with the KCC, informal networks offer less chances of locating a suitable
development site.
The evaluation stage is where developers analyse all the necessary information
before proceeding with or abandoning the proposed development. Although,
this is done through market research and financial appraisal, the apparent
shortage and incompetence of property professionals necessary to gather and
disseminate property information makes this stage difficult (Keogh et. ai, 1994).
For instance, the shortage of surveyors is due to the absence of property-
related courses in the curriculum of academic institutions as mentioned before.
While incompetence among such professionals' stems from the dearth of
training programmes, which undermines the quality of property information
available. Furthermore, the lack of professional bodies to govern the activities
of property professionals at this stage undoubtedly affects the information
obtained by developers. This is rather serious given the importance of
professional bodies, as discussed in the previous chapter. Arguably, the
absence or ineffectiveness of such bodies can be attributed to weak institutions
and institutional arrangements in SSA countries like Uganda (Aron, 2000; Court
et. ai, 2000).
Nevertheless, the presence of international property companies such as Knight
Frank within Uganda's real property sector is an encouraging sign and means
developers are likely to obtain better property information in the future than
previously possible. For instance, this firm recently produced the first ever
property report covering the East African region, in particular Uganda, Kenya
and Tanzania. This report has provided vital property information about the
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Ugandan real property sector, which was previously unavailable. Despite this
improvement, the void created by the shortage of property professionals means
informal arrangements are still favoured by some developers when obtaining
information at this stage (Miles et. aI, 1991). However, they can only access
information with very limited content about the supply and demand of real
property. As a result, most developments are bedevilled by huge risks due to
inadequate property information, which is exacerbated by lack of appropriate
institutions (North, 1990; Clague et. aI, 1995).
Financial appraisal follows market research and utilises the information
obtained to verify the feasibility of the proposed development by weighing the
potential profits against perceived risk (Cadman et. ai, 1999). So, developers
undertake the proposed development when potential profits outweigh the
perceived risk. However, developers find it difficult to perform financial appraisal
because of two main problems. The first being interest rates, which might not
reflect the opportunity cost of capital. In section 4.2, prior to 1992 government
rather than market forces determined them, which distorts the discount rate
employed by appraisal methods. As a result, developers are unsure about the
outcome, which makes their decisions to undertake proposed developments
risky. Secondly, given the apparent shortage of valuers necessary during
financial appraisal as well as the lack of professional bodies to monitor their
activities, developers find the evaluation stage intricate. Equally, the fluctuations
in foreign exchange rates between the US dollar and the Uganda shilling makes
financial appraisal problematic for developers. For instance, the steady
depreciation of the Uganda shilling against the US dollar as shown by Table 4.6
is constantly increasing the projected costs during financial appraisal. With such
obstacles, it is obvious why developers find the evaluation stage difficult.
At the acquisition stage, developers acquire the identified development site but
they have to first deal with the legal and ground investigations as well as
arranging property finance (Cadman et. ai, 1999). Advocates playa vital role in
the legal investigation by examining the legal issues surrounding the proposed
development site. Their first point of contact is either the KCC, Buganda Land
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Board or the ULC depending on the land tenure system found on the proposed
development site. The search provides details about the ownership, planning
restrictions that may encumber site acquisition. However, advocates were faced
with obstacles during legal investigations. For instance, they are unable to
obtain detailed information about identified sites because local authorities such
as the Kec lack land registers. Meanwhile, local authorities claim that the
violent regimes of Idi Amin and Dr. Obote are responsible for destroying
previous land records vital during site acquisition. This situation demonstrates
the effect of political instability on property development. Similarly, advocates
frequently encounter landowners that blame the same regimes for destroying
land titles, all of which makes this stage difficult. The recent Land Act 1998 is
also complicating the duties of advocates during legal investigations. For
instance, section 30(2) of the Act recognises individuals occupying land since
1983 (bona fide occupants), which has led to a dramatic increase in individuals
claiming to qualify as such occupants on land within Kampala, complicating
legal investigations since all interests need to be verified. Worst still, the Land
Acquisition Act 1965 formulated to facilitate the acquisition of development sites
is outdated (GOU, 1999). Both scenarios show how legislation intended to
streamline land acquisition actually thwarts the process. Once negotiations
between the advocates and the different parties with interest on the
development site have successfully taken place, developers compensate the
relevant parties before acquiring the legal rights, making legal investigations
very lengthy and costly for them.
The information obtained by the advocates is used during ground investigation
where the boundaries of the proposed development site have to tally with those
shown by the legal title deeds. Once again, the apparent shortage and
incompetence of land surveyors is making identifying inconsistencies between
physical demarcations of the site and the title deeds difficult. Also, the severe
shortage of competent property professionals is undermining the results of the
soil samples obtained from the proposed development site. In a perfect
scenario, architects take the results into consideration when designing the
proposed development. The quantity surveyors produce cost estimates based
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on the designs provided by the architect while the structural engineers ascertain
whether the development site can withstand the load of the design. As a result,
some developments pose serious health and safety risks to occupiers. In other
words, some developments have been built on waste sites because of
inadequate ground investigation or other obstacles at this stage. Similarly, given
the weak state of public agencies it is difficult to see how such occurrences can
be avoided in the future. On the other hand, the absence of serviced land
means that developers have to devote extra funds and considerable time to
install infrastructure such as electricity, water, drainage on the proposed
development site (Walters, 1983). Property professionals are engaged to verify
whether such services exist on the proposed development site but given the
problems they face, their effectiveness during the exercise is debatable. If such
services are lacking, developers arrange with the respective utility companies
for their installation, which is usually a cumbersome process given the
inefficiencies within Uganda's public agencies.
The financing of the proposed development is the final aspect at this stage but
is extremely difficult for developers in Uganda due to the scarcity of short-term
and long-term property finance. In the case of short-term property finance
developers have to rely on personal savings or excess profits obtained from
other business activities. However, when developers' incomes or profits
fluctuated, such finance was gravely affected and explains the prevalence of
incremental developments. Likewise, some developers rely on funds from
relatives and friends to fund proposed developments (Boleat, 1985). This has a
downside because they are not disciplined or put under any pressure to repay
loans, stifling innovation and development. Both situations exist because most
commercial banks provide no funding to the construction sector as highlighted
in section 4.2. Nevertheless, some banks are known to provide limited short-
term property finance in the form of either debt loans or overdraft facilities
during property development. However, financiers require collateral equivalent
to the required loan before releasing such finance. In particular, they prefer title
deeds as collateral because the property rights can be sold off when developers
default with loan repayments (Binswanger, 1986). In the theoretical framework,
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we highlighted that such rights were important during economic activity because
they could be sold off and transferred from party to another. Additionally, even
the onerous lending criteria of demanding such collateral is often outside the
reach of many developers, especially small developers, thereby posing another
problem. Nevertheless, some developers circumvent this obstacle by borrowing
land titles from kin networks, thus obtaining short-term property finance.
Meanwhile, property valuers are engaged by the short-term financiers to assess
the open market value of the collateral presented. This is done solely to ensure
the value of the collateral presented by developers was equivalent to the loan.
However, since valuers are not registered with any recognised professional
body, it is difficult to guarantee the standard of their valuations. In the
developers' case this can led to a situation where they have to present more
collateral than necessary in order to secure property finance, which is already a
problem. Short-term financiers also require details about developers' past
performance and financial standing before disbursing the funds. As such, those
developers with previous completed developments, strong assets and stable
revenues to meet loan repayments obtain development loans but at interest
rates of 20.8 percent, as shown in Table 4.8. Although, the prime lending rates
have reduced significantly from 40 percent in the early 1990s, they are still
unfavourable for developers and make repaying loans difficult (Knight Frank,
2000). Thus, it is clear that developers in Uganda have problems repaying
development loans at rates between 20-40 percent, which is understandable
given the level of economic development.
Nevertheless, the Development Finance Company of Uganda Ltd (DFCU) has
provided short-term property finance for commercial developments, notably
Rwenzori House and Rwenzori Court. However, it is worth noting that both
properties were developed for their own investment portfolio (see Table 4.9),
meaning they are more inclined to fund their own projects than other private
sector developments.
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Table 4.9: DFCU's Portfolio by Sector
Sector Percentage
Agro-processing 28%
Manufacturing 22%
Financial services 15%
Agriculture and Horticulture 8%
Tourism and Property 27%
Total 100
Source. DFCUBrochure(1999)
Table 4.9 shows DFCU's portfolio by sector, and highlights the share of portfolio
accounted for by Tourism and Property. It is evident that investment in Tourism
and Property is favoured after Agro-processing in its investment portfolio.
Long-term property finance is another problematic issue for developers. Firstly,
despite the existence of insurance companies, considered as long-term
financiers in the UK, they unfortunately provide no development finance in
Uganda. Secondly, the absence of pension funds in Uganda means that
another source of long-term finance is non-existent yet, in the previous chapter
they were highlighted as being long-term financiers in the UK. Even, the nearest
equivalent to a pension fund, the National Social Security Fund (NSSF) does
not provide long-term finance. The NSSF is a national saving scheme with
access to huge deposits, held on behalf of depositors. However, although the
NSSF does not provide long-term finance it nevertheless invests in real property
to diversify its investment portfolio. For instance, the NSSF is about to complete
a commercial development began in 1973 called "Workers' House", its new
headquarters (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Workers' House
Other completed properties form part of its investment portfolio. Table 4.10
shows that real property constitutes the largest portion in the NSSF's
investment portfolio with 27 percent.
Table 4.10: The NSSF Investment Portfolio
Investment (% Allocation)
Real Property 27
Fixed Deposits 20
Bonds 11
Shares- Uganda Stock Exchange 9
Equity Participation 6
Treasury Bills 14
Offshore Investments 13
Total 100
Source. National SOCial Security Fund
The absence of traditional long-term financiers, in particular pension funds and
insurance companies means financial arrangements like forward sale, sale and
leaseback are not available to developers in Uganda. However, mortgages are
available from the Housing Finance Company of Uganda (HFCU), the only
mortgage provider in Uganda. When it was established in 1968 the bulk of
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mortgage loans were to the Asians due to their strong financial standing.
However, when the Asians were expelled in 1972 the HFCU became unable to
effectively provide mortgage loans to potential occupiers because it could not
mobilise domestic savings, necessary during the provision of mortgages.
Additionally, since the central government indirectly has a 50 percent stake in
HFCU, this has stifled competition in the mortgage sector. In other words, if
government can formulate appropriate policy and provide fiscal incentives then
more competition within the mortgage sector can be possible. As it stands, the
HFCU provides limited short-term finance to developers or property
entrepreneurs because of low domestic savings (Boleat, 1985; Nissanke et. aI,
1999). For instance, developers can only obtain loans for residential properties
that are 90 percent complete and the maximum loan is 60 million Ushs
(US$40,000). So, the HFCU loan is normally insufficient to complete the
remaining 10 percent of any development given the cost of imported
construction materials and the depreciating Uganda shilling.
An interview conducted with the Mortgage manager of HFCU, as part of the
study has revealed other constraints affecting the provision of mortgages. For
example, most developers undertake residential developments for their
occupation, which means that hardly any properties are available for
mortgaging. Furthermore, even public developers such as the National Housing
Corporation Company cannot deliver enough residential properties to warrant
demand for mortgages based on Table 4.14. Similarly, the operations of the
HFCU are also affected by the limited market research undertaken by
developers prior to commencing the development process, as demonstrated at
the evaluation stage. As a result, most developments do not cater for the needs
of occupiers that can take up mortgages, particularly the middle class.
The mortgage loans are between 10-15 years putting developers or occupiers
in Uganda at a disadvantage when repaying mortgage loans, especially since
their counterparts in the UK have periods between 20-25 years to repay such
loans. Mortgage provision is also affected by the huge difference between long-
term and short-term interest rates, making the former less attractive to savers
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(Boleat, 1985). More importantly, mortgage systems are susceptible to inflation,
which erodes long-term interest rates that bear a close relationship with the rate
of inflation. For example, as inflation increases, repayments on long-term loans
made by developers or occupiers also increase causing the front-loading
problem." This was clearly the case in Uganda, before inflation dropped to 3.3
percent in 1999 while long-term interest rates averaged 10 percent (Knight
Frank, 2000). In contrast, the financiers are exposed to liquidity risk due to
mismatching short-term financial liabilities and long-term mortgage assets
(World Bank, 1990). This is a serious problem for Uganda's financial institutions
and discourages them from committing to long-term investments such as real
property.
Arguably, government can alleviate the shortage of development finance by
imposing regulations and legislation to force savings, in particular contractual
savings (Sandilands, 1992). Contractual savings are regular payments made
over a period of years and receive an interest rate below the market level
(Boleat, 1985). Contractual savings programs can address the lack of long-term
finance in a way that can meet the interests of occupiers, financial institutions
and government. For instance, they provide a long-term savings option to
occupiers by converting their accumulated savings as a down payment for
future mortgage loans (Lea et. aI, 1995). This can be useful especially, if
incomes in Uganda are paid on time and not arrears as is currently happening.
It is worth noting governments in developed countries see contractual savings
as a relatively low risk and low cost means of providing residential credit
particularly to low and middle households. Furthermore, Lea et. al (1995) argue
that contractual savings can remedy the lack of reliable information on
borrowers for long-term lending, as is the case in Uganda. Also, they allow
occupiers to establish a financial record when they successfully complete a
savings contract because once a mortgage loan is obtained there is very
infrequent interaction between a bank and borrower. Thus, the interactions
between the bank and savers, which are experienced during contractual saving
; Frontloading is a situation that arises when the borrower of a loan is unable to service the loan due to
increases in inflation, which in tum erodes their income.
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prior to borrowing, remedy the severe information gap that exist between
financial institutions and borrowers in Uganda. Nevertheless, developers
acquire the identified development site when development finance is secured,
and signals the completion of this stage.
The design and costing stage of the property development process runs
alongside the evaluation and acquisition stages (Cadman et. aI, 1999).
Although, architects are engaged to design the proposed development, the
absence of professional bodies to monitor their activities as well as their
inadequate training is making the design process difficult. For instance, the
absence of a recognised professional body to guide architects has led to
situations where their services are disregarded; developers prefer to employ
draughtsmen to duplicate designs in most residential developments but this is
not the case in commercial and industrial developments. Likewise, since most
residential developments are financed from personal funds rather than bank
loans, it is the developers' choice whether to engage architects but which is a
necessary requirement of financial institutions. Financiers have to ensure the
design meets market requirements and the development can be disposed of
easily when developers default on loan repayments. Implicit in this scenario, is
the limited public knowledge about the architect's role during property
development. Thus, the non-involvement of architects has resulted in sub-
standard residential developments because draughtsmen have little knowledge
about the whole design process and omit vital details. Equally, developers can
not legally enforce any disputes regarding design specifications because no
formal written contracts exist between them and draughtsmen. Yet, in situations
where architects are engaged in the design process, formal written contract
exist, so developers can seek legal remedies when breaches of contract arise
(Kahkonen et. aI, 1997). This situation clearly demonstrates the importance of
architects during the design process, which some developers in Uganda are not
aware of. In the UK scenario, it is inconceivable for developers to undertake
proposed developments without proper designs from architects accredited to
professional bodies like the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA). In other
words, we argue that the absence of functional professional bodies to govern
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and regulate the design process in Uganda is encouraging the use of
draughtsmen instead of architects. Usually, quantity surveyors are engaged in
commercial and industrial developments, funded by financial institutions. Their
main role at this stage is to prepare bills of quantities based on the design, all
within the developers' budget. Thus, in cases where architects are absent in the
design process, quantity surveyors are also absent to detail costs, causing
problems at this and the evaluation stages because developers have no
estimate of the building costs.
At the planning permission stage, developers obtain formal consent from the
local authorities to commence proposed developments; such authorities have a
role of restricting illegal developments. However, it is worth noting that local
authorities are faced with obstacles, which make granting planning consent
difficult. The major obstacle arises from the planning regulations and legislation
that govern how local authorities issue planning consent. For instance, the
Town and Country Planning Act 1964 has not been revised over the last four
decades (GOU, 1999). Effectively, the Kampala City Council (KCC) is unable to
regulate development at this stage because of outdated legislation. Such a
situation is not only occurring in Uganda but other African countries where the
Town and Country Planning Acts though important instruments of urban
development have failed to provide orderly and sustainable urban development
(UNCHS, 1999). As a result, most African cities are plagued by squatter
settlements and informal sector activities, which are a reflection of incompetent
development control mechanisms, poor and outdated planning standards and
laws. Due to the enormity of the problem, the KCC issues developers with a
commencement letter, which means the proposed development, can be
undertaken. However, since development also encompasses the construction of
buildings, developers have to apply for building consent. This is necessary to
safeguard the health and safety of future occupiers. Unfortunately, developers
encounter considerable delays due to the lack of a functional building Act to
guide the decisions of KGG officials on whether to grant such consent.
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Meanwhile, developers have difficulties when completing planning application
forms due to the lack of planning consultants, who should assist them in this
exercise because of various regulations and legislation involved. As a result, the
preparation and submission of planning applications is a painstaking process for
them. Once the KGG's planning officers receive the applications, it is their duty
to establish whether they comply with the physical planning policy. Like other
African countries, Uganda's urban planning policy consists of an overall
framework such as a Master plan, a set of planning and building standards,
zoning regulations and a development control system (UNCHS, 1999).
However, the master plan approach has become deficient in guiding the
planning process because it is complex, excessively bureaucratic, time
consuming as well as non-participative (excluding community groups who have
a stake in the planning process). Moreover, the structure plans in Kampala have
not been updated since 1968, meaning that such plans cannot offer planning
officers guidance at this stage.
On the other hand, although developers meet KCC planning officials to clarify
issues such as access to the proposed development site. This is frustrating for
them because a lot of valuable time is spent actually waiting for officials rather
than discussing the necessary details. Planning officials seem to be
preoccupied with departmental meetings rather than deal with developers'
inquiries about their planning applications. To make matters worse developers
have to closely follow-up their applications by frequently checking with planning
officers; it seems developers who frequent the KCC are likely to have their
planning applications dealt with quickly. This is situation might be due to the
shortage of skilled personnel, as highlighted earlier. It is also common practice
for KGG officials to solicit extra funds from developers to speed up their
application, which increases the fees incurred at this stage. The ineffectiveness
of the planning process is further emphasised by the lack of an appeal system
when developers' applications are unsuccessful. This situation is not surprising
given the inappropriate legal institutional arrangements and enforcement
mechanisms in Uganda. Nonetheless, because of ineffective urban planning in
Kampala, it is not unusual for developments to face different directions and with
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a great mixture of uses, particularly little separation between residential,
commercial and industrial uses. Given such scenarios, it is evident why
developers find it difficult to obtaining planning consent at this stage.
At the commitment stage, developers formally commit to the proposed
development by securing development finance, a professional team, planning
permission and the development site. All this is done through contracts, which
enforce the contractual obligations of stakeholders involved in the property
development process (Barzel, 1989; Olson, 1990). However, due to various
obstacles and inappropriate institutions, developers find this stage complicated.
Firstly, the limited availability of short short-term and long-term development
finance has made contracts between developers and financiers a rare
occurrence. Secondly, although legal firms offer conveyance services, the
constraints in the Land Act 1998 complicate their role at this stage. This is
because the newly introduced District Land Boards' necessary to facilitate site
identification are not yet established, which leaves them unable to properly
advise and assist clients with conveyance issues. Additionally, most legal
practitioners see this situation persisting because they were not consulted
during the drafting of the Act. On the other hand, this stage gives developers
another opportunity to reassess how the economic climate impacts on the
proposed development. This is important for developers or property
entrepreneurs relying on personal finance to fund the proposed development,
especially since their incomes are bound to fluctuate over time. For instance,
the development progresses when funds are available and is halted in their
absence, typically incremental development. Likewise, developers who obtain
development loans from financial institutions during economic decline are
severely affected because less funding is given at very high interest rates.
Thus, developers in Uganda find formal commitment problematic as highlighted.
At the implementation stage, developers commence the physical construction of
the proposed development (Cadman et. ai, 1999). Although, they would like the
proposed development to be completed within the set time frame and projected
budget made in the evaluation stage. The various obstacles already mentioned
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lead to incremental development, meaning that most projects exceed the set
time frame and budget (Bamberger, 1982). An example, is the
Telecommunications House (office building) in Kampala that was completed in
1997 (see Figure 4.2). This building was begun in Idi Amin's regime and its
construction stalled for 20 years due to Uganda's political turmoil. This is very
typical of most property development in Sub-Saharan Africa where projects are
abandoned because of foreign exchange difficulties, lack of funds or due to
political instability.
Figure 4.2: Telecommunications House
More importantly, incremental development is hindering Uganda's economic
performance for several reasons. Firstly, vital properties to the economic
development are delayed. Secondly, it is causing a scenario where construction
professionals are laid off and recalled when economic conditions improve but
these professionals would have trained into new jobs. Thirdly and more crucially
these professionals would have lost their competitive edge and skills when
recalled to perform at this stage due to long periods of absence. Moreover,
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since these professionals hardly receive adequate training to refresh their
construction skills, this is hindering the property development process in
Uganda. As a result of this scenario, it is necessary to examine the impact of
Uganda's property professionals at this stage.
Table 4.11 shows the registered professional and consultancy firms in Uganda
as of 1991. Accordingly, only 19 architect firms were registered in Uganda,
compared to only six firms of land surveyors. In contrast, there were 165
registered civil engineers compared to only 14 registered land surveyors.
However, the figures presented in Table 4.11 do not necessarily represent the
total number qualified in the various property professions. For instance it was
estimated that only 49 percent of engineers were registered with the Uganda
Institute of Professional Engineers (DOH, 1992). This means that there are
about 950 engineers increasing by about 45 new graduates from the Faculty of
Technology industry. Nevertheless, this profession is not as problematic as the
architectural, surveying and physical planning professions. If a building boom
was to occur, it is clear that skilled manpower would present a big bottleneck.
Table 4.11: Registered Professional and Consultancy Firms in Uganda (1991)
Profession Registered Numbers Registered Firms
Architects 70 19
Civii Engineers 165 15
Mechanical Engineers 80 7
Quantity Surveyors 21 10
Land Surveyors 14 6
Valuation Surveyors 25 18
Physical Planners 24 -
Source: a) Uganda SOCIetyof Architects (USA)
b) Uganda Institute of Professional Engineers (UIPE)
c) Institute of Surveyors of Uganda (ISU)
d) Uganda Institute of Physical Planners (UIPP)
Since, professional bodies do not govern many property professionals such as
architects, contractors and engineers vital at this stage, sub-standard and high-
risk developments are on the increase. For example, the Uganda Society of
Architects (USA) responsible for monitoring the activities of architects only
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exists in name. The body provides no guidelines to architects and has little
recognition locally as well as internationally. In other words, an architect trained
in Uganda and belonging to the Uganda Society of Architects is less regarded
by developers compared to another trained in the UK and registered with the
Royal Institute of British Architect (RIBA). This is because the latter body is
crucial to the successful completion of proposed developments in the UK, as it
regulates the conduct of architects and maintains appropriate standards. Yet,
the former body is dormant and does not enhance the construction process in
Uganda.
After the expulsion of Asians a number of indigenous contracting firms sprung
up to fill the gap left behind by them. With time, the small or medium-sized firms
have expanded and successfully undertaken a number of contracting jobs. In
the majority of cases, however, the situation has been different with many
indigenous firms taking on too much work beyond their capabilities. As a result,
they abandon sites, sometimes after part payment, without completing the jobs
or end up performing low quality and sub-standard work. The reason is they
lack entrepreneurial and tendering skills. Despite these shortcomings, more
small and medium-scale contracting firms are being set up and are doing a
large volume of work. Some are a one-man affair, where the Managing Director
performs the role of Land Surveyor, Site Agent, Transport Officer, Storekeeper
etc, which emphasises the severe shortage of skilled property professionals.
Furthermore, other firms are formed by single middle-grade artisans, who claim
to be master-builders and undertake to build houses from scratch to finish
(DOH, 1992). This shows the extent of underdevelopment of the construction
sector and as a result, there is no specialisation.
Additionally, the majority of the employees are unmotivated and worst still
expect payment without actually doing any work. This has led to a high level of
expatriate skilled labour and supervision required to achieve quality work and
timely completion of most projects (Zaribwende, 1994). Table 4.12 indicates
that out of 206 contracting firms registered with the Ministry of Lands, Housing
and Urban Development in 1992, 195 were based in Kampala. It is worth noting
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the figures in Table 4.12 are by no means comprehensive, as upcountry
contracting firms have no incentives to register with the relevant ministries in
Kampala because experience shows that even the smallest upcountry
Government jobs are awarded to Kampala firms (DOH, 1992). This is
detrimental to the construction industry because it hinders development of
construction firms in other regions of the country and encourages industrial
concentration with adverse effects on competition. Furthermore, it can be
argued that firms based in Kampala have a monopoly and can raise contract
prices accordingly, thus affecting the industry.
Table 4.12: Distribution of contracting Companies in Uganda as registered with Ministry
of Lands, Housing and Urban Development.
Town Population Number of Companies
Kampala 774,200 195
Jinja 289,500 6
Mbale 711,000 3
Kasese 343,600 1
Kabale 417,200 1
Total 206
..Source: MInistry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development.
The inability of government and contractors to pay a living wage to workers has
led to a situation where most medium and small-size contractors cannot employ
specialist artisans and technicians such as plumbers, expert roofers and
electricians on full time basis. As a result, such technicians move around from
contractor to contractor and are referred to, as jobbing contractors (Rowings et.
ai, 1996). Such contractors spend long periods without contracts due to mass
unemployment, when they do get a job they overcharge in order to cover lost
income and possible future periods (adaptive expectations) of redundancy. This
has greatly increased the building costs, as most finishes on construction works
for example plumbing and drainage require specialists. It is worth noting that
most jobbing contractors used to work for well-established construction firms.
However, when salaries and allowances are no longer compatible with the cost
of living and because also some want to establish their own businesses, they
move on (DOH, 1992). Due to their low overheads, they are attractive to all
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grades of builders, including wealthy developers who can afford to engage
properly established contractors but whose reason might be to evade taxes.
This has significantly led to the stagnation of registered small contractors who
are always out-competed by jobbing contractors for middle and high cost
contracts and yet are too small to compete for large contracts. In the past, the
building and construction industry used to expand through the promotion of
unskilled labour to semi-skilled labour and ultimately to skilled manpower
through on-site apprenticeship. At present, most unskilled labour is on the
'jobbing' basis while the rest are not willing to be employed for any manual
unskilled jobs because the pay is not a living wage. And as a result most of the
unskilled youth rather go in for petty trade (DOH, 1992).
Overall, the 'jobbing' method of construction, which is now popular both in
Kampala and upcountry (similar to sub-contracting in the UK), has been
promoted by the fact that most house-builders do not have the financial means
to negotiate a full contract with well-established contractors. They prefer to build
in stages as and when they obtain property finance (incremental development).
Since well-established construction firms do not accept incremental
development, which ties their labour down so, house-builders engage small
contractors or a one-man concern (technician or artisan) to do the work, which
is responsible for a lot of sub-standard construction work in the country.
The high cost of construction materials is another serious problem affecting the
construction process, especially since more than 60 percent of construction
materials are imported due to the collapse of Uganda's manufacturing industry
in 1973 (DOH, 1992). The finished material imported into the country include
cement, sanitary-ware, plumbing pipes and associated fixtures, glass, electrical
items and even very small items such as nuts, bolts and screws. This has an
overwhelming influence on the ultimate cost of buildings and as a result,
developers or property entrepreneurs are finding it impossible to undertake the
property development process. Table 4.13 clearly illustrates the construction
costs in three East African countries, namely Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania.
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Table 4.13: Comparative construction costs in East Africa
Property Type Typical construction cost (US$/sq. metre gross)
Uganda Kenya Tanzania
Office Block 640 400 520
Shopping Centre 475 295 385
High Rise Residential 745 465 605
Source: Knight Frank,2000
It is interesting to note that construction costs in Uganda are highest compared
to those in Kenya and Tanzania, particularly when developing office blocks,
shopping centres and high rise residential properties. This is despite
government giving high priority to the rehabilitation of local producing industries.
For instance, most factories are producing less than 50 percent of their installed
capacities and the rest at less than 30 percent capacity (Zaribwende, 1994).
Additionally, although a few industries have been set up, locally produced
materials are often of substandard quality and very expensive. It is thus argued
that an active liaison between the construction industry, Uganda Manufacturers
Association and the now revived Bureau of Standards would go a long way in
improving the quality of construction materials (Zaribwende, 1994). Such
organisations are interest groups and can play an important role in reversing the
situation.
Furthermore, some factories apparently "manufacturing" materials locally are in
fact very heavily dependent on imported raw materials and machinery and
spare parts. As a result, they are more of assembling plants usually established
behind tariff barriers, An example is the manufacture of corrugated iron sheets,
which are imported in flat rolls and are only corrugated and cut in size in local
factories (DOH, 1992). Nevertheless, we are of the viewpoint that lower
construction costs would go along way in facilitating the property development
process in Uganda.
In contrast, however, some public construction firms like the National Housing
and Construction Corporation (NHCC) do exist. The government created this
construction company in 1989 to fill the void created by the limited number of
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large developers, especially after the expulsion of Ugandan Asians. The NHCC
is involved in the development of residential properties, especially low-cost and
medium-cost residential estates. Table 4.14 shows the number of residential
properties constructed by the NHCC between 1989-1994, 149 residential
properties were built.
Table 4.14: Number of Residential Properties constructed between 1989-1994
Year Quantity Cost per house (in US dollars)
1989 16 100,000
1990 13 50,000
1991 12 100,000
1992 12 50,000
1993 20 50,000
1994 12 100,000
1994 20 35,000
Total 149 485,000
Source: National Housing and Construction Corporation (1995)
According to Table 4.14 the NHCC has only produced an annual average of 21
properties. However, given the increasing demand for residential properties
brought about by rapid population growth and the lack of adequate shelter, its
efforts are insignificant. Furthermore, analysing its latest residential scheme
(Naalya Estate) confirms that NHCC has serious financial constraints because it
constructs shell residential properties for occupiers with funds to complete, as
shown in Figure 4.3. Yet, if appropriate property development institutions,
particularly financial are available, other developers can deliver completed
properties. Thus, we are of the opinion that NHCC, as a public developer is
unable to deliver residential properties at this stage.
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Figure 4.3: Shell House and Architect's Impression
The final stage is the disposal of completed developments (Cadman et. ai,
1999; Ratcliffe et. ai, 1991). It is important to note that property professionals
such as estate agents, though crucial at this stage are playa minimal role due
to various reasons. Firstly, due to the low availability of accommodation,
developers occupy most completed developments, reducing the need for estate
agents. Secondly, the absence of a well-developed and functional property
market means that most completed developments are disposed informally
through kin networks. Thirdly, the lack of a professional body to govern the
activities of estate agents is undoubtedly affecting their involvement at this
stage. Lastly, and more importantly the absence of property courses such as
estate and land management at University level has led to severe shortages of
estate agents who are vital at this stage.
Despite these obstacles, estate agents are increasingly involved in the disposal
of completed properties. This is evident by the recent entry of Knight Frank
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International, which has brought immense expertise to the real property sector,
particularly in the disposal and management of completed developments.
Another property firm that offers agency services is the East African Property
Agency Ltd. This particular firm operates in a similar fashion to estate agency
firms in the UK, and is encouraging developers in Uganda to dispose completed
properties through formal channels. It also employs promotion methods such as
advertisements and brochures to attract potential buyers or tenants. For
instance, they advertise in media like newspapers, radio and television, the
most effective forms of communication and their brochures give detailed
information about all residential, commercial and industrial properties available
for sale and rental purposes. However, it is worth noting the use of promotion
methods by estate agents is a new phenomenon in the Ugandan property
sector, still in its infancy. Having examined the property development process in
Uganda and the various obstacles it faces, we have decided to analyse the real
property market, which plays a vital role during the process. In particular, we
convey the state of property markets in developing countries like Uganda and
the constraints faced.
4.4 Uganda's Real Property Market
Like most SSA countries, Uganda's real property market is unable to effectively
facilitate the exchange of real property (Sanyal, 1987; Silas, 1991; Rakodi,
1994). This situation requires urgent attention given the acute shortage of
accommodation and rapid population growth in Uganda. In other words, a
functional and well-established property market would enable the exchange
land and other physical infrastructure such as housing, offices and industries
necessary to sustain economic growth and development in the country.
However, one unique aspect of the Ugandan real property market is the minimal
exchange of commercial and industrial properties. To effectively analyse the
Ugandan property market, we focus on Kampala the capital as well as hub of
economic activity. In particular, different segments of the real property market
including the residential, commercial and industrial are discussed.
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Profile of Kampala City
Kampala City had a population of approximately 770,000 people at the 1991-
population census (World Bank, 1993a). This figure has undoubtedly increased
since then due to the rapid urbanisation brought about by rural-urban migration
and population growth. The combination of both factors as well as unplanned
developments have unleashed tremendous pressures on Kampala's facilities
and infrastructure, which were planned for about 500,000 people. Additionally,
the 1991 population census revealed that Kampala had a housing stock of
138,068 units with a backlog of 44, 228 units (DOH, 1992; Nuwagaba, 1994).
According to these figures, the average household distribution in Kampala was
5.4 persons signalling the potential for overcrowding and health issues.
The property market in any city cannot function without appropriate government
policies. In 1987, the Ugandan government supported by the World Bank and
International Monetary Fund launched the Economic Recovery Programme
(ERP) geared towards the introduction of a market economy (Knight Frank,
2000; World Bank, 1997). As far as real property is concerned, this programme
introduced policies such as privatisation, rent deregulation and liberalisation of
prices. The privatisation of government assets such as civil servant residences
(pool houses), hotels and industries has redistributed a substantial portion of
existing real property among new owners thus, giving a strong impetus for the
development of real property markets. The deregulation of rents and
liberalisation of prices is enabling the market to "function" in the narrow sense,
since for the first time forces of demand and supply are determining both rental
and property values. Additionally, liberalisation of investment and exchange
regimes is opening real property to foreign demand, which can benefit the real
property sector. Likewise, the relative political stability in Kampala has
increased the confidence of local and foreign investors within the real property
sector, fuelling developments and marketing of real property. However, the
large presence of dollar investors has increased rental activity in the middle to
top-end of the real property market, while local investors transact in shillings,
creating a two-tier market. This is despite the fact that non-citizens and foreign-
owned companies can only acquire leasehold interests in land or property
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(Knight Frank, 2000). Finally, changes in property-oriented legislation are likely
to enhance the operation of the real property market particularly, when the
Condominium Bill is enacted, making the sale of single units in apartment
blocks possible.
4.4.1 Residential Property Market
This market deals in the demand and supply of residential property but its
efficiency depends on how well the demand and supply forces interact. In the
Kampala scenario, demand is due to the influx of expatriates, foreign diplomats,
returned Ugandans and Asian exiles (Knight Frank, 2000). As mentioned
earlier, government policies are encouraging more investors. The supply side of
the market is dependent upon developments and renovation of older stock. In
fact, Asians have undertaken most renovations after repossessing their
residential properties lost during the Idi Amin regime. However, despite such
activity, supply shortages exist in desirable locations. The most sought after
residential suburbs are still Kololo and Nakasero, which were mostly developed
around the time of independence in 1962. Both areas provide appropriate
accommodation for corporate personnel and diplomats. Meanwhile, the upper
middle class of the market is catered for by areas such as Bugolobi, Naguru,
Mbuya and Tank Hill.
Within the residential market, city centre apartments on upper floors of
commercial buildings, multi-unit complexes within large secured compounds
and fully furnished serviced apartments are in huge demand (Knight Frank,
2000). Short-term expatriates seeking convenient accommodation favour the
prime apartments, whereas the Asians dominate the rest of the apartment
market. The most recent apartment is the Hillview Apartments (see figure 4.4)
and includes facilities like domestic services, security, swimming pool,
gymnasium and tennis or squash courts. Although, serviced apartments have
been the most active sector in this market, they are also the most vulnerable to
oversupply and economic forces, evident from the recent drop in demand and
price for this sector (Knight Frank, 2000). Moreover, the Ugandan economy has
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been slowing down since 1999 due to fluctuations in commodity prices, so the
effects are more obvious at the moment.
Figure 4.4: Hillview Apartments
Residential leases take the form of tenancy agreements for periods between
one and three years. This is understandable since the economy is subject to the
fluctuations of commodities as well as the likelihood of political instability is
never far away. So landlords are more comfortable with such short leases.
Nevertheless, longer leases are possible and depend on the calibre of the
tenant; expatriates can negotiate long leases to coincide with their contracts.
However, the rental values in the market have declined due to the ever-
increasing supply of accommodation, including the ongoing sale of government
housing. In fact, rents for houses excluding those at the top-end of the market,
have fallen by 35 percent since their peak in 1996 but remain relatively
expensive by international standards (Knight Frank, 2000). For example, it is
common for a three to four bedroom house to be rented for US$ 1,500 to 3,500
per month in Kololo and Nakasero; US$1,000 to 2,500 per month in Bugolobi,
Naguru and Mbuya and US$ 500-1,500 per month in Tank Hill and Kasanga.
Whilst, a one-bedroom serviced apartment in Kololo is more than US$1 ,300 per
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month compared to US$3,000 per month for a two-bedroom apartment in the
city centre. Evidently, such rents are high for a developing country like Uganda
let alone for the developed countries
The sale of residential properties is rare, since most developments are owner-
occupied. This is due to the lack of appropriate institutions that can channel
huge investments into property development. Equally, property entrepreneurs or
developers have in their investment portfolio a number of properties due to high
rental values. Another major reason for low sale transactions, is the fact that
non-citizens with adequate finances cannot acquire freehold interests in real
property. On the other hand, house prices have fallen like rental values. For
instance, a three to four bedroom property in Kololo can fetch US$200,000
compared to peak values of up to US$350,000 in 1996 (Knight Frank, 2000).
This scenario emphasises an earlier point that property prices in Uganda are
expensive even by international comparisons.
4.4.2 Commercial Property Market
Kampala's Central Business District (CBD) is along Kampala Road right in the
heart of the city. The commercial developments in this area are of multi-storey
mixed use, with an estimated office stock of over 200,000 sq. metres (Knight
Frank, 2000). Prior to 1995 the majority of this office space was poorly
managed and found in unrefurbished buildings dating back to independence
(1962) or earlier. In other words, demand for quality office space was matched
with inadequate supply, which resulted in high rents, especially for moderate
quality accommodation in the CBD. As a result, this led to the conversion of
residential space into offices, particularly in areas like Nakasero, Kololo and
Kamwokya. The properties in these areas are suitable because of their
spacious styles, parking facilities and low levels of noise pollution.
This scenario was reversed when a private consortium backed by the
Development Finance Company of Uganda Ltd completed Rwenzori House in
Nakasero (see figure 4.5). This development came onto the market in 1995,
with approximately 4,000 sq. metres of high specification office space and some
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semi-retail accommodation (Knight Frank, 2000). Being the first notable office
development within Kampala for nearly 25 years, it was fully let within three
months of completion, demonstrating the scarcity of quality office space.
Figure 4.5: Rwenzori House
Other developments within the Kampala's CBO are Telecommunications House
(see figure 4.2), the refurbished East African Development Bank House,
Commercial Plaza and Conrad Plaza. However, these schemes cannot
challenge the Rwenzori House due to inappropriate design and specifications,
meaning Rwenzori House meets the specifications of its occupiers. It is these
reasons that prompted the development of Rwenzori Court (see figure 4.6) the
most recent development. This scheme has provided 6,200 sq. metres of very
high specification office and quasi-retail space (Knight Frank, 2000).
Additionally, it has attracted occupiers such as the British High Commission
(relocating) due to factors such as prime location, less traffic congestion, less
noise pollution and on-site parking vital requirements in the commercial property
market.
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Figure 4.6: Rwenzori Court
In the near future, supply of office space is bound to increase with the
completion of Workers House (figure 4.1). This scheme is likely to provide
11,700 sq. metres of office space catering for middle sector of the market
(Knight Frank, 2000). Table 4.15 shows the key office developments and the
office space available in the commercial property market, giving a clear
indication of the situation.
Table 4.15: Key Office Developments in Kampala.
Development Location Date of completion Total office Area
(sq.metres)
Rwenzori House Nakasero 3m Quarter 1995 4000
Telecommunication House CBO 411 Quarter 1997 6000
Centre Court Nakasero 2rlOQuarter 1998 1700
Conrad Plaza CBO Edge 4" Quarter 1998 4200
EAOB House CBO Refurbished 1998/9 3200
Commercial Plaza CBO 3m Quarter 1999 2000
Rwenzori Court Nakasero is[ Quarter 2000 5300
Crane Chamber CBO 3'" Quarter 2000 5400
31800
Source. Knight Frank East African Report. 2000
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It is evident from Table 4.15 that office space in Kampala's CBD increased by
31,800 sq.metres in the period between 1999-2000, meeting most of the
demand for quality space. More importantly, if the property development
process was well-established, the acute shortage of space would not have
occurred in the first place. Additionally, tenants trading up in both area and
quality have driven demand in this market, as more space enters the market
(Knight Frank, 2000). The leases in the commercial market vary between one to
six years, although terms of ten years have been achieved at Rwenzori House,
due to high profile tenants like the World Bank, International Finance
Corporation (IFC) and European Commission (EC). Furthermore, most leases
have rent reviews on a pre-agreed fixed percentage increase, although review
to market has become increasingly popular (Knight Frank, 2000). The monthly
rental values in Kampala peaked at US$18 per sq. metre in 1995, which was a
result of strong economic growth but are falling with the slowing economy.
Table 4.16 illustrates the comparative rental values for some commercial
developments.
Table 4.16: Comparative rental values for commercial properties
Commercial/Office Property Rental value (US$ per sq.metre)
Rwenzori House 18
Conrad Plaza 14
Commercial Plaza 12-14
Rwenzori Court 18
Source. Conrad Properties Ltd
From Table 4.16, it is evident that both Rwenzori House and Rwenzori Court
command the highest rental values of US$18 per sq. metre. Overall, prime rents
range between US$16.50-18 per sq. metre; moderate space is let at US$10-14
per sq. metre, exclusive of service charges ranging from US$1.50 per sq. metre
for moderate accommodation to US$4 per sq. metre for centrally air-conditioned
accommodation. It is anticipated that rental values in this market are to drop
further in the short and medium term, as more office space enters the market.
This situation is already affecting the Commercial Plaza, which is partially let
(see figure 4.7). Nevertheless, the rental values at the top end of the market are
likely to remain constant as shown by Table 4.16.
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Figure 4.7: Commercial Plaza
4.4.3 Industrial Property Market
Compared to the other property markets, the industrial market in Kampala is
least active given the predominance of the agricultural sector over sectors like
manufacturing. This market comprises of purpose built light factories or
warehouses situated in designated industrial areas like Nakawa (near
Kampala). In particular, industrial space caters for manufacturing of plastic,
chemical and aluminium products but recently include food processing. The
huge influx of foreign investment in the economy has indicated potential
demand for industrial property. However, numerous constraints are hindering
speculative development. Firstly, developers or property entrepreneurs cannot
afford to have their capital tied up in such developments and prefer to invest in
other business activities to maximise their profits. This situation is compounded
by the fact that multilateral and unilateral organisations openly advocate for
cottage industries and working from home, as part of promoting micro-
enterprises in developing countries like Uganda. Such policy is a disincentive to
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developers undertaking industrial developments for profit maximisation.
Secondly, the scarcity of long-term finance to undertake industrial properties is
another constraint to developers. In response, to this situation international
bodies such as the World Bank and International Monetary Fund are indirectly
providing medium term financing through Bank of Uganda and other financial
institutions. This financial support has been crucial given the dramatic increase
in local and foreign investors, requiring appropriate industrial space due to
Uganda's economic performance between 1990-1996.
Likewise, an interview conducted with the Managing Director of Conrad
Properties Ltd has revealed that there is currently a demand for quality
industrial space between 186 sq.metres-467sq.metres. Yet, the market offers
inflexible industrial floor space between 1,500 sq. metres-3, 000 sq. metres.
This situation indicates the demand for smaller industrial space since large
manufacturing industries are available. The rental value of industrial premises is
between US$4-6 per sq.metre (see Appendix 4.1). The following example was
given by the Managing Director of Conrad Properties Ltd to illustrate the viability
of such speculative industrial developments.
• A speculative industrial unit of 500 sq.metres with building costs at US$100
per sq.metre. { 500 x 100= US$50,OOO}
• Current rental value for industrial space is US$4 per sq.metre.
• Total income from industrial unit {500 x $4= US$2,OOO}
• Annual income from industrial unit {2000 x 12= US$24,OOO}
• If annual running costs are estimated at US$4,OOOper year
• Then profit equates to Annual Income less running costs {US$24,OOO-
US$4,OOO=US$20,OOO}
• Returns are high and the speculative project payback period is about two
and half years, based on a lease of 6 years.
During the analysis of both the property development process and real property
markets in Uganda, institutions feature as a major obstacle, despite their
importance to economic development. As a result, we have decided to fully
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examine the state of Uganda's property development institutions, in particular
the problems faced.
4.5 Property Development Institutions in Uganda
As mentioned in the previous chapters, the property development institutions
include financial, professional and government and are fundamental to the
property development process in Uganda.
4.5.1 Financial Institutions
The financial institutions comprise of a Bank of Uganda (central bank),
commercial banks, insurance companies as well as a recently introduced
capital market. However, the banking sector is among the weakest in SSA with
liabilities accounting for 10 percent of GOP, inefficient in performing basic
banking functions and many banks are insolvent (Brownbridge, 1996). More to
the point, banks serve formal enterprises and the public sector, while the bulk of
the population only has recourse to informal agents and associations (Steel et.
aI, 1997; Chandarvarkar, 1989; Aryeetey, 1995). In other words, the inability of
low-income households to access institutional finance forces them to rely
heavily on informal sector activities such as selling assets and borrowing from
friends, family members, money lenders and the like (Rodwin et. ai, 1987). To
redress the situation, Uganda embarked on financial sector reforms in the
1990s at the instigation of the World Bank and IMF. Essentially, the reforms
have consisted of liberalisation of financial markets, restructuring distressed
banks and strengthening prudential regulation to overcome financial
fraqmentation" (Brownbridge, 1996).
Whilst Uganda has both foreign and locally owned commercial banks, merchant
banks are few and concentrate mainly on trade finance and less so on the
mobilisation of medium to long-investment finance required by the property
development process. An example is the Uganda Commercial Bank set up to
6 Financial fragmentation occurs when both formal and informal financial sectors exist within an
economy.
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provide credit for local businesses as well as facilitate development
programmes but whose operations have been changing with different
governments. As a result, it functioned on minimal commercial principals and
accumulated a massive portfolio of bad debts (Brownbridge, 1996). As we
mentioned in the theoretical framework, the political change of government in
SSA countries, especially through violent means has affected the performance
of financial institutions. The situation was also exacerbated by the limited
repayment discipline on the part of the borrowers, who regarded loans as
reparations for war damages or rewards for political support, at times politicians
told their constituents that loans from government banks need not be repaid
(Nsereko, 1995). This situation applies mostly to Idi Amin's and Dr. Obote
regimes. Even the foreign banks have been curtailed in their operations due to
government's interventionist policies like interest rate determination, which was
the premise of the government. Equally, the lending operations of development
banks established to finance capital projects have been plagued by poor
lending policies, resulting in heavy investments in large projects with low
economic returns (Omoruyi, 1991). It is worth noting that development banks
have also funded many unfinished projects.
Although, financial institutions such as Housing Finance companies, housing
corporations and building societies have an overt role in property finance, they
are undeveloped, and managed by non-professionals with hardly any
background in real property. For example, Uganda's only mortgage company
(HFCU) is unable to provide adequate development finance and mortgages due
to lack of competition, low capitalisation and uncompetitive lending rates.
Overall, Uganda's financial institutions are still confronted by various issues
causing inadequate property finance. Firstly, the financial reforms have only
focused on the formal financial sector and neglected the informal sector, which
not only has a vast saving potential awaiting mobilisation but also the capacity
to finance micro-enterprises in an effective and efficient manner. Secondly,
Bank of Uganda has limited operational independence and inadequate capacity
to formulate and implement monetary policy. Thirdly, the restructuring of both
public and private banks is still pending, and management deficiencies also
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need to be addressed. In addressing such issues the constraints faced by
Uganda's financial institutions can be categorised as follows:
Mobilisation of funds. Mobilisation (pooling) involves the agglomeration of
capital from disparate savers for investment (United Nations, 1995). Mobilising
of savings in this way, however, costly involves overcoming both the transaction
costs associated with collecting savings from different individuals, as well as the
informational asymmetries associated with making savers feel comfortable
relinquishing control of their funds. This is one of the key functions of financial
institutions. However, the mobilisation of domestic financial resources has
become a central issue in the current vision for African development. With
declining levels of multilateral and unilateral aid together with the difficulties
associated with debt servicing. the government needs to adopt strategies that
ensure investable domestic resources and create an environment conducive to
retention of savings within the country (United Nations, 1996). Above all, efforts
should be devoted to reversing capital flight and nurturing the appropriate
institutional capabilities and policies necessary to develop the financial sector.
Low and unstable incomes. As already noted. the majority of Ugandans are low-
income earners (World Bank, 1993). Moreover, even those earning fair incomes
often go unpaid for several months. Such problems hinder personal savings,
and further constrained financial institutions. This problem of low unstable
income stems from the monetary resources available to Uganda. Not only is a
significant proportion of its annual budget funded by multilateral aid, but also the
remainder often comes from the export of agricultural produce. Both sources
are subject to unpredictable fluctuation; multilateral aid is policy constrained and
can be unreliable if the recipient country does not accept the associated policy
prescriptions; while the export of agricultural products is also unreliable due to
unpredictable and often considerable fluctuations in commodity prices. Such
factors have contributed to the prevailing low and unstable incomes, but the
problem has been exacerbated by corruption (Meagher, 1997). Numerous
infrastructure projects remain incomplete because the funds have been
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embezzled, more often than not leaving workers unpaid. And so the vicious
cycle is perpetuated.
Culture of hoarding. Many indigenous Ugandans hoard money, a practice that
dates back hundreds of years. Hoarding seems to be embedded within
Ugandan culture where holding cash and other assets are clearly preferred to
making bank deposits. Such a practice is also common among indigenous
Africans, who prefer to hold other visible assets like land at all times. However,
the result is low rates of savings, and a lack of funds for borrowers, as potential
investment capital eludes the financial institutions with even less capital
available for the property development process (Aryeetey et. aI, 2000). As
already mentioned less funds flow from the informal to formal sector in Uganda,
which exacerbates the situation. The scenario is clearly at odds with the notion
that financial intermediaries are generally concerned with establishing stellar
reputations, so that savers feel comfortable about entrusting them with their
savings (Delong, 1991; lamoreaux, 1995).
Government Intervention. Since the Ugandan government intervened in the
determination and fixing of interest rates, this had an adverse effect on the
property development process because potential savers found interest rates
unattractive in comparison to returns from other forms of investment. In other
words, since real property is inevitably competing for limited investment capital
with other sectors such as education, agriculture, health, manufacturing,
property development and the property market often lose out due to the huge
capital outlays required. Table 4.17 illustrates an example of this situation.
Table 4.17: Bank of Uganda Funds Allocation by Sector
Sector No. of Amount (000) % of Total
Projects US$ Funds
Manufacturing 20 8,486,828 34.2
Agro- Processing 7 9,045,113 36.4
Education 2 984,946 4.0
Services 4 2,343,327 9.4
Tourism 3 1,546,130 6.2
Property Development 2 951,005 3.8
Broadcasting 2 1,493,125 6.0
Total 40 24,850,485 100
Source. Bank of Uganda, 1999
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Table 4.17 shows that Bank of Uganda funds more projects in the
manufacturing and agro-processing sectors, and only two projects in Uganda's
real property sector. Also, property development is allocated the least amount
compared to other sectors, 3.8 percent of total funds. Meanwhile, it is worth
noting that government does not have full control over the financial institutions
because of the conditions that are often attached to aid by donor agencies. The
importance of effective financial systems and the evolution of appropriate
capital markets are self-evidently key to economic development as well as the
property development process but it is also clear that Uganda's multilateral aid
or assistance is not the way to sustainability.
4.5.2 Professional Institutions
Professional institutions or bodies ensure that the property development
process and property markets are operating in an ethical environment. They
govern property professionals such as surveyors (quantity, building, general),
engineers (structural, electrical), architects, contractors, developers and
planners, all working together offering sound advice during the property
development process. However, given the clear advantages offered by
professional bodies, developing countries like Uganda have been unable to
develop them. This dilemma can be attributed to various reasons. First of all,
the massive brain drain of property professionals between 1972 to 1986 as well
as the Aids epidemic has created a severe shortage of property professionals.
As a result, the appropriate numbers of skilled personnel to structure and
establish respective professional bodies are absent. In other words, since such
bodies are interest groups, it is necessary for them to have well-qualified and
respected individuals as initiators as well as a reasonable number of potential
members to support the whole set-up. Additionally, the absence of an
educational curriculum in tune with industry requirements has not helped
because graduates are inappropriately qualified for future jobs. For instance,
Makerere University has few property-related courses, architecture, engineering
and land surveying. Such courses are not recognised by local property firms.
Other property courses like estate agency, land management, construction
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management vital to the property development process are non-existent. As a
result of this situation, existing manpower lacks the capacity to initiate functional
professional bodies in these property-related areas. Thus, a dilemma has
emerged where professional bodies are required to govern the activities of
property professionals but the shortage of the latter has led to the absence of
the former; a vicious cycle. On the other hand, the lack of a structured training
culture within the real property industry has compromised the revamping of
dormant professional bodies. If the industry was capable of such training, the
existing manpower particularly the various property professionals would have
the confidence to either revamp dormant bodies or establish new ones. This is
because professlonal bodies encourage structured practical training to maintain
high standards. Overall, these three factors present serious obstacles to the
establishment and functioning of professional bodies in Uganda.
4.5.3 Government Institutions
Government institutions involved in the property development process are
public sector organisations (ministries, local councils) and legal bodies (legal
firms and formal courts). In particular, the public sector organisations have the
role of guiding the provision of infrastructure and regulating developments
(Tanzi, 1999). This is an important function of such organisations during the
property development process. Legal bodies act as effective third party
enforcers of agreements between private parties during the property
development process (Knack, 1999). Without such enforcement property rights
are insecure as discussed in the theoretical framework. However, the
government institutions have failed to perform these roles during the property
development process because of political instability and poor administration.
For instance, past political turmoil crippled the economy and made public sector
organisations unable to facilitate the property development process because of
inconsistent and inapt policies. Additionally, their administration structure is
indicative of a civil service, which does not abide by set rules (Goldsmith, 1998;
Mbaku, 1997). In fact, the civil servants are undisciplined and possess
inadequate technical abilities to implement policies necessary for the property
development process. Likewise, the role of legal bodies in economic growth and
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development has been overlooked, causing insecure property rights during the
real property transactions. This argument has also been advanced by de Soto
and in his words:
All evidence suggests the legal systemmay be the main explanationfor the difference
in development that exists between the industrialisedcountries and those...which are
not industrialised...The debate about development will therefore have to be
reformulated to take the importance of the legal systems into account. We cannot
continue to close our eyes to the fact that not all of a society's decisions are
determinedby its culturalcharacteristicsor economicsystems(de Soto, 1989).
Another obstacle to the effective functioning of government institutions is
corruption. Corruption in Uganda like other SSA countries has reached endemic
levels disrupting the implementation of government policy as well as the
property development process. However, it takes forms such as bribery in
investment approval, bribery in the judicial system, bribery in government
procurement and misappropriation of public resources (Meagher, 1997). For
instance, bribery in government procurement is detrimental to the provision of
public infrastructure, as certain private firms are awarded contracts irrespective
of their competence; this is evident in the sub-standard public infrastructure.
Equally, misappropriation of public resources, especially the embezzlement of
public funds has caused financial constraints. For example, the Uganda Public
Sector Review Commission found 42,000 "ghost workers" on the public payroll
of civil servants who had either retired, died or never existed but were being
paid (Langseth, 1995). Given the state of Uganda's government institutions, it is
no wonder that the property development process is rudimentary and
unresponsive to economic growth.
4.6Summary
This chapter has offered compelling evidence regarding the interface between
Uganda's socio-economic structure and its real property sector. It first of all,
demonstrated how the political economy in Uganda, has had an overwhelming
influence on the property development process. Following on, was how
developers in Uganda undertook the property development process amidst
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serious institutional constraints; indicating that Uganda's property development
institutions are weak and thus, unable to sustain a property boom. The
operations of the real property markets, in particular residential, commercial and
industrial were examined for their importance during the property development
process. However, we also found these markets to be underdeveloped, thereby
compromising the exchange of real property vital to economic growth and
development. Lastly, the chapter analysed the financial, professional and
government institutions deemed, as a prerequisite to the property development
process. This close examination found them to be ineffective and constrained
by several obstacles, which has led to incremental development in Uganda. The
next chapter presents the appropriate research methods available to investigate
the effectiveness and efficiency of property development institutions in Uganda.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND UGANDAN CASE STUDY
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the methodology necessary to capture the state of
property development institutions in Uganda. It also justifies why a particular
research method is appropriate for our study compared to others and its
weaknesses.
5.2 Chosen Methodology
The term 'methodology' can be described as a framework employed on a
particular project, linking the theoretical (theories) and empirical (experiences)
(Rudestam et. ai, 1992; Lather, 1992). In other words, it is concerned with
establishing the relationship between the theory and empirical findings about
the state of property development institutions in Uganda, contributing more
knowledge on this issue. It is worth noting the chosen methodology is
determined by the actual hypothesis or research question (Rudestam et. ai,
1992). In our investigation, the qualitative methodology is chosen over the
quantitative because it can capture the reality about property development
institutions in Uganda. However, the qualitative methodology has some useful
characteristics (Patton, 1990). The first characteristic is its suitability for a
small number of respondents, which applies to our study. For instance, given
the level of development in Uganda not many property development
institutions exist to warrant quantitative methodology, which deals with many
respondents. The second characteristic enables us to present the gathered
information in a detailed and complete format. In particular, we are able to
convey the respondents' views and experiences first hand yet in the
quantitative methodology the respondents' views are not adequately
expressed. The last characteristic provides an opportunity to examine the
actual interactions between Uganda's property development institutions,
which gives better representation of the situation whereas the quantitative
methodology only provides one side of reality.
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Apart, from the above characteristics, the qualitative methodology has
principles, which are vital to our investigation including openness,
communication, flexibility, explication and research process (Sarantakos,
1993). The first principle, openness enables us not to predetermine a
hypothesis about the property development institutions in Uganda but rather
explore all issues surrounding such institutions. The second principle,
communication between the respondents and us is crucial because we need
to work closely with the respondents in order to explain, interpret and
construct reality about Uganda's property development institutions. The third
principle, flexibility is very important because we can use different research
methods without rigidly adhering to an individual one; increasing the amount
of data collected. Explication, the fourth principle gives us the opportunity to
explain clearly and accurately how respondents are to be approached during
the fieldwork. This situation also enables us to highlight the attendant
problems encountered when conducting research in Uganda. The last
principle, research process is crucial because written statements or secondary
data can be incorporated in the study to explain property development
institutions in Uganda. Overall, qualitative research has three major
components, which can enhance our study namely data, analytical
procedures, written and verbal reports. In particular, interviews and
observations are the sources of data in this study. Analytical procedures are
used to determine findings about property development institutions. Finally,
written and verbal reports can provide useful information about Uganda's
property development institutions.
5.3 Appropriate Research Method
The case study is chosen as an appropriate method for our investigation
because it embraces the principles of the qualitative methodology discussed
earlier. Also, since the literature review does not provide sufficient information
about property development institutions in Uganda, first hand information
about our research can be collected through a case study (Selltiz et. aI, 1976;
Bulmer et. aI, 1983). It must be noted that case studies can be a research
model as well as a method of data collection (Sarantakos, 1993). The former
applies to this study. The case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates
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any phenomenon within a particular environment by using multiple sources of
evidence (Yin, 1989). In our study, the phenomenon under investigation is
property development institutions in the Ugandan environment.
However, the case study has to fulfil three criteria to be appropriate as a
research method including reliability, internal validity and external validity
(Rudestam et. ai, 1992). The first criterion, reliability is concerned with the
replication of the study under similar circumstances. We are of the opinion
that our case study is reliable and can be carried out by others in the same
circumstances, arriving at the same conclusions. The internal validity criterion
is the ability of the method to produce findings in agreement with theoretical or
conceptual values (Campbell et .a/, 1963). Our case study can fulfil this
criterion because the results enrich existing theory. Finally, external validity as
a criterion requires the method to produce findings that reflect attributes of the
population and the conclusions drawn through the study are related to the
whole population (Sarantakos, 1993). Our case study findings relate to the
phenomenon under investigation and thus, are externally valid.
More particularly, to capture the reality of property development institutions in
Uganda, the exploratory case study is employed (Yin, 1981a; 1981b). It is an
appropriate method because we are examining a contemporary issue whose
relevant behaviours cannot be manipulated. These conditions are typical of
exploratory case studies. The exploratory case study has the following
advantages namely flexibility and in-depth analysis (Yin, 1993; Robson, 1993;
Bickman, 1987; Chen 1990; Chen et .al, 1989). Its flexibility can enable us to
employ multiple sources of evidence such as direct observation and
interviewing. This is crucial in our investigation because we can obtain
relevant information from various sources, enriching the findings.
Furthermore, this research method can enable us to perform an in-depth
analysis of property development institutions in Uganda within a limited time-
scale (Bell, 1993). We need to delve at the root of such institutions in order to
gain a better understanding about them. Nevertheless, the case study as a
research method has its disadvantages, which are taken into consideration.
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One disadvantage is the limited access and availability of respondents
(Robson, 1993). In our study, this problem can be minimised by arranging
appointments prior to meeting respondents and identifying all property
development institutions. Arguably, this problem is minimal because such
institutions are also limited in Uganda. The other disadvantage is that
responses might not represent the actual situation but the peripheries of the
phenomenon. To overcome this situation, the snowballing technique is
employed (Sarantakos, 1993). Each respondent is asked to recommend other
people relevant to the study, in the end our sample can have the necessary
respondents. Another disadvantage levied against the case study is its lack of
rigour. Many times, the case study investigator is considered sloppy by
allowing biased views to influence the direction of the findings and
conclusions (Yin, 1993). Although, this viewpoint is justified, our study can use
multiple sources of evidence to avoid such bias. Nevertheless, bias can also
enter into the conduct of experiments (Rosenthal, 1966) and in using other
research strategies such as designing questionnaires for surveys (Sudman et.
aI, 1982), or in conducting historical research (Gottschalk, 1968). So, this
problem is not exclusive to case studies only. Finally, case studies have been
argued to provide very little basis for scientific generalisation (Yin, 1993). This
is because scientific facts are rarely based on single experiments; they are
usually based on a multiple set of experiments, by replicating the same
phenomenon under different conditions. However, because the case study is
a very intensive method and carried out over a period of time, it counters this
argument. While it is evident from the discussion above that there are
disadvantages associated with the case study method of investigation. It is
nevertheless a useful method of research investigation, especially when
triangulation is used.
5.4 Methods of Data Collection
Since the exploratory case study has the flexibility of using multiple sources of
evidence to obtain data, triangulation is necessary. Triangulation is a
combination of research methods or techniques that can be employed in the
same study to collect vital data (Oenzin, 1978). Triangulation is beneficial to
our study because of these advantages (Blaikie, 1988; Burgess, 1984): the
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ability to obtain a variety of information on the same issue that is usually not
possible with one method. Additionally, triangulation uses the strength of each
method to overcome the deficiencies of the other. More importantly, it
produces more valid and reliable results than using single methods. In our
situation, intra-method triangulation is used, which employs two techniques of
the same method, in particular questionnaires and structured interviews.
The questionnaire as a technique for data collection consists of a series of
questions based on the literature review (Good, 1963). As mentioned, the
purpose of our investigation is to test the theory against empirical regarding
property development institutions in Uganda. An effective questionnaire
requires planning before hand to ensure that data collected can be objectively
analysed afterwards (Melville et. ai, 1996). During the design of the
questionnaire, we had to consider the possible issues that might influence the
responses given by the respondents such as the sentence construction. This
ensured respondents clearly understood the question being asked and did not
interpret the question differently, which can adversely affect the outcome.
Additionally, we piloted the questionnaires to establish the questions were
appropriate, easy to answer and unambiguous.
However, based on the nature of our investigation, closed questionnaires are
favoured to open questionnaires, because both open and closed questions
can be included (Fellows et. ai, 1997). In other words, because our study has
both open and closed questions it is better to use closed questionnaires. Also,
open questionnaires are more suited for preliminary surveys or during the
familiarisation stage of a particular subject (Good, 1963). Likewise, responses
to open questions are sometimes not complete and difficult to analyse. In
more detail, closed questionnaires can enable us to make provisions for the
respondent to answer from given alternatives (Melville et. ai, 1996). This is
based on existing theory. However, since such questionnaires can have both
closed and open questions, we had to ensure that responses to open
questions were not biased by the response alternatives provided by related
and preceding closed questions (Fellows et. ai, 1997). Nevertheless, the open
questions enable the respondents to provide information that is not possible
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with closed questions. There are advantages and disadvantages attributed to
questionnaires during data collection. The major advantage of the
questionnaire is that it extends our power and techniques of observation by
insuring response to the same question from all respondents. So, the
questionnaire standardises the observations of different respondents. On the
other hand, the questionnaire has a major drawback because of delayed
responses and non-returns. To minimise such situations, we had to deliver the
questionnaires as well as follow them up.
Interviews as a principal technique of data collection gave us an opportunity to
verbally question the respondents (Sarantakos, 1993; Melville et. ai, 1996;
Allison et. ai, 1996). This is important because we obtained first hand
information from relevant persons about the state of property development
institutions in Uganda. The interviews were prepared and executed in a
systematic way and controlled by us to avoid distortion. We also carefully
planned each interview to obtain all necessary information by pondering how
the interview contributed to the phenomenon under investigation. More
importantly, interviews were used in conjunction with questionnaires to obtain
further information about property development institutions in Uganda. In
particular, structured interviews were used, which followed a strict procedure
that is not different from a questionnaire. In reality, a structured interview is a
questionnaire read by the interviewer and reduces bias to a minimum,
achieving a high degree of uniformity in procedure (Sarantakos, 1993).
Additionally, the interviews employed open questions to obtain as much
information as possible from the respondent. Equally, the interviews
questioned one person at a time, getting maximum feedback from the
respondent. Nevertheless, interviews as research techniques have
advantages and disadvantages. We were able to obtain confidential
information, which is not possible with questionnaires, as confidentiality is not
guaranteed with questionnaires. Furthermore, we were able to form some
impressions about the responses given by the interviewee, in particular
looking at their facial expression. The major drawback during interviews was
developing trust between the interviewee and us.
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5.5 Data Analysis and Presentation of Results
Data analysis enabled us to bring order, structure and meaning to the mass of
collected data. The analysis of data was essentially of a qualitative nature,
which sought general statements about relationships among categories of our
data (Miles et. aI, 1993; Patton, 1990). Although, our study is essentially
qualitative in nature, we employed the use of a statistical package to analyse
the huge data. In particular, the statistical package for the social sciences
(SPSS) was used. This is a versatile programme widely used for analysing
data in the social sciences. Some of its advantages are that besides
frequency analysis, it permits cross-tabulation and other detailed statistical
analysis (8abbie et. aI, 1995).
During data analysis, we had to code each question in order to provide a
systematic pattern that could be quantified and analysed by the SPSS
package. In other words, codes or keywords were used to categorise and
classify the questions (Sarantakos, 1993). They were also crucial during data
analysis because they established trends within the data that simplified the
whole process (Miles et. aI, 1993). So, coding enabled us to establish certain
issues about property development institutions in Uganda. Likewise, coding in
qualitative analysis is important, because data collection takes place in
unstructured settings and in most cases with the close involvement of the
researcher (Strauss et .a/, 1990). This means coding gives the collected data
the appropriate structure for interpretation. We used codes based on an
intimate knowledge of the subject area, which meant they inevitably carried
subjective interpretations. Finally, due to the qualitative nature of our
investigation, the empirical analysis takes the form of tables, figures and
charts supported with appropriate explanations.
5.6 Ugandan Case Study
This section dwells on the Ugandan case study. In particular, emphasis is on
Kampala where demand for properties is greatest and hosts the property
development institutions, which are under investigation.
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5.6.1 Property Development Institutions
Although, financial, government and professional institutions have been
identified as fundamental to the property development process in the UK. It is
worth noting that in the Ugandan scenario some professional bodies are either
absent or inactive. As a result, we have investigated the property and
construction firms whose employees belong to property and construction
professions as well as governed by professional bodies. Thus, the property
development institutions investigated by the study are financial, government
and, property and construction firms. The financial institutions consist of
commercial banks, building societies and insurance companies. The
government institutions comprise of ministries and local authorities. While, the
property and construction firms employ professionals such as estate agents,
contractors, surveyors and architects. Also, advocacy firms are included in the
study but are interviewed rather than given questionnaires.
5.6.2 Selected Institutions
The selection of institutions was done by compiling a list of organisations and
companies within Kampala City that where relevant to this study. In addition,
help was sought from family, relatives and friends with more knowledge about
the right people for the structured interviews. However, the following list
shows companies and organisations that participated in our case study,
especially by responding to the three different categories of questionnaires:
Financial institutions
• Bank of Uganda
• Standard Chartered Bank
• Housing Finance Company of Uganda
• National Social Security Fund
• Allied Bank International
• Development Finance Company of Uganda Limited
• Uganda Leasing
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Property and Construction Firms
• Dudley Kasibante and Partners Quantity Surveyors
• Associated Consulting Surveyors
• Conrad Properties Ltd
• International Property Agency
• Equator Management Services (U) Limited
• 8ageine and Company
• Property Services Limited
• East African Properties Ltd
• National Housing Construction Corporation
• Design Group and Associates
• Dragados Construccion P.D S.A
• Associated Consulting Engineers
Government Institutions
• Ministry of Lands, Water and Environment
• Kampala City Council
5.6.3 Experiences during Field work
The experiences during the fieldwork gravitated between those of a positive
and negative nature. The most positive experiences were during structured
interviews with some of the key persons in the various companies and
organisations providing property services vital to property development.
Generally, once appointments had been arranged with the relevant persons,
the interview was a straightforward process. Some of the interviews were as
early as 8.00 am or 8.30 am before the official opening hours (Le. 9.00 am). In
such cases, the interviewees were able to respond to the structured questions
and complete the questionnaires on the spot. In other instances, the
interviews were conducted at the end of office hours (Le. 5.30 pm on wards);
while in other cases, the interviews were conducted on weekends at the
interviewees' residences. The weekend interviews were very beneficial
because the interviewees where in a relaxed environment, with no time
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constraints compared to the office, making it possible to obtain a lot of useful
and detailed information.
Additionally, some interviewees where very helpful and provided extra
literature about their organisation or company. In other cases, the
interviewees provided names of persons who were relevant to the case study
(snowballing technique). In the Ugandan scenario, it is easier to interview
people if someone known to them refers you; typical of kin networks.
Moreover in such cases, it was easy to arrange an appointment as well as
avoid long waiting periods to be seen. On the other hand, questionnaires had
to be dropped off at the selected organisations or companies for the relevant
employees or officials to fill out, and picked up at an agreed date and time. On
average, it took three visits to receive a completed questionnaire for reasons
such as respondents forgetting to fill the questionnaires, frequent meetings
and their official duties. As a result, telephone calls were also made to remind
respondents to complete the questionnaires.
It is worth pointing out that arranging interviews with government employees
and some individuals in private firms was a difficult exercise. For instance,
even when appointments with relevant officials had been scheduled to take
place unexpected events, especially department meetings occurred meaning
those appointments where either delayed or postponed altogether. In other
cases, when appointments were possible, other officials and telephone calls
disrupted the actual interviews, making it difficult to maintain the flow of
information. Essentially, some private companies were suspicious of anyone
carrying out research resulting in less co-operation from staff. Such scenarios
are common in Uganda, where anyone conducting research is considered to
be from the Uganda Revenue Authority and thus probing about tax matters. At
times, receptionists in such companies tried to prevent us from meeting with
relevant officials with excuses like the official was out of the office. But since
we had contacted the officials before hand such situations were easily
resolved. In our opinion, because most employees of both public agencies
and private companies involved in the delivery of property services are
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unfamiliar with research, they end up frustrating anyone conducting surveys
or interviews.
Most companies and organisations in the property industry on average had
three persons capable of completing a questionnaire satisfactorily. For
instance, in an office of 15 persons only about three were qualified enough or
were capable of completing the questionnaires and even out of these three
persons, it was possible to obtain only one completed questionnaire. As a
result, respondents only accepted a few questionnaires. Equally, it was
difficult to access financial institutions such as the Bank of Uganda. The Bank
has a strict policy, which requires that an appointment be made with the
relevant official, who then fills a clearance form, which is passed to security
before entry is permitted. As a result, it was necessary to have personal
contacts or know the official in advance before entry was permitted. On the
other hand, some financial institutions have a policy of non-co-operation with
issues concerning research matters. This policy extends to University
students (both local and foreign) undertaking any form of research. Overall,
persistence and frequent visits where required to obtain responses during the
fieldwork in Kampala.
5.6.4 Responses
In total 24 questionnaires were completed; 13 structured interviews were
conducted. The detailed breakdown is shown below: -
Financial institutions- 7 questionnaires
Property and Construction firms-15 questionnaires
Government institutions- 2 questionnaires
The responses are due to obstacles mentioned in section 6.4 as well as the
presence of limited institutions within Uganda. In the case of structured
interviews, the list of interviewees is as follows:
Structured interviews
• Mr. Charles Ojwiya- Bank of Uganda
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• Mr. Philip Kaheru- Dudley Kasibante and Partners Quantity Surveyors
• Mr. Chris Odokonyero- Development Finance Company of Uganda Limited
• Mr. Japheth Katto- Capital Markets Authority
• Mr. Patrick Kabonero- Housing Finance Company of Uganda
• Mr. Ken Luusa- Conrad Properties Limited
• Engineer Lubowa- National Housing Construction Corporation
• Mr. Fred Basaija- Private developer
• Mr. Kakembo Kaka- Katende and Sempebwa Company Advocates
• Mr. Kihika Innocent -Byenkya, Kihika and Advocates
• Mr. Kyamwanya- Kampala City Council
• Miss Georgina Kugonza- Uganda Legal Aid
• Miss Rose Mwebaza- Uganda Land Alliance
• Mr. Kakooza- National Social Security Fund
• Mr. Semaganda- Associated Consulting Surveyors
5.7 Summary
This chapter has identified the qualitative methodology as appropriate for our
investigation. In particular, the exploratory case study was chosen as a
suitable research method to investigate the nature of property development
institutions in Uganda, especially because it fulfilled the principles of the
qualitative methodology. To obtain the necessary data, our case study
employed intra-triangulation in particular, structured questionnaires and
interviews. It was necessary for both techniques of data collection to be
employed, to enrich our data. During data analysis, coding was employed to
categorise data, which was then analysed by the SPSS package.
The various obstacles encountered in the fieldwork are typical of developing
countries and are quite different to those found in developed countries. Any
fieldwork undertaken in Uganda requires persistence and frequent personal
visits to obtain completed questionnaires. Equally, in the case of interviews, it
is vital to have personal contacts and references from family, relatives and
friends otherwise interviews cannot be possible. The next chapter deals with
the empirical analysis.
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CHAPTER SIX
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
6.1 Introduction
The data is analysed using SPSSx and it is useful to reiterate the point made
earlier about the sample size, which as a result of the rudimentary nature of the
property sector in Uganda, very few firms and individuals are engaged in the
sector. This explains the paucity of data presented below. Although from a priori
theorising the Uganda property sector is expected to be underdeveloped, but
nothing prepared us for the dearth of entrepreneurial disengagement with the
sector as shown by the number of institutional and individual participants in the
sector. The empirical analysis presented in this chapter focuses on three
institutional set-ups, including financial institutions, property and construction
firms, and government institutions that have direct involvement with property
development.
6.2 Analysis of Financial Institutions
Table 6.1 shows the response from financial institutions, which totalled seven in
all. Evidently, all the questionnaires sent out were returned fully completed,
giving a 100 percent response rate.
Table 6.1: Response from financial institutions
No. of questionnaires No. of questionnaires Valid Percent
received sent out
7 7 100
What is the status of your establishment?
In analysing this sector, it was decided to examine the status of these financial
institutions with regards to whether they are government owned, private and if
private, whether they are local or foreign. The reason for this is to gauge
whether there is any correlation between ownership status and the level of
support given to the property sector. This is particularly important because of
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the view that local firms lack the entrepreneurial skills and the resources which
can be devoted to property development, especially given the long-lead period
associated with the property sector and the competing demands from other
sectors of the economy. Given that foreign firms are more resourceful in terms
of funds and human resources, it would be expected that the property sector to
be better supported as a result.
The result however indicates that there is no straight stratification between
private, government, and foreign owned banks as far as Uganda is concerned.
It is evident from Figure 6.1 that 71 percent of all financial institutions in Uganda
are in the co-ownership of the government, local entrepreneurs and foreign
banks.
Figure 6.1
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This form of co-ownership of financial institutions are common in the developing
countries, especially sub-Sahara Africa where the private sector view the risks
of going it alone with grave apprehension. Additionally, sub-Saharan African
governments consider such mixture of ownership as a means of controlling
financial institutions, especially with regards to macroeconomic policies.
wholly indigenous partly indigenous
Category of Ownership
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Nevertheless, 29 percent of these institutions are wholly indigenous and have
no foreign participation. As the analysis presented in chapter three indicates,
these financial institutions operate at very low capital bases and more able to
facilitate the capital needs of businesses with quick turnover rate as these. This
may explain the main reason such institutions lend small capital sums on very
short-term basis. As would be expected, especially given the huge capital
indivisibility associated with both the production and consumption in view of the
highly geared ratio of property companies, such small scales of credit facility is
unfavourable to the property sector of the economy. In particular, the lead-time
associated with property development makes it unfavourable to financial
institutions relative to their size and scale of operation.
Another significant fact revealed by the survey result is the relative small
numbers of financial institutions operating in Uganda, with several implications
for property finance in the country. This is particularly the case in the light of the
discussion in the literature review chapter as well as the chapter on the role of
institutions in property development. Firstly, the dearth of financial institutions,
especially the rudimentary and undiversified nature of the sector in Uganda is a
major hindrance to property lending by financial institutions in the country. Most
of these institutions are commercial banks, whose operations are geared
towards meeting the financial requirements of the service sector of the
economy, which by nature are small scale and thereby discriminating against
capital intensive sectors such as the property sector of the necessary capital for
investment. As discussed in chapter 3, the combined roles played by various
financial institutions in the United Kingdom's property sector especially those of
pension funds; insurance companies and investment houses is overwhelming.
In particular, the roles of insurance companies and pension funds in gathering
huge investible funds through contractual savings together with the
opportunities presented by the business environment that have allowed these
companies to participate directly in the property sector has been a catalyst to
the development of the sector.
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However, in the case of Uganda as well as in other less developed countries
and in particular sub-Sahara Africa, the absence of these crucially important
financial institutions has manifested in serious under capitalisation of
commercial banks and other financial institutions such as mortgage banks and
Government Savings Banks.
Additionally, the poor institutional environment in countries like Uganda is
crucial to the explanation of underdevelopment in the financial sector of the
economy, further explaining its disengagement with capital intensive sectors
such as property development. As discussed in the chapter on the theoretical
framework and literature review the absence of appropriate and effective
institutions as well as institutional building capacity are vital to the development
of sectors such as the property. Principally, inconsistent and petulant
government policy interventions in economic management have seriously
undermined institutional development in countries like Uganda, creating
vacuums for effective policies as well as enforcement mechanisms.
Nevertheless, recent attempts albeit inspired by multilateral organisations such
as the IMF and the World Bank have begun the process by which the roles of
the State in economic management are gradually "rolled back". This has the
limiting effects of the roles of the Government to one of creating the necessary
environment in support of enterprise as opposed to direct intervention, forcing
economic reform upon the government. Indeed, the financial sector has
witnessed the most reform in Uganda, an experience that is not dissimilar from
those of other developing countries that have embarked upon such reforms. At
the heart of such reforms in Uganda is the recognition that functional institutions
are a necessary prerequisite to economic development as already explained in
the theoretical chapter. In this regard, Uganda has introduced appropriate
legislation and institutions to underpin its economic reform and the roles of such
institutions as seen in the case of the developed countries in chapter 3, are
crucial to the development of their financial sector. As a result, drastic
reductions in transaction costs were achieved, forcing intense competition in the
financial sector of the economy.
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Please indicate your area of business activity?
The areas of business activities engaged in by financial institutions have been
identified. The purpose of which is to establish the sectors favoured by financial
institutions in their lending as well as other business support services in order to
empirically validate the theoretical proposition discussed in chapter two that
financial institutions in sub-Sahara Africa are disproportionately biased against
capital intensive sectors like the property sector.
As Table 6.2 reveals, not all sectors of the Uganda economy receive the
desired support from its financial institutions. The results show that, financial
institutions favour sectors with minimal risks, rapid turnover, and 'high returns',
which may explain the reason why 29 percent of financial institutions are
engaged in personal lending and corporate banking (Sharer et. aI, 1995).
Similarly, 43 percent of responding institutions indicated that they have
supported the property sector in the past. However, there is need for caution,
especially as we have already indicated in previous chapters that such supports
are concentrated on prestigious commercial property developments, which are
often owned and occupied by foreign multinationals and other unilateral
organisations. A case in point is commercial developments such as the
Rwenzori House and Rwenzori Court financed by the Development Finance
Company of Uganda. Other sectors of property development, especially
residential developments receive minimal support from Uganda's financial
institutions.
Indeed, only 14 percent of financial institutions in the survey indicate support for
residential development. However, as indicated in chapter four, this would most
probably be the Housing Finance Company of Uganda being the only
residential mortgage provider in a country of 22 million people. The challenge of
accessing fund for residential development is onerous, especially with low
capitalisation and competing demands from other property sectors, especially
commercial development. Indeed, the fact that all of these financial institutions,
including the Housing Finance Corporation of Uganda are based in the Capital
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- Kampala compounds the problems of accessibility to funds, especially by the
poor. This is particularly the case as more than 70 percent of Ugandans live in
rural areas. Thus, the need for more specialist financial institutions such the
Housing Finance Corporation of Uganda and better accessibility is crucial to
effective property development and the emergence of property entrepreneurs.
No doubt that the lack of adequate finance for residential developments in
Uganda has adversely effected residential development as well as housing
demand. This is particularly the case with speculative housing development
where lack of housing finance and inadequate housing institutions has seriously
influenced Uganda's housing mode where owner occupation predominates.
However, these problems derive mainly as a result of the underdevelopment of
the financial sector exemplified by the inadequate or absence of institutional
funding, especially by insurance companies and other institutional investors
such as Pension Funds. This explains the shortage of medium to long-term
funds upon which capital intensive sectors such as real property depend. This is
evidenced by the fact that only one company, the National Social Security Fund
(NSSF) exists in Uganda and it is government owned. This is a marked contrast
to the UK scenario discussed in chapter 3 where the property sector enjoys
huge support from diversified and varied financial institutions as well as a
vibrant financial sector.
Table 6.2 Area of business activity
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Personal lending/banking 2 28.6 28.6 28.6
Development finance 3 42.8 42.8 71.4
Housing finance 1 14.3 14.3 85.7
Social Security Fund 1 14.3 14.3 100
Total 7 100 100
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Do you lend to the property sector?
The purpose of this question is to establish the extent to which the property
sector is supported by financial institutions.
Bar Chart Figure 6.2
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Although, previous analysis shows an apparent lack of adequate financial
support for the property sector, Figure 6.2 however indicates that 71 percent of
financial institutions surveyed indicated activities within the property sector. This
evident contradiction may be explained by the ambiguity in the question asked
to financial institutions as to whether they lend towards development, which
may have been interpreted to include both agricultural and industrial
development. With hindsight, the term development should have been specified
to property development. Further clarity can be sought by considering the
aspects of property sub-sectors attractive to financial institutions, which allows
us to gauge the levels of support offered to the property sector.
Yes No
Which category of the property sector do you lend to?
Accordingly, Table 6.3, shows that 40 percent of financial institutions provide
funding for commercial developments, while 30 percent fund industrial
developments. As already explained, these commercial and industrial
developments are usually prestige developments, attracting high calibre clients
that are able to afford long-term leases. Such clients include multilateral and
Lend to property sector
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unilateral institutions, and in most cases, commercial developments are
undertaken with these organisations in mind, making it attractive to local
financial institutions.
Table 6.3 Category of Property sector funded
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Residential 3 30 30 30
Commercial 4 40 40 70
Industrial 3 30 30 100
Total 10 100 100
Additionally, industrial properties may also have recently attracted attention
from financial institutions because of the huge inflow of foreign direct investment
to Uganda following an ongoing financial reform initiated by the government in
1987.
However, it can be seen that only 30 percent of financial institutions lend
towards residential property development. This is hardly surprising given the
discussions in the literature review and in the chapter on the interface between
the Ugandan economy and property development regarding the huge risks
associated with real property development in Uganda owing to the lack of
effective institutions. Apart from weak institutions, a limited financial base from
which financial institutions operate in Uganda renders it very difficult for the
sector to adequately support all sectors of the property market, especially given
the competing demands from other sectors of the economy. However, it is
important to ascertain the reasons for the lack of support by financial institutions
for the property sector.
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A further question was posed to establish why financial institutions do not
provide adequate financial support to property sector.
Table 6.4 Reasons for not lending the property sector
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 5 71.4 71.4 71.4
Lack of mortgage department 1 14.3 14.3 85.7
Bank focuses on trade finance 1 14.3 14.3 100
Total 7 100 100
As expected, and for the same reason given above, Table 6.4 reveals that 71
percent of our survey did not respond to this particular question. However, 14
percent of our survey indicates that the lack of mortgage department within their
organisation does not permit lending to the property sector. It may be recalled in
the literature review that such disincentive may be brought about by the high
transactions costs associated with the establishment of a typical mortgage
department relative to the economies of scale relating to the amount and
number of borrowers. However, salient in this response is the absence or the
inadequate institutional capacity to effect mortgage arrangements in Uganda.
The availability of mortgage departments in developed countries such as the UK
as well as some developing countries like Singapore and Malaysia can be
explained by the presence of appropriate institutions and skilled manpower but
which are clearly lacking in the case of Uganda. The remaining 14 percent of
financial institutions are focused on financing trade, especially where such
businesses are relatively less risky, offering quick returns, as discussed in
chapter four on the interface between the Uganda economy and property
development.
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If you lend to the property industry which area do you support?
The purpose of this question is to highlight the particular aspects of real
property that are funded by financial institutions.
Table 6.5 Category of property supported
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 2 28.6 28.6 28.6
Refurbishment 1 14.3 14.3 42.9
New Build 3 42.9 42.9 85.7
Acquisition of plant and machinery 1 14.3 14.3 100
Total 7 100 100
Although, we have found that financial institutions in Uganda are to some extent
supportive of the real property sector, identifying the exact category of property
businesses supported can offer further insight to how financial institutions
engage the financial sector of the economy. In this regard, Table 6.5 shows that
43 percent of capital infusion to the property sector ends up in new-build. This is
consistent with the discussion in chapter four, which shows that developments
are on the increase (Knight Frank, 2000).
Furthermore, 14 percent of property finance is sourced against refurbishment.
This result is against the 'odds' given the maintenance culture in sub-Sahara
Africa in general and Uganda in particular. However, earlier discussion indicates
that Asian returnees following their expulsions in 1972 may explain the boom in
property in general and the relative support by the financial sector. Through the
concerted efforts of the British government, the present Uganda government
has made it possible for these properties to be returned to their rightful owners.
Given that no maintenance took place in the intervening years of their absence,
the current boom in property refurbishment is understandable. Furthermore, the
Asians have played vital role in the upsurge in the support given to the property
sector by financial institutions by transferring their property development and
finance expertise from the United Kingdom to Uganda. This might be due to
various reasons but based on the discussion in chapter two where we argue
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that weak institutions and inappropriate institutional arrangements underpin
economic activity in such countries, it is possible to deduce that such a scenario
is definitely having an adverse effect on refurbishments of property. What we
are in fact suggesting is that Uganda's real property sector is rather
underdeveloped and disorganised and thus unable to enhance the evolvement
of other aspects like refurbishments. Similarly, the survey results also show that
financial institutions' financial support for the property sector extends to plants
and machinery, which is encouraging, especially where such lending is made to
local property entrepreneurs, given the importance and significance of
equipment to productivity and being able to withstand international competition.
Do you provide mortgage facilities?
The focus is on whether other financial institutions apart from the Housing
Finance Company of Uganda provide mortgage facilities, which offer potential
occupiers of completed developments the opportunity to purchase residential
properties.
Despite the limited availability of property finance, Figure 6.3 shows that 43
percent of financial institutions provide mortgage loans compared to 57 percent,
which do not provide such loans. As explained earlier, significant proportion of
this amount goes into financing commercial and industrial developments.
However, the low capitalisation of these financial institutions and the high
transactions costs occasioned by the relative small number of customer base
may be the discouraging factor in wider participation in mortgage lending by
more financial institutions. The main explanation for the low capitalisation is
explained by the predominant low levels of domestic savings in Uganda unlike
in the developed countries and the newly industrialising countries such as
Singapore and Malaysia (Sandilands, 1992). The consequences of few
mortgage-lending institutions may be that only the rich have ready access to
mortgage finance, which is particularly the case given the relatively short
amortisation period of 15 years. Unfortunately, the scenario is likely to persist,
as the opportunity cost of not saving, which is the interest rates forgone, is
abysmally low (see Table 4.4 in chapter 4). The fundamental issue is that raised
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in the theoretical chapter that financial arrangements such as the provision of
mortgage loans is a complex activity that requires the support of appropriate
institutions,which serve as an arbitrage to regulate lenders and borrowersalike.
Bar Chart Figure 6.3
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What is the ratio of mortgage lending to annual income?
Establishing the criteria used by those financial institutions that engage in
mortgage lending provide an insight to the development and operation of the
mortgage sector in Uganda. Furthermore, it provides further insight to the
onerous nature of the lending regime in Uganda.
According to Table 6.6, only 11 percent of financial institution emphasise
income or salary of the borrower and the personal financial history of the
borrower relative to the value of the desired property. Also, we must stress that
despite the presence of the aforementioned criteria during mortgage lending,
the unstable Uganda's macroeconomic environment renders such criteria
superfluous to the individual potential borrower and lending institutions. For
instance, personal income or salaries are so unreliable in Uganda that salaries
go unpaid for months, encouraging loan default. Analogously, establishing the
financial history of potential borrowers is difficult owing to the fact that the
majority operate in the informal sector of the economy and hardly maintain bank
accounts. As shown in the case of the developed countries, the criteria
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considered during mortgage lending include personal income as well as credit
rating. In particular, a borrower can obtain a mortgage loan, which is three and
half times their salary and this is possible because wages are paid promptly and
rises with the level of inflation, minimising the risks of mortgage default.
Table 6.6 Criteria used during mortgage lending
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 5 55.6 55.6 55.6
Income/Salary 1 11.1 11.1 66.7
Personal history 1 11.1 11.1 77.8
Value of property 1 11.1 11.1 88.9
Variable 1 11.1 11.1 100
Total 9 100 100
What kind of collateral is required?
The purpose is to ascertain the form of collateral required by financial
institutions when providing funds to borrowers. Collateral is necessary to
compensate financial institutions should developers and occupiers of real
property default on loan repayments.
Table 6.7 Collateral required
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 4 57.1 57.1 57.1
Title deeds 2 28.6 28.6 85.7
Land titles 1 14.3 14.3 100
Total 7 100 100
Evidently, Table 6.7 shows that 29 percent of financial institutions require title
deeds as collateral. By title deeds we are specifically referring to legal
documents pertaining to the ownership of buildings, and as discussed in
chapter four, small developers in Uganda are hardly able to afford title deeds.
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This poses huge problems in accessing mortgage finance or other forms of
borrowing.
Similarly, 14 percent of financial institutions require land titles as collateral,
which is acceptable to many people since most Ugandans have their wealth
stored in land. However, the underdevelopment of the land tenure system and
the huge bureaucracy makes land registry cumbersome and expensive,
denying land registration and land titles to the poorer members of society and
hence access to finance.
Nevertheless, a further question gave us an opportunity to highlight other
collateral required by financial institutions in Uganda.
Table 6.8 Other collateral accepted
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 6 85.7 85.7 85.7
Title to leased asset 1 14.3 14.3 100
Total 7 100 100
According to Table 6.8, the other collateral accepted by 14 percent of financial
institutions when providing loans are titles to leased assets. For instance,
should the borrower have some .assets in the form of heavy agricultural or
manufacturing equipment, the title of ownership is acceptable to financiers.
However, it is worth noting that such assets must be higher than the loan value
and must be easily disposable or as 'near as possible to money'.
If you lend to the property sector what interest rates do you charge?
The purpose is to appreciate how interest charges on loans are determined. As
is the case in developed countries, interest rates reflect the opportunity costs of
capital and as a result, market based rates are often charged. Where interest
rates are to be determined by the government, as in many developing countries,
especially sub-Sahara Africa, investments are often discouraged.
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Table 6.9 Determinant of interest rates
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 2 25 25 25
Market rates 3 37.5 37.5 62.5
Fixed rates 1 12.5 12.5 75
Variable rates 2 25 25 100
Total 8 100 100
Table 6.9 shows that 38 percent of financial institutions use market based rates
when lending to customers. This finding is consistent with the discussion in
chapter four where interest rates are no longer determined by government but
by market forces owing to the ongoing financial market liberalisation in Uganda
(Sharer et. aI, 1995; Brownbridge, 1996). However, 13 percent of financiers fix
their rates while 25 percent vary their rates. The significant development is that
compared to the periods of Idi Amin and Obote in the 1970s, when the
government at 50 percent determined interest rates in Uganda, the practice has
been discontinued by the present government.
Do you have property specialists or professionals among your personnel?
This question establishes whether financial institutions have the necessary
personnel to provide financial services to the property industry. Property
professionals provide useful information at the transaction phase of property
development; and good quality information has the huge potential of reducing
transaction costs.
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Table 6.10 Property professionals
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 2 28.6 28.6 28.6
Yes 2 28.6 28.6 57.1
No 3 42.9 42.9 100
Total 7 100 100
The analysis in Table 6.10 reveals that only 29 percent of financial institutions
have property professionals to facilitate the arrangements of finances such as
mortgage lending and development finance. However, 43 percent of financial
institutions lack property professionals, which is surprising considering the
numbers of financial institutions above that claim to be providing financial
support to the property industry. It also has implications for the quality of
services provided as the quality of an institution is reflected by the
professionalism of its employees. The United Kingdom's scenario in chapter 3 is
a case in point where efficient property professionals grace the financial sector.
Please indicate area of specialisation of professional employed?
This question investigates the area of expertise of those professionals
employed by financial institutions.
Table 6.11 Expertise within the property industry
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 5 62.5 62.5 62.5
Building/construction management 1 12.5 12.5 75
Estatelland management 1 12.5 12.5 87.5
Housing finance 1 12.5 12.5 100
Total 8 100 100
Since we have established that property professionals are crucial to the
implementation of financial arrangements like mortgage lending, Table 6.11
shows that 13 percent of financial institutions have property professionals with
expertise in Building and Construction Management. Similarly, 13 percent have
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property professionals with expertise in Real estate or Land Management and
Housing Finance. As can be observed, the numbers of staff with professional
skills are very limited in number, and the implication being the formidable
constraints imposed on expansion and extension of financial services in
Uganda. As discussed in chapter four, property professionals offer vital support
to financial institutions in the course of financing property entrepreneurs. Thus,
the scarcity of such professionals in the Uganda financial sector poses a
formidable barrier to expanding the sector.
Another question provided an opportunity to appreciate other professionals
relevant to property development such as consulting engineers consulted by
financial institutions when considering financial requests by property
developers. This is crucial to the development of property professionals as the
demands for their services attract personnel to the sector. Given the likelihood
of such demands coming from financial institutions could serve as the needed
catalyst to the development of the professional cadre of employees.
Table 6.12 Other personnel employed by financial institutions
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 6 85.7 85.7 85.7
Engineers 1 14.3 14.3 100
Total 7 100 100
As Table 6.12 shows, only 14 percent of financial institutions engage the
services of engineers during the process of financial applications by property
entrepreneurs. The area where such professionals are consulted - assessing
and analysing the technicalities of projects is a vital arrangement, especially
given the long lead periods and the huge capital indivisibility associated with
construction projects. Apart from the financial sector, planning and building
regulations, enforcing standards should see professionals like the engineers
actively engaging in the property sector. However, it is important to recall that
the underdevelopment of the professional cadre of property personnel in
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Uganda was discussed at length in chapter 4 where the dearth of professionals
across the property sector was emphasised. Thus, it could well be that their
scarcity might explain the low demand for such services: so it can be equally
claimed that the lack of effective demand is responsible for the
underdevelopment of professionals in the property sector of Uganda. In this
debate, it can be seen that there is no unidirectional causal explanation of the
underdevelopment of professional class within the Uganda property sector.
However, a careful scrutiny of the United Kingdom example discussed in
chapter 3 would reveal that the pressure from regulatory bodies and the
demands of the capital market might explain the existence of most of the
property professionalism in the United Kingdom. Such demands arise from the
need to maintain minimum standards such as health and safety. Thus, the
underdevelopment of property professionals in Uganda is hardly surprising
given the absence of regulatory bodies and institutions that may force the
development of property professionals.
What number of your staff have the following qualifications in property or
construction disciplines?
This question serves to indicate the dearth of property related skills in financial
institutions in Uganda. This is important as qualified staff have the potential to
improve the quality of financial services to the property sector.
Table 6.13 Actual number of staff with qualifications
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 4 57.1 57.1 57.1
Diploma 1 14.3 28.6 71.4
Degree 1 14.3 14.3 85.7
Degree & Masters 1 14.3 14.3 100
Total 7 100 100
It is evident from Table 6.13 that 57 percent of financial institutions have not
responded in regard to the actual number of staff with adequate qualifications.
Nevertheless, there is probably a few explanations for this response. For
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instance, the lack of strong organisational practices such as a well-established
human resource department can explain the scarcity of information about
qualified staff. Equally, given the very few institutions of higher learning in
Uganda and the absence of property-related courses, it is possible that financial
institutions genuinely lack qualified personnel.
However, 14 percent of financial institutions have indicated having qualified
employees with first degree in property-related disciplines. Similarly, another 14
percent have employees with diplomas, and Masters degrees in property-
related disciplines respectively. This is hardly surprising, as these institutions
have earlier indicated the absence of mortgage or property lending
departments. Generally, the above statistics indicate the extent of the shortage
of property professionals currently in Uganda. The enormity of the problem can
be seen when countries with developed and functional property sectors are
considered. In such countries like the UK, Singapore and Malaysia the number
of qualified property professionals generally and in financial institutions is
considerable higher than the scenario painted for Uganda above. It does show
that Uganda would need to develop an effective property professional base in
order to achieve a thriving property sector.
If you have NO property professionals, do you employ outside
consultancy services?
This question investigates whether financial institutions lacking appropriately
qualified staff in property-related disciplines employ outside consultants when
dealing with the real property sector.
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Given that most financial institutions in Uganda lack qualified and sufficient
numbers of property professionals necessary to underpin the real property
sector, it is rational to expect that property consultants would be employed to
facilitate their engagement with the property sector. Figure 6.4 shows that 43
percent of financial institutions engage property consultants to fill the void
created by the absence of property professionals. On the other hand, 14
percent do not engage property consultants, which is close to the figure that
indicated having in-house property professionals.
Please indicate which kind of property consultants are engaged?
The purpose is to identify which property professionals are consulted by
financial institutions when providing property services.
Table 6.14 Property consultants used
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 4 57.1 57.1 57.1
Property valuer 2 28.6 28.6 85.7
Most of the above 1 14.3 14.3 100
Total 7 100 100
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Following on from the previous question, it is apparent from Table 6.14 that 29
percent of financial institutions engage property valuers. This is in line with the
discussion in chapter four where it was found that property valuers do render
services to commercial banks and other financial institutions, especially with
regards to professional valuations for collateral such as buildings and land.
Similarly, 14 percent of financial institutions engage other professionals. As
mentioned in chapters three and four, these property professionals are crucial
to the property development process because of the vital information at their
disposal and required by property developers and financiers, thereby reducing
development risks. However, the underdevelopment of professional bodies,
especially their fragmentation continues to affect the numbers and services
provided by professional bodies in Uganda. As shown in the case of the UK,
property professionals are usually chartered, meaning continuous skills
development (RICS, 1994) and the absence of such effective professional
bodies has meant that anyone without the necessary training can assume
membership of any of the professional bodies without any means of verification.
Thus, all the stakeholders in Uganda's property industry need to establish
professional bodies to monitor and govern the activities of professionals in the
country. This is owing to the fact that in all of the countries with thriving property
sectors there are effective professional bodies and such bodies have been
fundamental to the efficiency of the property industry.
If the organisation does not currently invest in the property sector are you
planning of doing so in the future?
The purpose is to establish the interest of financial institutions in real property,
especially given the huge resources at their disposal, which could be invested in
real property.
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Table 6.15 Interest in real property investment
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 3 42.9 42.9 42.9
Yes 2 28.6 28.6 71.4
No 2 28.6 28.6 100
Total 7 100 100
Indeed, financial institutions in the developed or the newly industrialising
countries hold substantial part of their investment portfolio in real property
(Harvey, 2000). However, Table 6.15 indicates that 43 percent of financial
institutions have not responded to the question asked, which is hardly surprising
given the findings in Table 6.2, which indicates the areas of business most
favoured by financial institutions in Uganda. Nevertheless, 29 percent have
expressed interest in real property, which is encouraging but falls short of
international standards. In the UK for example, bank lending to the property
sector reached a record level of almost £40 billion in the 1980s (Ooi, 2000),
which demonstrates the importance of financial institutions to the real property
sector. Secondly, it also goes to show the predominance of real property in the
investment portfolio of financial institutions.
Which type of property sector would the organisation invest?
This question investigates the actual property sectors worthy of financial
investment.
Table 6.16 Area of property sector investment
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 5 62.5 62.5 62.5
Commercial 2 25 25 85.7
Industrial 1 12.5 12.5 100
Total 8 100 100
It is evident from Table 6.16 that the areas of the property sector most favoured
include commercial and industrial properties. This is consistent with the findings
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financial sector by the government, especially prior to 1992, the assertion that
government policies have adversely influenced the attitudes of financial
institutions towards the property sector is hardly surprising (Brownbridge, 1996;
Sharer et. ai, 1995).
Does your organisation publicise or advertise its activities to the general
public?
This question investigates whether financial institutions advertise their services
and financial products in order to facilitate the awareness of these services by
the public, especially property developers. It is well acknowledged that
advertising is useful to firms and organisations seeking to acquaint the public
with their services. According to Figure 6.6 all the financial institutions in
Uganda do advertise their services. However, given the size and continuing
growth of the informal sector, especially the onerous challenge of mobilising
funds from the informal to the formal sector indicates the ineffectiveness of such
advertisement. Thus, the need for financial institutions to employ effective
means of advertising their services and products is overwhelming.
Bar Chart Figure 6.6
Advertising of services to public
What form of advertising do you use to increase public awareness?
This question identifies the forms of advertising used by financial institutions to
raise public awareness of their services, which might include providing property
finance.
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Table 6.17 Forms of advertising used
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Newspapers 4 44.5 44.5 44.5
Radio 2 22.2 22.2 66.7
Television 1 11.1 11.1 77.8
Seminars 1 11.1 11.1 88.9
Personal contacts 1 11.1 11.1 100
Total 9 100 100
Table 6.17 shows that 45 percent of financial institutions advertise their services
through newspapers. As explained above, the success of this particular form of
advertising is tempered by the high illiteracy rates in the country, which is
particularly the case where more than 70 percent of the population live in rural
areas without basic education. Equally, 22 percent of financial institutions
advertise their services through radio while 11 percent use television to
advertise their services. It is worth noting that advertising using Newspapers,
Radio and Television guarantees the relevant financial institutions broad
coverage because these are the most common forms of media in Uganda.
However, such wider coverage does not necessary guarantee awareness of
bank services to Ugandans given the number of people with access to radio
and television as well the high illiteracy rates. Generally, it can be deduced from
Table 6.17 that most financial institutions employ more than one form of media
to advertise their services but the concern expressed above is real and financial
institutions should employ suitable forms of advertising, especially with regards
to local languages. Additionally, financial institutions should strive hard to
diversify into the regions of Uganda rather than the current scenario where all
financial institutions are located in a particular district of the capital.
What is the percentage annual increase in your customer base?
This question investigates the annual percentage increase in the customer base
of financial institutions; growth in the customer base can increase development
finance.
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Interestingly, Figure 6.7 shows that 43 percent of financial institutions have had
more than 16% annual increase in customer base while 14 percent of financial
institutions have had an increase in their customer base between 6-10% and
11-15% respectively. It can thus be argued that about 70 percent of financial
institutions have had annual increases in customer base. This may be explained
by the advent or slight improvement in the Ugandan economy following the
stable political environment endured to date. Thus, any increase in the
customer base of the financial institutions is a positive and encouraging
development for the Uganda economy given the underdevelopment in the
country's financial sector, as discussed in chapter 4.
How do you rate all costs associated (i.e. transaction costs,
administration costs and default risk and interest rates) with real
property?
This question identifies all the costs encountered by financial institutions when
dealing with the real property sector. For instance, high transaction costs can
discourage lending to the real property sector.
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The results in Figure 6.8 indicate that 43 percent of financial institutions
consider transaction costs associated with real property lending to be
reasonable while a similar percentage of 43 percent have actually suggested
transaction costs to be low. This is contradictory in the sense that most of the
financial institutions surveyed did not have specialist personnel, especially with
regards to property transactions. Similarly, relative to the scale of property
lending and the prevalence of weak and inappropriate institutions transaction
costs should be high (Court et. aI, 2000; Aron, 2000). However, the issue raised
in chapter 4 is most relevant here where financial institutions in Uganda lend to
property developers engaged in prestigious development. These developments
as explained earlier often have assured tenants prior to construction, which
minimises the risk of default, making such prospective borrowers attractive to
financial institutions. In this regard, transaction costs and risks are likely to be
low, especially where 'goodwill' is well established between financial institutions
and prospective borrowers owing to regular business interactions.
Nevertheless, 14 percent of financial institutions complained of high transaction
costs associated with real property lending.
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6.3 Analysis of Government Institutions
Government institutions and departments relevant to property development
were surveyed to gauge their impact on the property sector. Four such
government departments and institutions were identified, including the Ministry
of Lands, Water and Environment (MLWE). Kampala City Council (KCC), the
Central Bank of Uganda, and Ministry of Finance. As Table 6.18 indicates, only
two questionnaires were returned out of the four issued, giving a response rate
of 50 percent.
Table 6.18: Response from Government institutions
No. of questionnaires No. of questionnaires sent Valid Percent
received out
2 4 50
What kind of services are offered by government institutions?
This question sought to establish the types services offered by government
institutions to property developers.
Table 6.19 Kind of services offered
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Issue building permits 2 33.3 33.3 33.3
Issue planning permission 2 33.3 33.3 66.6
Issue land titles 1 16.7 16.7 83.3
Undertake surveys 1 16.7 16.7 100
Total 6 100 100
Table 6.19 shows the services provided by government institutions surveyed,
including the issuing of building permits, planning permission, land titles and
surveys. Evidently, 33 percent of government institutions issue building permits
and planning permission respectively. The remaining 17 percent of government
institutions issue land titles as well as undertake surveys. However, despite
these services, it is evident from the literature review that the dysfunctional
nature of government institutions in developing countries such as Uganda
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to financial institutions when considering loan applications, especially when
such loan applications are for projects of huge and indivisible capital, and also
of considerable 'lead-period'.
How long does it take to process land titles?
This question establishes the time taken by government bodies to process land
titles. A long delay in processing land titles hinders the commencement of
property development, especially where such lands cannot be transferred to
potential developers for possible development. This is particularly the case
where financial institutions would normally require land titles as collateral. In this
regard, the early establishment of land titles is of important significance to
property developers.
Table 6.20 Time taken to process land titles
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
5-8 weeks 2 100 100 100
Total 2 100 100
Proposed developments can only be undertaken when the developers have
acquired ownership of the identified development site, in particular through land
titles (Fisher et. aI, 1999). According to Table 6.20 both government institutions
take 5-8 weeks to process land titles. This in itself seems a reasonable time
period to process land titles by Ugandan standards where delay is
commonplace. For instance, developers face serious delays when dealing with
the Kee owing to lack of capacity to verify vacant sites. However, had there
been a land register as in the case of the UK, the whole process of identifying
vacant land and establishing land titles would be faster. Thus, the institutional
capacity of governmental institutions in Uganda to effectively discharge their
obligations and responsibilities to the people must be enhanced.
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How long does it take to approve planning permission for development
activity?
This question establishes the length of time taken to grant planning consent for
proposed developments. Delays in obtaining such consent can be financially
costly to developers, especially when the building is required within a set time
frame. According to Figure 6.10, it takes 1-4 weeks with the MLWE to grant
planning permission while a similar request from the Kee takes between 5-8
weeks.
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Length of time to grant planning permission
This is exactly the same situation with regards to land title registration. As
indicated in chapter 4, it can take longer and can also be quicker depending on
the ability of the applicant to navigate the huge administrative bureaucracy. This
validates the theoretical discussion earlier in the thesis where developers in
Uganda spend considerable time and effort pursuing planning applications.
There is no doubt that Uganda would benefit from the experience of the UK
explained in chapter 4 where there is a minimum cut-off period when an
application is deemed unsuccessful, putting pressure on officials to attend to all
applications on time. Similarly, applicants are entitled by right to know why their
applications have been refused and applicants have recourses by appealing to
the Department of the Environment (Cadman et. aI, 1999). It is worth noting that
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planning appeals are not possible in Uganda, indicating the rudimentary nature
of property enhancing institutions as discussed in chapter two.
What are the charges for building permits?
This question seeks to ascertain the cost of building permits charged by
government institutions during the property development process. Excessive
charges can act as a disincentive to small property developers, which is
particularly the case where this is further complicated by the usual extensive
bureaucracy and delays surrounding the acquisition of building permits.
Table 6.21 Cost of building permits
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
500 Ushs for 1 sq. metre 2 100 100 100
Total 2 100 100
According to Table 6.21 the two government institutions issuing building permits
have a similar charging structure where 500 Ushs is charged per sq. metre. For
instance, if a developer proposes to develop a 200-sq. metre property, the
building permit would cost 100,000Ushs. Relative to the total average cost of
property development, this amount may be considered reasonably affordable
but when validated against the ongoing minimum wage in Uganda, this is a
considerable sum. This is particularly the case when it is considered that public
agencies in developing countries are corrupt (Meagher, 1997; Mbaku, 1997),
which means that developers in Uganda incur more than the stipulated 100,000
Ushs.
What are the charges for land titles?
This question identifies the charges associated with the acquisition of land titles.
It is hypothesised that the imposition of high fees by institutions can discourage
the public from registering their property interests, leading to insecure land
tenure systems. As indicated in the literature review such scenarios of insecure
property rights restricts land availability for possible property development.
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Table 6.22 Charges for acquisition of land titles
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
10,000-50,000 Ushs 2 100 100 100
Total 2 100 100
Table 6.22 shows that both government institutions had uniform charges of
between Ushs 10,000 to 50,000 for land titles. Again, from a casual observation
this amount may seem affordable but when considered along the lines of the
discussion above, especially from a cumulative perspective, the cost associated
with the process of property development is stacked and certainly unaffordable
to the poor in society.
What are the charges for planning permission?
This question identifies the charges imposed by government institutions for
planning consent. Huge charges are likely to favour large property developers,
whereas relatively affordable charges would certainly be attractive to small
property developers.
Table 6.23 Charges associated with planning permission
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Depends on property to be developed 2 50 50 50
Geographical location 2 50 50 100
Total 4 100 100
As was expected, Table 6.23 indicates that government institutions engaged in
the issue of planning permission have no standard charges. In particular, the
charges associated with planning permission depend on property to be
developed as well as its geographical location. From this respect, it is clear that
any large proposed developments located in prime areas should expect to
attract high planning permission charges. However, such progressiveness is
encouraging but as it is widely known in this part of the world, there is huge
scope for abuses which when combined with the entrenched inefficiency results
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in high transactions costs (Williamson, 1985; North, 1990). Furthermore, it can
be argued that the absence of standard charges for planning permission
encourages bribery and corruption within public agencies.
At present do you have a backlog of building permits to be issued?
The purpose of this question is to further establish the degree of efficiency in
government institutions. Huge backlogs of building permits indicate a number of
institutional constraints such as a shortage of skilled manpower, unnecessary
bureaucratic procedures, which hinders the process of property development.
BarChart Figure 6.11
Yes No
Backlog of building permits
As established in the literature, the inability of government institutions to issue
building permits within the set target can spell problems for developers,
particularly the attendant delays. However, Figure 6.11 shows that 50 percent of
the institutions experience a backlog of building permits. This finding is not
surprising, especially in the case of the KCC where it took more time to process
building permits. This was further reinforced by the discussion in chapter four,
where KCC was identified as having problems of low capacity utilisation due to
inadequate and unskilled manpower.
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A further question posed highlights the reasons for the backlog in building
permits.
Table 6.24 Reasons for a backlog in building permits
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 1 50 50 50
Plans received at different times 1 50 50 100
Total 2 100 100
Table 6.24 shows that a backlog of building permits exist because of the fact
that applications are received at different times, indicating a failure at the heart
of the operating procedure of KGG. In particular, the planning committee
responsible for processing building applications only convenes at set periods
while applications are received at all times. Thus, a backlog of building permits
in this scenario becomes inevitable.
Do you have the required skilled manpower to perform the services?
This question ascertains whether government institutions have skilled
manpower to facilitate the property development process.
Table 6.25 Skilled manpower
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
No 2 100 100 100
Total 2 100 100
As we have highlighted in chapter four, government institutions in the
developing countries like Uganda are lacking in the manpower needed to
deliver efficient property services such as planning permission. Table 6.25
confirms that inadequate skilled manpower is a hindrance to an effective
property development process. Poor training programmes and the absence of
property-related courses, as confirmed in chapter four, further compound this
problem. As further indicated in chapter four, the reverse is the case in the
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developed countries and the newly industrialising countries that the skill and
manpower needs of the property sector is fully serviced by educational
institutions as well as professional bodies (Matzdorf, 2000). On the whole, the
presence of effective and efficient institutions in the developed countries and
the newly industrialised countries like Singapore positively impacts on the
increase of skilled manpower.
An additional question provides reasons why government institutions do not
have the required skilled manpower to provide property services, which could
adversely, affect property development. Given the lack of skilled manpower
identified above, Table 6.26 attempts to identify the reasons for manpower
shortages. The result shows that 50 percent of our sample size attribute this to
insufficient training of employees dealing with professional services vital to the
process of property development. In the case of the KeC the shortage of skilled
manpower is attributed to inadequate training programmes as evidenced by the
minimal training programme offered. The associated problems with inadequate
training and skilled manpower shortages, especially the enormous problems
posed to developers have been discussed in chapter 4. Furthermore, this
problem of skill shortages was compounded by the political instability that
greeted the regimes of Idi Amin and Dr. Obote. Despite the new political
dispensation, institutions and civil service structure in Uganda has yet to
recover from years of neglect and civil strife to provide the level of support
desired by the property sector of Uganda.
Table 6.26 Reasons for lacking skilled manpower
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Insufficient training 2 100 100 100
Total 2 100 100
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Does the organisation provide on-going training to the employees?
This question seeks to establish whether government institutions provide on-
going training as a strategy for achieving effective staff development through
skills upgrading.
Table 6.27 Ongoing training for staff
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Yes 2 100 100 100
Total 2 100 100
Although previous question has identified lack of training as causing the
shortage of skilled manpower, it is however surprising to find that Table 6.27
indicates that both government institutions provide on-going staff training.
Nevertheless, the seeming contradiction is reasonably possible given that the
quality and nature of training may be questionable. As indicated in chapter 3,
regular training is an essential part of staff development in the property sector in
the developed and rapidly industrialising economies. This has enabled the
property sector to respond effectively to its operating environment that is
dynamic and rapidly changing. Property and financial institutions provide such
training. especially by professional bodies to keep members informed of the
latest development within the industry.
Do you think public awareness of your activities is high?
This question seeks the opinion of government institutions, in particular
regarding public perception of their involvement in property development.
Table 6.28 Public awareness
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
No 2 100 100 100
Total 2 100 100
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In order for public to effectively utilise the services and incentives provided by
government institutions, awareness is important. According to Table 6.28, both
government institutions have indicated that public awareness of services
rendered is low. In other words, property developers and entrepreneurs in
general are not well informed about the services provided by government
institutions, which has huge implications for transaction costs and confirms the
inefficiency and inappropriateness of government institutions, especially those
relating to property development.
Nevertheless, reasons for such poor public awareness of government
institutional support for property services were sought.
Table 6.29 Reasons behind poor public awareness of government support
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Inadequate financial resources 2 50 50 50
Poor education 1 25 25 75
Negative role of politics 1 25 25 100
Total 4 100 100
According to Table 6.29, 50 percent cites inadequate financial resources as the
reason for the low public awareness of its services, while 25 percent attributes
this to inadequate financial resources, poor education and political
manoeuvring. It is a common practice in the developing countries for
governments to increase information flow when it best suits them, usually when
elections are approaching and to question the financial implications of public
awareness programmes (Bryant, 1991).
Does the organisation have the necessary equipment to facilitate its
activities?
This question establishes whether government institutions have the necessary
facilities to provide vital property services.
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Table 6.30 Necessary facilities to provide services
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Yes 1 50 50 50
No 1 50 50 100
Total 2 100 100
In order for government institutions to deliver effective services to the property
sector, effective facilities must be available to ensure efficient services. It is
evident in Table 6.30 that only one of the institutions indicates having the
necessary facilities at its disposal to provide effective services. It is not
surprising that MLWE, being a federal government prarastatal, indicates having
the necessary facilities to provide services. However, Kee being a local
authority does struggle for resources, especially given the competing demands
for available resources at the local level, which is further complicated by the
narrow base for local revenue generation. Given the examples cited of the UK
and the newly industrialising countries like Singapore and Malaysia where local
authorities have the necessary facilities to perform all services, including those
vital to the property development process (Rowings et. aI, 1996), local
authorities in Uganda must be empowered in order to be able to render effective
services.
Another question was posed to highlight the reasons why government
institutions are lacking facilities. Table 6.31 shows in the case of Kee, the main
reason given is the low revenue base, which makes it ever so difficult to
purchase appropriate and state-of the art equipment and facilities. The absence
of adequate funding and revenue base is an endemic problem for government
institutions; however, this is hardly surprising given the deficient management
practices in public institutions, which prohibits innovative ways of expanding the
financial base (Rakodi, 1997). In this regard, the obstacles faced by Kee are
real.
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Table 6.31 Reasons for lack of necessary equipment
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 1 50 50 50
Low revenue base 1 50 50 100
Total 2 100 100
Does the organisation get the necessary funds to facilitate its activities?
This question ascertains whether government institutions have the necessary
funds to provide property services.
Table 6.32 Necessary funds to undertake activities
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
No 2 100 100 100
Total 2 100 100
Table 6.32 indicates that both government institutions lack the necessary funds
for activities that may enhance its services. Additionally, this point brings home
the fact that inadequate funds are a constant obstacle to the provision of public
infrastructure and not to mention property services. The issue of services and
infrastructure may seem irrelevant but when it is considered that government
institutions procure vital services such as electricity and water, inadequate
resources to obtain such services are severely limiting to its services.
Furthermore, though the discussion in chapter four inadvertently raises the
issue of Kee being inadequately funded, the overriding issue of unpaid and
delayed employee salaries was not discussed. It is not an exaggeration for
employees to be owed 12 months salary, which demoralises and sacrifices
efficiency and effectiveness of policies and implementation strategies both at
the national and local levels of government.
As a result of the above question, reasons why government institutions are
inadequately funded were sought, which may explain their inability to provide
effective services to all sectors of the economy, especially the property sector.
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Table 6.33 Reasons for inadequate funds
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Inadequate budget provisions 1 50 50 50
Small tax base 1 50 50 100
Total 2 100 100
Table 6.33 shows that inadequate financial resources are due to insufficient
budget provisions, resulting in partial funding of activities. This is a common
feature of public finance in many developing countries, especially sub-Sahara
Africa where budget deficits is a perennial problem because of the competing
demands for resources (Ramakrishnan, 1998). Given such a scenario, the real
property sector whose importance to economic development is yet to be
understood could be considered a low priority to education and health by the
government. As already identified above, the narrow tax base has also been
identified as the main cause of inadequate funding of government institutions.
However, in the developed countries, such a dilemma is unheard of especially,
since government encourages local authorities to innovate ways of raising
finances as well as improving service delivery. Nevertheless, this apparent
efficiency and effectiveness owes to the presence of effective institutions, which
are apparently lacking in countries such as Uganda.
Do you have a classified property information system for all buildings and
land transactions?
This question establishes whether a classified property information system
exists to facilitate land and property transactions. A record of such transactions
provides useful source of information on property development and to property
entrepreneurs, which has the potential to severely reduce transaction costs.
Table 6.34 Classified property information system
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
No 2 100 100 100
Total 2 100 100
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Thus, the importance of such a system of classified property information
system, especially in the delivery of property services cannot be over-
emphasised. However, looking at Table 6.34 shows that both government
institutions lack such a system, which effectively means that a potentially vital
source of property information for developers or property entrepreneurs is
unavailable, allowing the sale of land and property to multiple individuals by
unscrupulous land and property owners. As discussed in chapter 4, the
pervasion of such practices hinders the supply and availability of land for
property development.
The reasons for a lack of classified property information system are evident in
Table 6.35.
Table 6.35 Reasons for lack of classified property information system
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Lack of knowledge & technical expertise 1 50 50 50
Inadequate funds 1 50 50 100
Total 2 100 100
According to Table 6.35, this is due to lack of knowledge and the technical
know-how of how such a system operates. It is equally true to say that if this is
the case, they may also lack the knowledge of how the system may benefit their
services to clients. Inadequate funds is another reason, a fact already
established above with regards to previous questions. In particular, it may be
recalled that the problems associated with inadequate manpower skills and
funding were discussed in chapter 4, which have now been validated by the
ensuing discussion.
What type of land tenure system is most practised in Kampala?
This question establishes the types of land tenure systems found in Kampala
where most developments are undertaken. Each land tenure system varies in
its security of property rights; insecure land rights decrease land values and
hinder property development. This question is relevant and fundamental to the
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discussion given the constraint on land availability in Kampala and the need to
ascertain the impact this has had on property development.
Table 6.36 Types of tenure systems in Kampala
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Mailo 1 50 50 50
Mailo + leasehold +customary 1 50 50 100
Total 2 100 100
The results in Table 6.36 reveal that Kampala has a mixture of land tenure
systems- the mailo, leasehold, and the customary land tenure systems.
However, most land in and around Kampala falls under the mailo land tenure
system (Nsibambi, 1996; Bruce, 1996). As discussed in chapter 4, this type of
tenure systems is a form of freehold, which is only accessible by Baganda. All
non-Bag anda seeking land would only be able to do so only on the basis of
leasehold because of the fact that the freeholder to mailo land is the Buganda
Kingdom. Needless to say that despite the recent Land Act of 1998, land tenure
systems in Uganda are likely to remain confusing to property entrepreneurs.
However, it must be emphasised that secure land tenure systems in the
developed countries are underpinned by efficient and effective institutions,
which are absent in developing countries such as Uganda (North, 1990).
How frequently is the Master Plan updated?
This question establishes whether government institutions have a Master plan,
which is crucial to the regulation of potential developments.
Table 6.37 Existence of Master plan
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Yes 2 100 100 100
Total 2 100 100
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The results in Table 6.37 show that government institutions confirm the
existence of a Master plan for Kampala. As discussed in chapters three and
four, master plans are instruments used by local authorities to regulate
development (Cadman et. aI, 1999). Nevertheless, master plans have their own
shortcomings, especially in developing countries like Uganda where the lack of
resources makes it difficult to frequently update them (UNCHS, 1999) as
revealed in the answer to the question below.
How frequently is the Master Plan updated?
This question ascertains how frequent the Kampala Master Plan is updated to
incorporate all developments on land at a particular point in time. Accordingly,
Table 6.38 indicates that 50 percent of the sample size reckons that the master
plan is updated every 10 years, while the other rest of the sample size indicated
that the master plan was last revised in 1994. In the latter case, what is not
immediately clear is whether this was the tenth year or the first time since the
master plan was established. Nevertheless, the findings confirm the earlier
viewpoint that master plans in the developing countries are ineffective tools for
regulating development because of inadequate capacity problems (UNCHS,
1999).
Table 6.38 Frequency of updating Master plan
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Every 10 years 1 50 50 50
Last revised in 1994 1 50 50 100
Total 2 100 100
Does the organisation provide serviced land (Le. having water, electricity
and sewage or waste drainage)?
This question establishes whether government institutions provide serviced land
for development. The availability of serviced land enables the provision of public
utilities and sanitary facilities to be co-ordinated during the property
development process, reducing the total costs of development.
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Table 6.39 Provision of serviced land
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
No 2 100 100 100
Total 2 100 100
It is evident in Table 6.39, however, that government institutions provide no
serviced land, meaning developers in Uganda are responsible for installing all
the necessary services onto the identified development site. This finding
confirms the discussion in chapter four that property developers in the least
developed countries like Uganda operate under harsh economic environment
and conditions because of poor infrastructural services (Walters, 1983). It
should be recalled that in chapter 4 local authorities in developed economies
play a prominent role in making land available for possible development,
including service provision. This is considered to be in the long-term interest of
local authorities because of their obligations to ensure standard housing and
other facilities within their domain. However, weak and dysfunctional institutions
in the developing countries like Uganda are unable to support such proactive
roles by local authorities.
A further investigation was made to ascertain the reasons why serviced land is
not provided by government institutions even though this has been
acknowledged to reduce possible burdens on developers and as such serves
as an important incentive.
Table 6.40 Reasons for non-provision of serviced land
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Provision of services by utility 1 33.4 33.4 33.4
companies
Financial constraints 1 33.3 33.3 66.7
Unavailability of expanses of land 1 33.3 33.3 100
Total 3 100 100
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As Table 6.40 shows, the principal reasons given include the fact that utility
bodies provide services on land. Also, financial constraints which have been
identified as a major factor together with the unavailability of expanses of land,
which is needed to make such investment viable from the perspective of
economies of scale.
What role does the government organisation perform?
This question clarifies the role of government institutions during property
development.
Table 6.41 Role of government institutions
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Facilitator 1 50 50 50
Regulator 1 50 50 100
Total 2 100 100
Evidently, Table 6.41 shows that 50 percent perform the role of facilitator
whereas the regulatory role is undertaken by the remaining 50 percent. This is
understandable given that these are broadly the main functions of government
institutions during economic activities (Tanzi, 1999).
However, based on the discussion in chapter 4 KGG, which is responsible for
regulating all development within Kampala, is not as effective as expected.
Meanwhile, local authorities in developed and industrialising countries also
perform similar roles but the difference is they are more efficient and effective
due to the presence of appropriate institutions, as discussed in chapters 2 and
3.
Do you deal with land disputes?
This question establishes whether government institutions participate in land
dispute resolutions. Land disputes arise due to insecure and unclear property
rights and government institutions assist in mitigating the huge transaction costs
that would have been otherwise of government intervention.
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Bar Chart Figure 6.12
Yes No
Land disputes
Figure 6.12 shows that only one government institution deals with land disputes
when they arise but the recently introduced Land Act of 1998 has transferred
this responsibility to land tribunals (GOU, 1999). However, although such
disputes should be left to formal courts, government institutions should be
concern with minimising situations capable of developing into prolonged
disputes. This is particularly the case where such disputes arise from
government ineptitude as indicated in chapter 4 where the Uganda Land
Commission and the KCC have in the past allocated the same land to different
individuals. It is worth noting that land disputes in Uganda can be life-
threatening situations because land denotes wealth, so individuals will do
anything to protect their land. Nevertheless, land disputes are a rarity in most
developed countries as local authorities have appropriate land records
(Cadman et. aI, 1999). Equally, the presence of efficient legal institutions
ensures that were such disputes arise, they are resolved amicably.
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Do you have a technical unit that collects and provides information to the
public (e.g. plots available for sale, time taken to grant planning
permission; subsidies etc)?
This question establishes whether government institutions have a technical unit
to gather and provide property information to potential developers, and as
mentioned previously, it facilitates the property development process.
Table 6.42 Existence of technical unit
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Yes 1 50 50 50
No 1 50 50 100
Total 2 100 100
Although, this question is similar to question 14, it is however expected to
provide further information on the capacity of government institutions. Table
6.42 indicates that the 50 percent have a technical unit that collates land
information whereas the remaining 50 percent do not have such a facility. This
finding points to the discussion in chapter 4 where the Kee was found to have
some form of technical unit may be because it provides more property services
such as land surveying, including the initiation and implementation of urban
policies.
Do you charge tax on property transactions?
In view of the reoccurrence of financial difficulties as an explanation for poor
government services and dysfunctional institutions, it was decided to establish
the extent to which the government of Uganda exercises its fiscal responsibility
with specific regards to property. Evidently, Table 6.43 indicates that 50 percent
levy tax on property transactions. Based on the discussion in chapter 4, this is
likely to be the responsibility of the MLWE. However, Kee levies rates on
properties, which is an additional source of revenue, especially to a local
authority such as Kee that is faced with perennial budget deficits. In the case of
MLWE, the amount realisable from taxation on property transactions is likely to
be low because owing to low property transactions in Uganda as already
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discussed in chapter 4. However, it is important to re-emphasise the role of
inadequate institutions in low property sales. In the absence of an effective
mortgage system on the one hand, and on the other, the minimal support for
property entrepreneurs' property transactions normally occurs on a subsistence
basis.
Table 6.43 Taxation on property transactions
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Yes 1 50 50 50
No 1 50 50 100
Total 2 100 100
What percentage of the Sale value is used?
This question ascertains the percentage of tax levied on property transactions.
A high percentage of tax discourages the exchange of real property, thereby
reducing tax revenues from such transactions, which is a classic case of the
burden of taxation.
Table 6.44 What DID of the sale value
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
One percent of sale value 1 50 50 50
N/A 1 50 50 100
Total 2 100 100
Taking the previous discussion further reveals that tax is levied at 1 percent of
sale value, as shown in Table 6.44. Generally, it is a fact that property taxes to
central and local government institutions in Uganda would be enhanced with
more effective and efficient institutions. For example, information on the number
and types of dwelling is 'few and far' between in most developing countries,
especially the least developed, which undoubtedly constrains the level of
property taxes and rates collected (UNCHS, 1999).
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A further question was posed revealing the reasons why some government
institutions do not levy tax on property transactions.
Table 6.45 Reason for non-taxation of property transactions
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 1 50 50 50
Statutes and Acts prohibit such activity 1 50 50 100
Total 2 100 100
Table 6.45 shows that the 50 percent do not levy tax on property transactions
because the Statutes and Acts prohibit them from doing so. With reference to
the above discussion, the Kee does not levy tax on property transactions but
the premise of the MLWE. This is certainly a relief to property entrepreneurs as
they would have been overwhelmed were other bodies like Kee allowed to
charge taxes on property transactions.
Is the organisation involved in the formulation of policy related to
property?
This question establishes whether government institutions are involved in the
formulation of property oriented policy. The absence of appropriate property
oriented policy, as discussed in chapters 2 and 4 discourage property
development.
Table 6.46 Government institutions involved in policy formulation
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Yes 1 50 50 50
No 1 50 50 100
Total 2 100 100
According to Table 6.46, only 50 percent are involved in policy formulation.
Based on the discussion in chapter 4, evidence points to the MLWE being
responsible for property-oriented policy in Uganda, which is understandable
given its facilitatory role (Rakodi, 1997). However, it is not clear whether the
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KGG, as a local authority is consulted during the policy formulation. If this is not
the case, such policies would be 'top-down' and likely to exclude key issues of
local concern to KGG, especially with service delivery. Such a problem is likely
to be exacerbated by the dysfunctional nature of institutions in a typical
developing country like Uganda where communication between MLWE and
KGG is most likely to be poor.
6.4 Analysis of the Property and Construction Firms
Table 6.47 shows a 79 percent response to the questionnaires sent to property
and construction firms.
Table 6.47: Response from Property and Construction firms
No. of questionnaires No. of questionnaires sent Valid Percent
received out
15 19 78.9
Which of these categories best describes your company status?
This question investigates the ownership of property firms in Uganda in order to
appreciate the extent to which the private sector participates in the Ugandan
property sector. As it is the case in many developing countries, the government
predominates in most economic activities, especially sectors such as property
development that is huge and otten capital indivisible. Similarly and in particular
with regards to the discussions in chapter 4, the presence of many foreign firms
should facilitate managerial and technological transfer necessary to fill the void
created by lack of domestic capacity.
Table 6.48 Property company ownership
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Private company 14 93.3 93.3 93.3
Public company 1 6.7 6.7 100
Total 15 100 100
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According to Table 6.48, about 93 percent of property and construction firms
are privately owned and managed. As expected, there is no presence of foreign
firms in the Uganda property market because of the scale and rudimentary
nature of the property sector (Reinikka et. aI, 1999). Foreign firms are usually
attracted to developing countries that have stable political and economic
climate. The other notable finding is the predominance of the private sector in
Uganda property sector and the presence of the public sector is limited to 7
percent, and as evident in chapter 4, the only public sector operating in the
property sector is the Uganda National Housing and Construction Corporation.
What area of the property business is the company engaged?
This question identifies the sector of the property and construction industry that
most firms in Uganda operate.
Table 6.49 Focus of the property industry
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Estate Agency/ Property Management 6 35.3 35.3 35.3
Construction 3 17.6 17.6 52.9
Surveying 3 17.6 17.6 70.5
Architecture and Design 1 5.9 5.9 76.4
Valuations 1 5.9 5.9 82.3
Property Development 2 11.8 11.8 94.1
All the above 1 5.9 5.9 100
Total 17 100 100
The results in Table 6.49 show that local property companies are engaged in
diversified sectors within the property sector. About 35 percent of firms in the
real property sector provide real estate agency and property management
services. However, another 18 percent of firms provide surveying services.
Additionally, another 18 percent provide only construction services while the
remaining 29 percent of firms provide various property services like
architecture, valuations that are vital to the property development process.
While the diversity of firms is clearly evident but the level of operational
efficiency in these firms, especially regarding the quality of services provided is
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questionable. This is hardly surprising given the identified institutional failings
and underdevelopment, which pervade Uganda's civil service. The influence of
the institutional environment on the property sector of the developed and
developing countries can be seen in the efficiency of service delivery and
enforcement of rules and regulations.
Who are your main clients?
This question highlights the client range of property and construction
companies, especially in the light of the fact that local property entrepreneurs
dominate the sector.
Table 6.50 Main company clients
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Private sector 12 40 40 40
Public sector 9 30 30 70
Foreign/multinational organisations 9 30 30 100
Total 30 100 100
Table 6.50 indicates that about 40 percent of property and construction firms
have clients from the private sector. Clients from the private sector include
entrepreneurs who have funds and wish to develop, acquire and dispose of
property interests. While 30 percent of multinational organisations relocating to
Uganda normally employ the services of property firms to find suitable
residential accommodation, which is now a lucrative aspect of the real property
sector in the developing countries (Rakodi, 1997). Equally, during the
privatisation programmes advocated by the World Bank, some property firms
were engaged to undertake valuations of government assets. Similarly, 30
percent of property firms have clients from the public sector. Public sector in this
case refers to government ministries, which from time to time commission
private property firms to acquire and dispose of property interests. However, it
must be noted that government contracts are usually a cause of concern for
private property and construction firms owing to delayed payments or for lack of
payments.
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Does the company face financial constraints when undertaking contracts?
Following the discussion in chapters three and four, it is evident that financial
constraints plague property and construction firms.
Bar Chart Figure 6.13
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Equally, the previous question highlights that property and construction firms
may be plagued by financial difficulties, especially as their fees go unpaid for
considerable periods. However, according to Figure 6.13, 53 percent of property
and construction firms face no financial constraints, while 33 percent of firms
are constrained by inadequate financial resources. This response might include
those property and construction firms that face delayed payment from
government parastatals. Faced with similar problems in the private sector, it is
no exaggeration to suggest that property and construction firms in Uganda
operate under onerous conditions and are faced with perennial cash flow
problems.
What financial assistance or support do you require?
This question ascertains specific financial support that would assist property
and construction firms to deliver effective and efficient services.
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Table 6.51 Specific actions to assist property and construction firms
Frequency Percent Valid
-- -_. ---------_._-
Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 10 66.7 66.7
--.
66.7
Stricter credit controls 2 13.3 13.3 80
Local firms patronised 1 6.7 6.7 86.7
Bank lending 2 13.3 13.3 100
Total 15 100 100
In order to strengthen the operations of property and construction firms, the
following changes are necessary, as shown by Table 6.51 stricter credit controls
on clients to ensure regular and timely payments is deemed necessary by
property and construction firms. Equally significant is the desire to have local
entrepreneurs patronised by local firms. It is well acknowledged that most
property and construction services of higher value-added are procured from
Europe and America. Procuring such services locally would boost local capacity
and ameliorate peak labour demand with attendant implications for employment
expansion. Similarly, another 13 percent of the sample size emphasise the
need to have more support from the banking sector. In particular, chapter four
clearly shows that the real property sector receives considerably less
assistance from the financial sector. As explained earlier, long-term finance is
important to the property sector because of the huge and indivisible capital
intensity of the sector. However, the actions by the banking sector are justified
because of the institutional void and poor business and management practices
endemic in the sector (DOH, 1992). In advanced and the newly industrialising
countries, governments provide incentives for the financial sector, which
facilitates lending to the property sector.
By what means does the company raise funds or capital to undertake its
activities?
This question investigates the main sources of working capital for property and
construction firms, which should provide further insight to the management
practices of property and construction firms.
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Table 6.52 Main sources of capital
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
Personal savings 8 29.6 29.6 29.6
Re-investment of profits 11 40.8 40.8 70.4
Bank loans/overdrafts 8 29.6 29.6 100
Total 27 100 100
According to Table 6.52, 40 percent of property and construction firms re-invest
their profits, making it a major source of working capital. Difficulties however
arise with diminishing returns, making this source of capital volatile and
threatening to firms' survival. It is hardly surprising that other sources provide a
much needed investment capital by 30 percent of our sample. As indicated by
Table 6.52, 30 percent of property and construction entrepreneurs in Uganda
rely on personal savings and bank loans or overdrafts respectively for other
sources of investment capital. Nevertheless, such sources of finance fluctuate
with economic activities, which is particularly drastic for the property and
construction sectors because these sectors act as the barometer for the rest of
the economy.
However, property and construction firms in the developed countries such as
the UK employ a range of financial sources for capital investments, and the
same can be said of the newly industrialising countries like Singapore and
Malaysia. Nevertheless, equity finance predominates, emphasising the
robustness of property enhancing institutions in these countries. In particular,
enforcement institutions are key to effective functioning of the economy,
particularly the property and the construction sector because of the high-geared
nature of activities within the two sectors. Thus, in countries such as Uganda
where the enforcement of property rights is difficult to implement owing to weak
institutions (Brownbridge, 1996), making it difficult for the sector to receive the
much needed support from the financial sector of the economy. It is imperative
that necessary property enhancing institutions are developed to expand
possible sources of reinvestment capital to property and construction
entrepreneurs in Uganda.
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Would the company like more bank lending to the property and
construction industry?
This question examines whether property and construction firms require more
funding from banks to facilitate effective delivery of services to clients.
Bar Chart Figure 6.14
Yes No
Need for more financial assistance
Evidently, Figure 6.14 shows that 87 percent of property and construction firms
require more financial assistance from banks while only 13 percent of firms
indicate financial self-sufficiency. The analysis not only confirms the
overwhelming need for finances by property and construction firms but also
confirms the discussion in chapter four where the meagre supports given to
property firms by commercial banks was discussed. This contrasts markedly to
the level of financial support enjoyed by the property sector in the developed
countries (Ooi, 2000). Such levels of support are possible owing to the
presence and effective functioning of appropriate property supporting financial
institutions.
In your opinion, is there enough demandfor your company services?
This question is directed towards ascertaining whether property and
construction firms have enough demand for their services to command the
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support of the financial sector. This is important as it is expected that sectors
operating far below capacity utilisation are unlikely to receive the support of the
financial sector.
Bar Chart Figure 6.15
Yea No
Enough demand for services
According to Figure 6.15, almost 67 percent of the property and construction
firms surveyed are sufficiently engaged. In other words, the services of such
firms are sufficiently and effectively demanded to receive the support of the
financial sector. While the significance of effective demand is overwhelming,
discussions in chapter four shows that the structure of the property sector,
especially the lack of effective organisation and professional approach to its
dealings may provide a better understanding for the meagre support received
from the financial sector of the economy. Nevertheless, 33 percent of the
property and construction firms are insufficiently engaged and operating below
full capacity utilisation. Given the perennial fluctuation of the Uganda economy
because of its undiversified and monocultural characteristics, it is hardly
surprising that 33 percent of property firms operate below full capacity. This is
particularly the case as the demand for property services are derived demand
where such demands are firmly linked with the fortunes of the economy.
An additional question was posed to empirically validate the reasons for the
low-level economic activities experienced by property and construction firms.
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Table 6.53 Reasons behind low demand
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 10 55.5 55.5 55.5
Cut-throat competition 4 22.2 22.2 77.7
Inadequate funds 1 5.6 5.6 83.3
Cyclic nature of industry 3 16.7 16.7 100
Total 18 100 100
According to Table 6.53, 22 percent of property and construction firms attribute
low demand to the cut-throat competition between the few firms on the market.
However, 6 percent of firms lack adequate funds to efficiently and effectively
undertake projects; inadequate finances has featured prominently through the
survey as well as in chapter four. Nevertheless, 17 percent of firms experience
low demand due to the cyclic nature of the property and construction industry.
This is a valid point because the demand for property services is dependent on
the state of the economy, which declines in periods of economic recessions and
rises in periods of economic up-turn. In the case of Uganda, economic
recessions are perennial owing to failure to diversify the economy and making it
particularly vulnerable to fluctuations in global commodity prices.
How would you rank public perception or awareness of your profession?
This question seeks the opinion of property and construction firms, regarding
public perception of their profession. As the previous discussion reveals that
some property and construction firms experience low demand, it is crucial to
gauge whether the public is sufficiently informed about the real property sector
and the level of services offered.
According to Figure 6.16, only 7 percent of the firms surveyed can boast of
public awareness of its firm and the services rendered. However, 53 percent
ranked public awareness of their firms and the services offered in the medium
category, while the rest 40 percent of firms surveyed indicated the public
awareness of their existence and services is low. Needless to say, this situation
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does no augur well for the real property plagued by capacity underutilisation
and requiring to enhance its role in Uganda's economic development. However,
a reflection on the discussion in chapters 3 and 4 places this assertion within
perspective in that the sector lacks effective organisation, which is necessary if
the sector is to make itself and the services rendered known to potential clients.
This task would be much easier with the existence of professional bodies to
represent the sector and its members, and to which members can be recruited.
It is usually the case that such professional bodies have the responsibility to
enhance the image of the sector and market it to the public. As shown in the
case of Uganda in chapter 4, the property and construction sector lack
professional associations that may enhance the sector's image to potential
clients, especially to potential property enhancing institutions. Thus, it is
important that Uganda's property sector should actively promote its services, as
is the case in the more robust economies of the world.
Bar Chart Figure 6.16
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Do you advertise your company services, or provide relevant information
to the public?
This question is to ascertain whether property and constructions firms advertise
their services. It is commonly acknowledged that public awareness of services
offered by businesses no doubt increases the level of activities in the particular
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sector. As indicated above, public perception of the real property sector and its
services is poor. It is therefore necessary to inquire whether such firms
undertake any form of advertising to 'boost their fortunes'. Figure 6.17 shows
that 53 percent of property and construction firms advertise their services, which
almost equates to those firms that had been identified above as maintaining
adequate or enhanced public perception of the property sector. Indeed, it was
shown in chapter 4 that some property and construction firms do advertise their
services. This is particularly the case in the estate agency sub-sector, where
advertising is a critical factor to success at the disposal stage of the property
development process.
BarChart Figure 6.17
Yes
Advertising company services
However, 47 percent of firms do not advertise their services, which may explain
the low public perception identified above as prevalent in the sector. From a
developed country perspective such as the UK, it is apparent that property and
construction firms run effective advertising campaigns. However, this owes to
the fact that there are large numbers of firms competing for available demands,
which is the opposite in a developing country like Uganda that is plagued by
capacity underutilisation problems and a much fewer firms. Overall, it can be
argued that public knowledge about the real property sector in Uganda is mixed
owing to the fact that almost half of the responses to our survey confirm poor
public perception of the property sector and services.
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Similarly, a further question was posed to highlight the reasons given by
property and construction firms for not engaging in advertising.
Table 6.54 Reasons for not advertising services by property firms
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 8 53.3 53.3 53.3
Against professional ethics 5 33.3 33.3 86.6
Assured demand 2 13.4 13.4 100
Total 15 100 100
Table 6.54 shows that 33 percent of property and construction firms do not
advertise as this is considered to be professionally unethical. Similarly, 14
percent do not advertise their services because of assured demand owing to
the fact that the government is the main consumer of such services. This
implies that the firms are usually commissioned by local or central authorities to
provide consultancy services and therefore do not require advertising. Otten
these services are of a specialist nature. Overtly, the inefficient and ineffective
institutional structures prevalent in the developing countries like Uganda are
undoubtedly having adverse effects on the development of the property sector
of the economy.
Is your profession self-regulatory or regulated by the government?
This question establishes the role of professional bodies and the government in
the regulation of the property and construction industry. Effective regulation
ensures standards and professionalism, which are crucial to effective service
delivery.
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Table 6.55 Regulation of the property and construction industry
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 1 6.7 6.7 6.7
Self-regulatory 9 60 60 66.7
Government 3 20 20 86.7
Self-regulatory + Gov't 2 13.3 13.3 100
Total 15 100 100
Because the preceding discussion has indicated that professional bodies are
either absent or dormant in Uganda, Table 6.55, however shows that 60 percent
of property and construction firms are regulated by professional bodies in their
drive for self-regulation. While this might suggest the existence of professional
bodies, the discussion in chapters 3 and 4 does indicate that these professional
bodies exist only in name, lacking the capacity to initiate and enforce standards.
Furthermore, it is important to emphasise another angle to this survey result
because self-regulation here could have been so by default since these firms
operate in the informal sector of the economy which is outside the main stream
economy and regulation. It is not surprising that only 20 percent of property and
construction firms come under government regulation. These are likely to be
firms engaged in government contracts. Once again, the extent to which these
firms adhere to government regulations in the form of building standards is
highly debatable, especially in the light of the discussion in chapters 3 and 4
where the Uganda government was shown to lack the necessary institutions to
initiate and enforce regulations.
Finally, 13 percent of our survey admit to being self-regulated and also abide by
government regulations. This is in line with what obtains in other countries such
as the United Kingdom where construction and property firms submit to self-
regulatory bodies as well as government regulation (Tanzi, 1999). In contrast,
the United Kingdom's example indicates that professional bodies such as the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) play important roles in
maintaining standards through its graduated membership programme and the
strong emphasis it places on professional practice (RICS, 1997). Thus,
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professional bodies can play crucial roles in maintaining and enforcing
standards with an overall positive impact on productivity.
If Self-regulated, do you think the regulating body has an impact on the
functioning of the industry? Pleasegive reasons
This question investigates the effectiveness of self-regulation with regards to
conduct and performance of property and construction firms, especially during
the property development process.
Table 6.56 Impact of self-regulation
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 7 46.7 46.7 46.7
Improved services 3 20.0 20.0 66.7
Registered firms undertake projects 1 6.7 6.7 73.3
Avoids red tape 1 6.7 6.7 80.0
Existence of briefcase agents 1 6.7 6.7 86.7
Inactive regulating body 1 6.7 6.7 93.3
Minimal impact on industry 1 6.7 6.7 100
Total 15 100 100
According to Table 6.56, 20 percent of property and construction firms agree
that self-regulation through associations with professional bodies has enabled
them improve quality of service in general. Indeed, given the monitoring
functions of professional bodies, such an effect is expected, but this crucially
depends on the capacity of such professional bodies to perform such monitoring
functions. As indicated in chapter 4 the inactivity of professional bodies in
Uganda clearly reveals the limited scope of professional bodies to be effective
in their enforcement roles in Uganda. Equally, 7 percent maintains that self-
regulation ensures that only registered firms undertake projects, which serves
an important incentive to such firms to comply with professional codes of
conduct. Nevertheless, chapter 4 clearly shows that some property and
construction firms do not belong to professional bodies, which makes it very
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difficult to police, especially where unregistered firms undercut registered ones
with regards to contract pricing.
However, a further 7 percent of surveyed firms claimed not to have been
affected by self-regulation. These firms usually operate as briefcase agents who
pretend to be experts in property-related disciplines, enticing clients with
competitive pricing and are very difficult to police.' While exposing the
weakness in self-regulatory system, there is no indication that if such
regulations would prove effective if backed by law, especially in the case of
Uganda for the reasons advanced above. Generally though, the construction
industry, because of the huge scope for small-scale operations and the number
of operatives remains resistant to regulation and policing. In the advanced
industrialised countries, 'cow-boy' builders constitute major problems to trade
standard officers. However, the presence of appropriate institutions in these
countries facilitate early detection and hence the amelioration of the problem.
Does Government regulation benefit the industry? Please give reasons
This question investigates the effect of government regulation on the property
and construction industry, especially with regards to the property development
process.
Table 6.57 Impact of government regulation
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 11 68.8 68.8 68.8
Only registered & qualified firms 2 12.6 12.6 81.4
provide services
High quality services 1 6.2 6.2 87.6
Adherence to professional ethics 1 6.2 6.2 93.8
Protects end users of property 1 6.2 6.2 100
services
Total 16 100 100
I Briefcase agents are individuals who operate informally without proper business premises and perform
all their business in a briefcase.
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According to Table 6.57, 13 percent of our survey suggests that one of the
effects of government regulations is that only registered and qualified firms are
allowed to provide property services. However, 6 percent of our survey
maintains that high quality services are provided owing to government
regulations, while a similar percentage encourages firms to adhere to
professional codes of conduct. Interestingly, although property and construction
firms seem to be very conversant with the benefits of regulation, it is however
clear from appealing to chapter 4 that regulations, either voluntarily agreed or
imposed by law are flouted in Uganda due to the absence of appropriate
institutions.
Constraints faced by property and construction firms
This section considers the operational environment of property and construction
firms in order to ascertain the extent to which such constraints may have
affected their development. This is particularly the case given the emphasis on
the need for property and construction firms in Uganda to transform into
effective structures capable of making maximum contribution to economic
growth.
Does your company experience any operational constraints?
This question first seeks to ascertain whether the property and construction
firms face any constraints in their operations, and if so, the extent to which this
affects their development into effective and efficient firms.
According to Figure 6.18, 60 percent of property and construction firms
indicated that they are faced with constraints during property service delivery.
This is hardly surprising given the discussion in chapter 4 where delays in
issuing planning permission coupled with the sparse support from the financial
sector renders the operating environment very onerous. However, 33 percent of
firms indicated not having experienced operational constraints. These are likely
to be firms identified in chapter four as foreign and operating in commercial and
high profile developments on behalf of multilateral and unilateral organisations.
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If in the construction industry, do you experience any particular
constraints?
Given the pivotal role of the construction industry in the property development
process, attempts have been to disaggregate the sector in order to capture
sector specific constraints if there are any. Thus, this question examines
possible constraints faced by construction firms. According to Figure 6.19, 27
percent of construction firms indicated experiencing constraints, which has
obvious implications for the development process.
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BarChart Figure 6.19
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Any constraints in construction industry
Additionally, another question sought to establish the nature of constraints
faced by the construction sector during the implementationstage of the property
development process.
Table 6.58 Constraints in construction industry
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 11 57.9 57.9 57.9
Funds 4 21.1 21.1 79.0
Construction equipment 2 10.5 10.5 89.5
Labour 2 10.5 10.5 100
Total 19 100 100
Table 6.58 shows that 21 percent of our survey are constrained by financial
difficulties. Furthermore, 11 percent of our sample survey lack equipment, which
is understandable, given that the unavailability of funds can affect the
procurement of equipment. However, the issue relating to equipment is a
serious one because of the adverse effects of inadequate equipment on the
effectiveness and efficiency of property and construction firms. Similarly,
another 11 percent of our survey experience problems with skilled labour. The
paucity of skilled labour presents serious problems to property developers in
Uganda due to the impact on building completion and delivery as well as on
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quality (Rowings et. a', 1996). Evidently, lack of access to finance, construction
equipment and scarcity of construction skills predominates in the industry and is
experienced by firms across the sector.
Is there a set standard for all materials and equipment used in
construction?
This question examines whether the materials and equipment used by
construction firms are governed by safety standards. Standards are important
because they guarantee safety as well as quality of services delivered by
property and construction firms. Figure 6.20 shows that 33 percent of
construction firms confirm the use of standard construction equipment and
materials. However, 13 percent of firms admitted using substandard materials
and equipment, which is hardly surprising given the problems associated with
access to funding, as identified above. Nevertheless, the importance of
standard is far reaching, as a major determinant of quality.
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Does the company have the required skilled manpower to perform its
services?
This question ascertains whether property and construction firms have the
necessary skilled manpower to effect quality service delivery to clients.
Accordingly, Figure 6.21 shows that 73 percent of property and construction
firms in Uganda are experiencing skilled manpower problems. This confirms the
picture painted in chapters 3 and 4 about the rudimentary state of the Uganda
property sector and the effects of the underdevelopment of effective institutions
such as professional bodies to effect skills development. Thus, it is abundantly
clear that for the property and construction sectors to develop and play the
expected vital role in economic development, the current skills' gap must be
bridged. However, this task is not going to be easy without effective and
functional sets of institutions as set out in chapter 3.
Bar Chart Figure 6.21
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A further attempt was made to gain some insights to the reasons why property
and construction firms in Uganda are lacking in skilled manpower.
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Table 6.59 Reasons behind lack of skilled manpower
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 4 26.7 26.7 26.7
Inappropriate training programmes 5 33.3 33.3 60.0
Deficient education curriculum 6 40.0 40.0 100
Total 15 100 100
The response to this question shows that 33 percent of firms lack skilled
manpower due to inappropriate training programmes while 40 percent affirm
that the education curriculum does not offer a variety of property-related
courses such as construction management to tackle the shortage of skilled
manpower. Both issues raised here feature prominently in chapter 4 and hinder
the availability of adequately skilled manpower in Uganda. The total opposite is
the case in developed countries where property and construction firms have
adequately skilled manpower to deliver the required services.
Does your profession have a shortage of skilled manpower?
This question investigates whether property and construction professions in
Uganda also experience skill manpower shortages.
Bar Chart Figure 6.22
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According to Figure 6.22 also affirms that 72 percent of property and
construction professions in Uganda experience skilled manpower problems.
This corroborates the discussion in chapter 4 where it was advanced that
property and construction professions in Uganda are rudimentary and at their
infancy and that for these professionals to advance beyond their current state
would require skilled manpower. In general, this finding does show that the
acute shortages of skilled manpower are not restricted to individual firms but
also occurs within the respective professions. Arguably, we can safely assume
that the real property sector in Uganda lacks the necessary skilled manpower to
facilitate effective and efficient property development sector.
The reasons for the shortage of property professionals within the real property
sector were sought by a further question.
Table 6.60 Reasons behind shortage of professionals
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 5 29.4 29.4 29.4
Architectural training new 2 11.8 11.8 41.2
Low course intake 3 17.6 17.6 58.8
Low public perception of industry 1 5.9 5.9 64.7
Profession recently revamped 5 29.4 29.4 94.1
Lenient professional regulations 1 5.9 5.9 100
Total 17 100 100
According to Table 6.60, 29 percent of property and construction firms attribute
the shortages of professionals within the property industry to the fact that these
professions did not previously exist and that those in operation have recently
begun. This assertion is corroborated by the fact that years of political instability
and the attendant impact on property development meant that many property
professionals were either killed or moved abroad, creating a massive vacuum of
professionals and their input to the process of property development. Similarly,
12 percent of firms argue that the recent introduction of architectural training
programmes is responsible for the shortage of skills experienced in the industry.
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Furthermore, 18 percent put the shortage of professionals down to limited
property and construction related educational courses across Uganda's
educational institutions. This is more of a problem of under capacity and the
relative to the huge number of skill gap in Uganda.
Equally, 6 percent contends that the shortage of professionals within the
industry is due unclear public understanding of the property industry suggesting
that individuals are not pursuing careers in property-related disciplines because
of the little information on the property and construction industry. Another 6
percent attribute the shortage of professionals to un-enforced professional
codes of conduct, which allows non-professionals to operate undetected,
rendering memberships of professional bodies superfluous. This suggests that
professional code of conduct and regulations are not strict enough to instil
discipline and encourage memberships. This corroborates the theoretical
discussions in chapters 3 and 4 on the dysfunctionality of the Uganda property
and construction industry because of the absence of functional property and
construction enhancing institutions. There is no doubt that on the strength of the
evidence from this study that appropriate institutions, including professional
institutions would be needed to revamp the Uganda property and construction
sector in order to play the pivotal role expected in the pursuit of economic
growth and development.
Does the company provide on-going job training to staff or employees?
This question examines whether property and construction firms provide on-
going job training for staff. Continuous training is a necessary prerequisite to
upgrading skills and keeping acquainted with modern business practices.
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According to Figure 6.23, 67 percent of property and construction firms in
Uganda offer on-going staff training. The benefits of which are that staff can
update their skill levels to meet the property industry requirements. However, 33
percent of firms do not provide on-going staff training, which presents problems
in terms of efficiency and effectiveness of service delivery. The issue of on-
going training is taken seriously in countries with thriving property and
construction sectors where training programmes are available to all employees.
In most cases, these training programmes are provided by professional bodies
(RICS, 1997).
Nevertheless, the reasons why some property and construction firms do not
provide on-going staff training are revealed by a follow up question.
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Table 6.61 Reasons for non-provision of ongoing training
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 10 62.4 62.4 62.4
No company policy 1 6.3 6.3 68.7
Inadequate funds 2 12.5 12.5 81.2
Affiliated with foreign firms 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
Just started business 2 12.5 12.5 100
Total 16 100 100
In Table 6.61, 13 percent of property and construction firms that lack on-going
staff training programmes have attributed this to inadequate funds, and another
13 percent put this down to the fact that they have only just started in business,
which also points to financial factors. This is where assistance from the
government is desirable to assist these companies to meet their skills
requirements. This is mostly accomplished in the developed economies through
fiscal measures such as tax exemption, direct subsidies and grants.
Nevertheless, 6 percent of our survey attributes lack of on-going staff training to
lack of company policy on the issue and another 6 percent of our sample put
this down to the fact to their affiliations to foreign firms who make human
resource decisions. Also it could mean that as a result of such affiliation, skilled
staff are available to the firms.
Does the company use written contracts?
This question investigates whether Ugandan property and construction firms
use contracts during service delivery. Written contracts provide a clear
understanding of mutual obligations and expectations of parties during property
development. They are also important to both parties since they are legally
binding making enforcement of such contracts possible when disputes arise.
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Due to the complex nature of interaction within the real property sector, in
particular between property and construction firms and their clients, formal
agreements are necessary to detail each parties' obligations and expectations,
as is the case with written contracts (Olson, 1990; Eggertsson, 1990; Barton et.
aI, 1983). Evidently, Figure 6.24 shows that 87 percent of property and
construction firms in Uganda use written contracts during their interactions with
clients. This is a high percentage and suggests such firms understand the
importance of written ones during activities such as property development.
Likewise, this is an encouraging sign given the fact that developing countries
like Uganda have formal and informal legal institutional arrangements operating
simultaneously. However, 13 percent of firms do not use written contracts,
which suggests the use of other formal contract arrangements as detailed in
chapter 4. Thus, the use of written contracts as an integral part of economic
activity such as property development should be encouraged.
A question was also posed identifying the reasons why property and
construction firms that do not use written contracts do so, which should shed
some light on the problems associated with the use of written contracts in
Uganda.
Yes No
Use of written contracts
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Table 6.62 Reasons for not using written contracts
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 13 86.7 86.7 86.7
Advisory role 1 6.7 6.7 93.3
Use letters of instruction 1 6.7 6.7 100
Total 15 100 100
For those property and construction firms not using written contracts during
service provision, the reasons given are evident in Table 6.62. For instance, 7
percent does not use written contracts because they perform an advisory role
so no contracts are necessary. This assertion is justified because advice can be
subjective, meaning that it is difficult to draw a written contract. Another 7
percent do not use written contracts but rather letters of instruction, which are
professionally accepted and are equivalent to written contracts. In other words,
some property and construction firms in Uganda use letters of instruction
instead of written contracts during property development. This finding adds
more information about contractual arrangements in Uganda not evident in
chapter four.
Are company contracts prepared with lawyers?
This question establishes whether lawyers or legal experts are involved in
drafting contracts between property and construction firms and clients. The
involvement of legal experts in drawing up contracts is vital to the eradication of
legal anomalies.
The results in Figure 6.25 show that 60 percent of property and construction
firms use contracts prepared by legal experts or advocates. The analysis
indicates that a significant proportion of firms seek the services of advocates in
order to minimise the likelihood of disputes arising (Williamson, 1985). This
finding supports the discussion in chapters 3 and 4, where the vital importance
of contracts to the property development process was discussed. However, 33
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percent of property and construction firms did not employ advocates in the
preparation of contracts, which is surprising given the number of firms that
indicate the use of contracts yet these firms do not use the services of legal
experts.
Bar Chart Figure 6.25
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On the other hand, Table 6.63 reveals the reasons why advocates are not
engaged by some property and construction firms.
Table6.63 Reasons for not using legal experts
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 10 62.4 62.4 62.4
Standard forms of contract used 3 18.7 18.7 81.1
Expertise on various project requirements 1 6.3 6.3 87.4
Very costly 1 6.3 6.3 93.7
Letters of instruction used 1 6.3 6.3 100
Total 16 100 100
According to Table 6.63, 19 percent of property and construction firms employ
standard forms of contract and thus, it is unnecessary to employ advocates.
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The use of standard forms of contracts is cost-effective and straightforward for
some property and construction firms. However, 6 percent argues that their
extensive knowledge of projects empowers them to draft contracts themselves.
Another 6 percent do not employ advocates to draft written contracts because
of the costs involved, especially where such firms operate at the low value-
added end of property and construction business. Similarly, 6 percent uses
letters of instruction instead of contracts and thus does not require advocates.
These letters of instruction are specific because each party is clear on their
obligations.
To what extent are contracts breached?
This question establishes the extent, to which contracts drawn up by property
and construction firms are breached, which can be detrimental to property
development. According to Figure 6.26, 53 percent of firms rarely experienced
breaches of contract. This means that most firms entering written contracts do
not experience any breaches of contract, while 40 percent of firms have
experienced breaches of contracts. This may not be totally unconnected with
the finding above that although written contracts are exchanged but that legal
expertise is rarely sought. Thus, for the property and construction industry to be
developed and playa role in economic regeneration, contracts must not only
become a regular feature of transactions but must be vigorously enforced to be
meaningful.
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How are breaches of contract resolved?
This question indicates how property and construction firms resolve breaches of
contract. This is important because it highlights whether such firms use legal
procedures to settle and enforce contracts.
Table 6.64 Means of resolving breaches of contract
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 1 5.0 5.0 5.0
Courtsltribunals 12 60 60 65
Fines 3 15 15 80
Threats 2 10 10 90
Mutual consent 2 10 10 100
Total 20 100 100
In Table 6.64, 60 percent of property and construction firms use the Courts and
Tribunals to resolve breaches of contract, serving as the main formal
mechanism for resolving breaches of contracts (Kahkonen et. aI, 1997).
However, 15 percent of firms resolve breaches of contract by imposing fines,
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which is a common practice in the property and construction industry. However,
10 percent of the firms surveyed resort to threats as a mechanism for resolving
breaches of contract. These threats could come in various forms, including the
threats to remove the defaulting party from approved contractor's list by the
client or the firm threatening to abandon work. It is often property and
construction firms that issue threats as contract enforcement mechanisms in
order to prompt payments, which is a major problem in Uganda. Another reason
why threats are favoured is that it involves little or no administration costs.
Additionally, 10 percent resolve breaches of contract by mutual consent. In this
case, mutual consent refers to a situation where both parties to the contract
meet, and resolve any disagreements avoiding further legal action. This is
understandable, especially if both parties have engaged in transactions
previously (Macaulay, 1963; 1985; Macneil, 1978).
While it is noted that most property and construction firms in Uganda use the
Courts and Tribunals as contract enforcement mechanisms to resolve breaches
of contract, the discussions in chapter two and three cast doubt over the
efficiency of these institutions. As discussed in these chapters, developing
countries like Uganda are riddled with corruption and bribery, and the judiciary
is no exemption. As a result, it is common place for court decisions to go in
favour of the rich and powerful of the party to the dispute (Meagher, 1997). The
need to have an impartial contract enforcement mechanism cannot be
overemphasised and is a necessary prerequisite to appropriate legal
enforcement (North, 1990).
To what extent are lawsuits and threats used to enforce contracts?
This question examines the extent to which property and construction firms use
lawsuits and threats to enforce contracts, given that the Court and Tribunal
system is indicated to be most effective means of contract enforcement from the
preceding discussion.
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Use of lawsuits to enforce contracts
According to Figure 6.27, 60 percent of property and construction firms rarely
use lawsuits to enforce contracts simply because they may not have the need to
do so. Nevertheless, 33 percent of firms indicate that they frequently use
lawsuits to enforce contracts. Overall, it can be argued that some property and
construction firms in Uganda resort to lawsuits for contract enforcement while in
some instances, they use other means of contract enforcement as already
identified above.
If rarely, is it because the legal institutions are ineffective?
This question investigates the reasons why property and construction firms
rarely use lawsuits to enforce contracts. This is important as it may provide
indications to the effectiveness of the Court system in Uganda.
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Table 6.65 Rare use of lawsuits
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 9 60 60 60
Lawsuits ineffective 2 13.3 13.3 73.3
Huge costs involved 1 6.7 6.7 80
Contracts honoured 2 13.3 13.3 93.3
Tarnish reputations 1 6.7 6.7 100
Total 17 100 100
As can be observed from Table 6.65, 13 percent of property and construction
firms put their rare use of lawsuits and formal enforcement mechanisms to their
ineffectiveness. This is hardly surprising for the reasons given previously of the
impact of corruption and bribery, which often influence the outcomes of
lawsuits. Similarly, 13 percent of property and firms rarely file lawsuits because
most of their clients fulfil their contractual obligations.
However, 7 percent rarely uses lawsuits mainly due to associated costs,
including financial costs and time delay. This viewpoint is corroborated by the
discussions presented in chapter two where the legal systems of most
developing countries like Uganda are accessible only to the rich. In other words,
the high costs associated with formal Courts discourage many from using
formal contract enforcement mechanism (Redding, 1995). Interestingly, 7
percent rarely uses lawsuits when enforcing contracts because as this is seen
to tarnish individuals' reputation and integrity, especially the 'goodwill' of firms
hence may seek to resolve outstanding issues outside of Courts. Indeed,
integrity and reputation are key to informal enforcement mechanisms (Milgrom
et. aI, 1990; Greif et. aI, 1994).
Do you think that information regarding the use of contracts is readily
available?
The purpose is to gauge whether information regarding the importance of
contracts during construction and property transactions is readily available to
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property and construction firms. Insufficient information and general
unawareness about contracts and the benefits of their use may discourage their
uptake, leading to insecure rights as often is the case in Uganda.
BarChart Figure 6.28
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Figure 6.28 shows that 67 percent of property and construction firms maintained
that information regarding contracts is available, which may explain the high
figure of firms using formal contracts in property and construction transactions.
However, 33 percent of firms state that such information is difficult to access
and not readily available. In other words, some property and construction firms
do not use contracts due to lack of information regarding contracts, and if this is
coupled with the lack of impartial courts as well as the associated high costs,
the factors militating against contracts use begin to mount up.
How do you rate the costs of setting up a contract?
The question gauges the costs associated with contracts as this has already
been highlighted as a major obstacle to the use of contracts.
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Bar Chart Figure 6.29
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Costs associated with drafting contracts
Figure 6.29 reveals that 60 percent of property and construction firms find the
costs of drafting contracts reasonable, which is consistent with the percentage
of firms that use legal experts to draft contracts. Whilst, 33 percent of firms
encounter high costs when drafting contracts, which is also similar to the
percentage that does not use legal experts to draft contracts. As indicated
earlier, the latter groups of firms are usually small-scale property and
construction entrepreneurs who are also likely to be operating in the informal
sector of the economy. Generally, transaction costs tend to be higher in
developing countries compared to the developed countries because of
inadequate infrastructure and appropriate institutions (Aron, 2000).
How do you rate the practices of contract enforcement in Uganda?
This question gauges the perceptions of property and construction firms about
their contract enforcement practices. This is important because it provides
better understanding of the contract enforcement mechanisms in Uganda.
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Table 6.66 Contract enforcement practices
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 2 7.2 7.2 7.2
Fair (Yes) 12 42.8 42.8 50
Transparent (Yes) 6 21.4 21.4 71.4
Inexpensive (Yes) 4 14.2 14.2 85.6
Fair (No) 1 3.6 3.6 89.2
Transparent (No) 1 3.6 3.6 92.8
Expensive (Yes) 2 7.2 7.2 100
Total 28 100 100
The results in Table 6.66 show that contract enforcement practices available for
settling disputes are considered to be fair by 43 percent of property and
construction firms surveyed, which may explain why these firms employ such
mechanisms. Thus, it is important for parties to transactions to feel comfortable
with chosen contract enforcement mechanism, which is particularly the case
with regards to the concept of fairness as espoused by North (1990). Similarly,
21 percent of firms also considered current contract enforcement practices as
transparent, while another 14 percent of our survey find such contract
enforcement practices inexpensive. As discussed in the literature review, North
(1990) argues that transparency and cost considerations have important
bearing on the type and nature of the contract enforcement mechanisms
adopted by parties in a dispute.
However,4 percent of firms find the contract enforcement practices to be unfair
and non-transparent. In a similar critical vein, 7 percent of our survey also found
contract enforcement mechanisms to be expensive. The results resonate with
the discussion in chapter 4 given the problems associated with the legal system
in Uganda, which can be difficult to access by the less unfortunate, relatively
unpredictable, slow in reaching judicial decisions and can be unfair. These
factors combine to render the legal system unattractive to transacting parties,
especially where these firms are small scale, and operating at the lower value-
added end of the property and construction industry (Prosterman et. aI, 1998).
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While the majority of property and construction firms in Uganda currently
regards contract enforcement practices as adequate, a lot can and should be
done to extend this satisfaction to the rest of the industry, especially lower-scale
operators in the industry.
How important are Ugandan legal institutions in the process of property
development?
This question seeks the opinions of property and construction firms regarding
the importance and relevance of legal institutions to their operations, as
property rights and contracts are secured by these institutions.
Bar Chart Figure 6.30
NlA Important Very important
Importance of legal institutions
According to Figure 6.30, 33 percent of property and construction firms find
legal institutions to be very important to their operations, while 60 percent see
legal institutions as only important and 7 percent not very important. The results
definitely show that property and construction firms in Uganda are aware of the
significance of legal institutions in the process of property development. This
assertion is corroborated by the discussions in chapter two, where efficient legal
institutions have been identified as having played crucial roles in the
development of the property sectors of the developed countries (de Soto, 1989).
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In the case of the development countries like Uganda, inefficient legal
institutions and systems serve as deterrent to potential entrepreneurs owing to
insecurity of property rights.
Please rank these roles played by the legal institutions in order of
importance?
This question seeks to rank the role of legal institutions in order of importance to
construction and property developers.
Table 6.67 Roles played by legal institutions
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent percent
N/A 2 13.3 13.3 13.3
Facilitate exchange 5 33.4 33.4 46.7
Impartial enforcement 3 20 20 66.7
Reinforcing non-govt contracts 3 20 20 86.7
Screening mechanism 2 13.3 13.3 100
Total 15 100 100
The results reveal that 33 percent of property and construction firms ranks the
facilitating role of legal institutions, especially in facilitating exchange among
clients and firms above all other roles played by legal institutions. However, 20
percent of firms find the role of providing impartial enforcement of contracts as
the second most important function of legal institutions, and indicated in the
literature review chapter, this function is also strongly favoured as equally
important by Olson (1990) and North (1990). Another 20 percent of firms
maintained that the role of reinforcing non-government contracting and
enforcement methods equally as important. The role of providing relevant
information and screening mechanisms is least important according to 13
percent of the survey.
Generally, most property and construction firms find the role of facilitating
exchange between transacting parties to be the most important to the property
development process. Thus, if the property and construction sector in Uganda is
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to dramatically improve, Uganda's legal institutions have to be strengthened to
guarantee impartiality in contract enforcement and thereby facilitate exchange
between property and construction firms and their clients.
Do you think your business practices favour contract compliance by
clients?
This question establishes whether the practices of property and construction
firms favour contract compliance during service delivery. It is likely for such
firms to take on contracts without the expertise, thus falling short of their
obligations.
BarChart Figure 6.31
N/A Yes No
Company practices favour contract compliance
Evidently, Figure 6.31 shows that 80 percent of property and construction firms
are able to successfully deliver the required property development services.
However, 7 percent are unable to successfully deliver required services and
having to breach their contracts. This is a serious situation because contracts
once entered are binding (Kahkonen et. ai, 1997). As a result, such firms are
likely to face lawsuits or be subjected to other forms of contract enforcement as
discussed above.
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Did your organisation or company face problems getting business
permitswhen starting up?
This question examines whether property and construction firms encounter
problems obtaining start-up business permits, highlighting whether the
dysfucntionality of public agencies prevent entry to or from the real property
sector, adversely affecting the property development process.
BarChart Figure 6.32
N/A Yes No
Problems getting start up business permits
The results in Figure 6.32 show that 67 percent of property and construction
firms faced no problems obtaining start-up business permits, while 13 percent of
firms faced problems obtaining permits. Although, the results indicate that most
property and construction firms obtained their start-up permits easily, there are
other firms that experienced some problems. It is not unusual for public sector
service delivery to have serious problems, especially in the developing
countries (Clague, 1994). For instance, not only do most civil servants not follow
official procedure but often abuse their offices by auctioning business permits or
licences to the highest bidder. On the other hand, public agencies in the
developed countries such as the UK are unlikely to exhibit rent-seeking
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behaviour particularly during service delivery, which is an attestation to the
presence of appropriate and efficient institutions in such countries.
6.5 Summary
The empirical analysis presented in this chapter focuses on three institutional
set-ups, including financial institutions, property and construction firms, and the
government institutions that are directly involved with property development.
The findings corroborated or validated most of the theoretical discussion about
the state of the property and construction industry in Uganda, especially the
inefficiency and ineffectiveness, and in some cases, the absence of property
enhancing institutions. The lack of financial support for the industry theorised in
the literature review and found to be prevalent in most of the less developed
countries, especially sub-Saharan Africa was found to be less severe in the
case of Uganda. In Uganda, 71 percent of firms in the financial sector are
actively engaged in various aspects of property development.
However, these activities concentrate round prestigious developments that are
at the high value-added end of the property development process, leaving a
void in the residential and industrial sectors. Additionally, the developments
supported by financial institutions were those owned and managed by
multinational corporations who are able to cross-subsidise their operations
across the world, thereby reducing the lending risks to Uganda financial
institutions. However, when it comes to supporting domestic property and
construction entrepreneurs, the financial sector in Uganda has not performed
particularly well. This is explained by the state of the industry where the
absence of appropriate institutions to initiate, implement and enforce
appropriate rules and regulations to guarantee property rights are absent. Given
this fact, financial institutions in Uganda would be exposing themselves to
considerable risks if they were to engage the property and construction sector.
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The above assertion is particularly the case when the rudimentary state of the
industry is further considered where the absence of professionals and
professionalism has resulted in the lack of a corporate approach to the property
and construction business. This situation is not helped by the absence of
property and construction courses or subjects offered by Uganda's higher
educational institutions. However, this is tempered by the high number of firms
shown in the empirical analysis that provide on-going staff training, which is
essential for skills upgrading. Inspite of this effort, skill shortages is endemic,
especially at the lower end of the property and construction sector where either
because entrepreneurs have recently entered the sector or too small to provide
on-going training. These categories of construction firms should be supported
and given the necessary assistance and such assistance must come from the
government within the overall scheme of small business development and
employment creation.
Nevertheless, a critical look at the services rendered by government institutions
or agencies, the efficiencies and effectiveness of these services, according to
our empirical analysis show that the Uganda government has not positioned
itself to be able to offer the kind of help required by its property and construction
sector. Not only does the government lack the necessary manpower to facilitate
the evolvement and growth of an effective property and construction sector, the
institutions, as they currently stand in Uganda are inadequate to these
challenges.
Nonetheless, the government has realised the need for effective institutions to
achieve national development and has since adopted series of measures to this
effect. The government of Uganda has embarked upon economic liberalisation
and has deregulated the financial sector and some government parastatals
where they are given the free hand to manage their businesses. The effects are
already beginning to show in the dramatic reduction in corruption and a huge
drop in time delays to response from these newly deregulated bodies.
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However, the government needs to enjoin the property and construction to
facilitate the skill requirements of the industry. As evident from the empirical
analysis above, most property and construction firms do not participate in the
industry's related professional bodies, as there is no means of preventing free-
riders from assuming memberships of these bodies without the appropriate
qualifications. This is one area where the government can assist property and
construction skill development by demanding the registration of property and
construction firms as well as all professional institutions in the sector.
Such a move has many advantages, including the opportunity it provides the
government to target the property and construction sector with appropriate and
supporting fiscal policies in aid of growth and development. Secondly, such a
move would encourage property and construction practitioners to form into
professional associations from which the skill requirement of the industry can be
tackled effectively. This is particularly the case where these professional bodies
are recognised by the government, rendering such bodies prestigious. Thus, it
will require the combined efforts of the government, property and construction
firms and practitioners, educational institutions, and the financial sector to effect
the necessary institutional changes needed to facilitate effective construction
and property sector in Uganda.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
FINDINGS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the main findings from the previous chapter in particular
the obstacles faced by financial and government institutions as well as property
and construction firms during the property development process. In addition to
this, policy recommendations are made which on the whole can improve the
property development process, and the institutions underpinning it.
7.2 Main Findings
The empirical analysis has clearly shown that certain momentous issues are
adversely affecting the property development process and the institutions
facilitating the process in Uganda.
7.2.1 Obstacles to the property development process
Inadequate finance
The lack of adequate financial resources is a major obstacle to economic
activities, such as property development, which requires huge and indivisible
resources (Isaac, 1996, Boleat, 1995). In other words, developers or property
entrepreneurs in both developed and the developing countries require adequate
property finance to deliver buildings, which are key catalysts in economic
development. However, as we have seen in chapters 3 and 4, developing
countries like Uganda do not have sufficient funds to channel to property
development, which is effectively means they cannot benefit from the strong link
between the property development process and economic development. This is
emphatically confirmed in chapter 6 where a significant number of property and
construction firms in Uganda lack adequate finances and thus require stricter
credit control on clients to ensure regular and timely payments. Additionally,
other firms advocate for more bank lending to operate efficiently. However, the
results show that due to the absence of sufficient bank financing most property
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and construction firms have to rely on retained profits as the main source of
working capital, whereas others are relying on savings. Unfortunately, these
avenues of finance are not dependable, as they are susceptible to economic
performance.
Well, one might ask why the shortage of funds? The main reason is that the
financial institutions, whose role includes mobilising savings from disparate
savers, especially those in the informal sector of the economy, are unable to do
so (Nissanke et. aI, 1999). Such a situation has created a huge scarcity of
financial resources, with the little available being channelled to sectors like
health, education and trade at the expense of the property sector. Equally,
financial institutions such as the National Social Security Fund that have access
to huge funds on a long-term basis do not provide long-term finance even
though they have real property as part of their investment portfolio. Implicit in
this statement is the fact that the real property sector is disorganised and
underpinned by dysfunctional institutions. Also, property and construction firms
have poor business and management practices to attract the necessary funds.
Despite this situation, chapter 4 indicates that some financial institutions like the
Housing Finance Company of Uganda (HFCU) and Development Finance
Company of Uganda Ltd (DFCU) are providing limited short-term finance. In
particular, the HFCU is funding residential developments while DFCU funds
both commercial and industrial developments. Thus, it is clearly evident that a
shortage of both short-term finance (development loans and overdrafts) and
long-term finance (mortgages, forward sale, sale and leaseback arrangements),
exists within the Ugandan financial sector. In contrast however, the situation is
entirely different in developed countries such as the UK where the
aforementioned financial arrangements are available to developers (Cadman et.
aI, 1999: Isaac, 1996).
It is worth noting that inadequate financing is also affecting government
institutions during the delivery of property services. For instance, the Kampala
City Council (local authority) has a perennial budget deficit, which means it is
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unable to update the structure and Master plans, both of which are vital
planning tools to curb illegal developments (UNGHS, 1999). As a result,
developments in Uganda are springing up haphazardly, which is not helping the
already dire situation. Likewise, inadequate funds are affecting how the KGG
delivers services during some stages of the property development process such
as site identification, evaluation, acquisition and planning permission, thereby
exacerbating the already disorganised process. Inadequate financing is bound
to persist due to insufficient government revenues caused by a narrow tax base
and lack of economic diversification. Equally, the deficient management
practices in the KGG are more than likely to prohibit innovative ways of
expanding its financial base. Meanwhile, the discussion in chapter 3 is entirely
the opposite and shows how local authorities in the UK with more innovative
means of financing have adequate funding to facilitate the property
development process.
Putting this finding in context with the research problem, proposition and
objectives, it is evident that inadequate finance is hindering the property
development process in delivering buildings. Moreover, financial shortages are
also affecting the effectiveness and functioning of government institutions as
well as property and construction firms, which have a major bearing on the
property development process. Thus, unless the problem of inadequate finance
is given urgent attention, the property development process in Uganda will
remain disorganised and unable to deliver adequate and affordable buildings
not to mention the effectiveness and functioning of key property development
institutions will also remain elusive.
Manpower shortages
The lack of manpower is gravely affecting property development in Uganda
because the supporting institutions including financial, government as well as
property and construction firms are short staffed, and thus unable to deliver
appropriate property services. The empirical analysis (chapter 6) validates the
fact that most property financiers lack skilled manpower in particular, property
professionals to facilitate financial arrangements between developers and them.
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Consequently, only a limited number of financial institutions have property
professionals. They are mainly specialists in construction and estate
management and happen to be educated and trained abroad, as opposed to
locally. Nevertheless, the repercussions are such that high transactions are
likely to be incurred by developers during the procurement of property finance
due to the lack of appropriate professionals to minimise the associated risks.
However, as a short-term solution property financiers are consulting valuers and
engineers to streamline financial arrangements with developers. Generally,
valuers have the role of assessing the value of collateral to ensure it is greater
than the loan value, thus reducing some risk. But in the Ugandan scenario, as
corroborated by chapter 4 (section 4.4), it is worth emphasising that financiers
are sceptical about such valuations because no standard guidelines are
followed or monitoring bodies in place, viewpoints discussed in chapter 4.
Whereas in the UK where valuation standards and such bodies are in place,
their counterparts do not share such concerns (RICS, 1995).
For government institutions like the KCC, manpower shortages are affecting the
delivery of vital property services such as issuing of land titles, planning consent
and building permits. In effect, site identification, site acquisition and planning
permission stages of the property development are being affected. Because
these are crucial stages in property development, it is not surprising that
property development in Uganda is the way it is thus, undertaken on an
incremental basis (Bamberger, 1982; Pugh, 1990; Tipple, 1994). Also, chapter
four (section 4.2) highlights that political instability during both Idi Amin and Dr.
Obote's regimes left the KCC with inadequate manpower. In particular, skilled
personnel emigrated leaving a void, which is now filled by inexperienced and
unskilled persons mainly employed through kin networks (Ostrom et. aI, 1993).
Likewise, the lack of skilled manpower has meant that the Ministry of Lands,
Water and Environment (MLWE) does not have a technical unit to provide
property information vital during site identification. As a result, developers are
faced with immense problems at the initial stage of the property development
process. More potently, the lack of skilled manpower is affecting the availability
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of property information, which developers need to guide their decision on
whether to undertake proposed developments (Keogh et. ai, 1994).
The analysis has revealed that property and construction firms as well as the
respective professions are also faced with severe manpower shortages, which
is undoubtedly compromising the quality of property services offered to
developers. Not to mention the devastating effect it is having on the
development of Uganda's property sector. These findings confirm the
discussion in chapter 4 where some property and construction firms have only
one qualified person performing the various activities encapsulating the severity
of the situation. A common example is where the managing director takes on
the roles of foreman, land surveyor and transport officer, which in itself depicts
low levels of specialisation, and thus hinders economic development. On the
other hand, unskilled manpower is hindering the evolvement of property
markets in Uganda, which require highly skilled manpower to reduce transaction
costs of parties exchanging real property. Transaction costs are high in the
absence of skilled manpower because unskilled manpower is unable to provide
adequate information to reduce associated risk, as is the case in the developing
countries (Aron, 2000; Coase, 1988). Equally, that is why developed countries
where skilled manpower is abundant transaction costs are low and property
markets well-developed (North, 1990; D'Arcy et. ai, 1999).
In view of this finding, it is difficult to see how the property development process
in Uganda can deliver adequate and affordable commercial, industrial and
residential buildings, if there are severe manpower shortages. Likewise,
manpower shortages are adversely affecting the functioning and effectiveness
of institutions that underpin the property development process. Hence, until
manpower shortages affecting the property development institutions are
reversed, property development in Uganda will remain disorganised and
rudimentary and the institutions supporting the process will have less impact on
underpinning property development.
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Inappropriate Training Programmes
Training programmes are now an integral part of company policy in developed
and some developing countries. This trend is due to the realisation that high
standards in service delivery can only be achieved by making staff training a
key constituent of company policy. For instance, graduates in the UK undergo
structured training programmes once recruited by property and construction
firms to ensure they acquire appropriate skills, enabling them maintain the set
standards in service delivery. Fundamentally, structured training programmes
are not restricted to property and construction firms alone but extend to public
agencies, financial and educational institutions, signalling the presence of
appropriate institutional structures in such countries. Thus, training programmes
now form a key aspect of all organisations because they enhance service
delivery, benefiting economic development. However, in the case of developing
countries like Uganda, as revealed by the analysis (chapter 6), severe
shortages of skilled manpower in government institutions as well as property
and construction firms are prevalent because of inappropriate and non-existent
training programmes. So, the effects of such a situation have culminated in poor
and low quality property services such as planning permission, thereby
curtailing property development. The paucity of training programmes is
demonstrated by the fact that some Kee staff are sent abroad for training.
Though a necessary step, this is a short-term solution to a pressing problem,
whose impact on the delivery of property services, and the property
development process in Uganda is questionable. This is because some of the
KeC employees returning from training abroad, find better jobs with
international organisations, meaning their skills do not serve the intended
purpose (delivery of property services) whatsoever.
In the case of most property and construction firms, the analysis (chapter 6)
indicates that they provide some form of job training. Nevertheless, there are
still a number of firms that do not have training programmes at all. This situation
is exacerbated by the fact that institutional arrangements in developing
countries like Uganda are weak and unable to underpin the establishment of
training programmes. Another reason for inappropriate training programmes is
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the fact that most property and construction firms have inadequate funds, a
point already emphasised. Similarly, even the discussion in chapter 4 (the
interface between the Ugandan economy and the property sector) highlights
that insufficient training is given to property professionals especially those
returning to the property industry, undoubtedly affecting the quality of completed
buildings. All in all, the lack of appropriate training programmes within the Kee,
property and construction firms and not to mention financial institutions is a
major constraint to the property development process in Uganda, because staff
do not receive sufficient training to upgrade their skill levels to meet the property
industry requirements.
This finding has serious implications on the property development process in
Uganda, especially in terms of adequacy and affordability of commercial,
industrial and residential buildings necessary for economic development. In
other words, until and unless the manpower facilitating property development is
appropriately trained, the benefits offered by the process will continue to elude
Uganda's economic development.
Deficient Education Curriculum
Since the analysis affirms the acute manpower shortages and inappropriate
training programmes, it is nevertheless apparent that the situation is due to
Uganda's education curriculum, which lacks many property-related courses
(DOH, 1992). In other words, the absence of many property-related courses in
the Ugandan education curriculum is partly responsible for the acute manpower
shortages and dismal training programmes. In fact, chapter 4 indicates that
courses such as land management, construction management and estate
management vital to property development are absent from the curriculum. This
scenario clearly indicates that some property professionals are lacking within
the Ugandan real property sector. Equally, although architecture and land
surveying courses are offered at University level, graduates on such courses do
not meet the skill requirements of the property and construction firms, financial
institutions and public agencies. This coupled with the fact that property firms
and public agencies do not have graduate training programmes to enable them
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acquire sufficient skills to appropriately deliver property services, only
exacerbates the problem. On the other hand, graduates from technical colleges
have some practical skills that meet the requirements of property firms in
Uganda. Nevertheless, without an education curriculum that offers all the
necessary property-related courses it is difficult to see how the severe
manpower shortages within the Ugandan property sector can be resolved.
Fundamentally, unless more property-related courses are introduced to the
education curriculum in Uganda, property services and the property
development process will continue to suffer, curtailing economic development.
In contrast, the education curriculum in developed countries offers multifarious
property-related courses such as land management, building surveying,
construction management, architecture, estate management, quantity surveying
and facilities management (Cadman et. ai, 1999). All these courses produce
specialists every year that are absorbed into the real property sector and add to
the already existing number of property professionals. In the UK scenario,
property and construction firms and public agencies and even financial
institutions recruit property graduates to ensure that qualified persons undertake
the delivery of property services but which is not the case in the developing
countries like Uganda.
In light of this finding, the property development process in Uganda cannot
deliver affordable commercial, industrial and residential buildings necessary for
economic development because the education curriculum lacks appropriate
property courses. This in effect means that key property professionals are not
available to advise developers as well as provide certain information to ensure
the success of the property development process. The other implication of a
deficient education curriculum is that institutions underpinning the property
development lack key professionals, resulting in further inefficiency and
ineffectiveness in the process.
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Inactive Professional Bodies
The analysis (chapter 6) reveals that most property and construction firms in
Uganda are self-regulated meaning they are governed by professional bodies
while the rest are either government or self & government regulated. More
importantly, the analysis also shows that regulation improves services as well
as ensures qualified persons deliver services during property development.
Although, these are encouraging findings, the reality is that professional bodies
do not prevent unqualified persons from partaking in property services such as
valuations, which is undermining professional standards. On a more critical
note, it is such a scenarios that discourage financiers from providing property
finance because professional bodies responsible for monitoring property
services like valuations are either dormant or none existent, as discussed in
chapter 4 (section 4.3). Equally, this means that transaction costs associated
with the procurement of property finance are bound to be substantially high due
to the absence of such bodies that minimise associated risk. Needless to say,
the implications of this situation are far reaching, especially since professional
bodies are fundamentally responsible for maintaining standards and
professionalism within the real property sector, also explaining the absence of a
corporate approach to property development in Uganda.
In contrast however, chapter 3 reveals that professional bodies in the UK such
as the RICS are well established. By this we mean the RICS plays an active
role in monitoring the activities of its members who are engaged by developers
during property development (RICS, 1994; 1995). Equally, qualified property
valuers (chartered surveyors) are the only recognised persons to perform
valuations and for this reason financiers are confident to draw on their expertise
when it comes to ascertaining the value of collateral against which property
finance is obtained (Cadman et. aI, 1999; Isaac, 1996). The confidence stems
from the fact that property valuers adhere to procedures set by the RICS but
which are clearly absent in the Ugandan scenario. On the same token
professional bodies like the RICS playa pivotal role in the enforcement of
training programmes, simply because all members are continually required to
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attend professional training, so as to keep up with the dynamic changes in the
property industry (Matzdorf, 2000). On the whole, it is clearly evident that well-
established professional bodies are crucial to the delivery of property services
not to mention the property development process in Uganda.
The ramification of inactive professional bodies on property development in
Uganda means that it is difficult to ensure the quality of commercial, industrial
and residential buildings available for consumption, which undoubtedly has
health and safety implications on occupants. Additionally, since professional
bodies are key institutions in property development, their inactivity as is the
case in Uganda makes the property development process intricate. Thus,
inactive professional bodies have adverse consequences on the effectiveness
of property development institutions.
Use of Written Contracts
The analysis in section 6.4 revealed that most property and construction firms in
Uganda utilise written contracts when performing services vital to the property
development process. This is surprising because there is overwhelming
evidence suggesting that the contrary is the case in the developing countries
(Kahkonen et. ai, 1997). This suggests a need for caution because developing
countries like Uganda have formal and informal institutions functioning parallel
to each other, as discussed in chapters 2 and 4. Effectively, this means that
some firms will utilise written contracts, while others will opt for unwritten
contracts depending on the circumstances. Besides the firms did not specify
whether they use formal and informal contracts concurrently. The use of
informal contracts in developing countries such as Uganda is bound to happen
due to the costs associated with written contracts relative to income (North,
1990; Redding, 1995). Nevertheless, the use of written contracts protects the
property rights and legal interests of various stakeholders engaged in property
development (Eggertsson, 1990; Barzel, 1989).
Likewise, chapters 2 and 4 highlight the fact that the use of informal contracts in
developing countries like Uganda is due to the absence of formal institutions,
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which is understandable given the weak and dysfunctional nature of institutions
underpinning the property sector (Pollak, 1985). However, although informal
contracts are used in developed countries such as the UK, this mainly happens
after transacting parties have established a long relationship through written
contracts and is not because of inappropriate formal institutions, as is the case
in developing countries (Macaulay, 1963; Klein et. ai, 1981).
Also, the majority of property and construction firms have their contracts
prepared by legal experts, which ensures that legal anomalies are avoided.
However, a few firms do not engage legal experts in the preparation of their
contracts, especially those that employ letters of instruction, which are rather
straightforward. Likewise, there is a notable proportion of firms that do not use
contracts at all and thus, do not require the services of such experts. Arguably it
is such firms that utilise informal contracts. So, much as the findings affirm that
most property and construction firms in Uganda utilise written contracts, it is our
viewpoint that the presence of inappropriate institutions is preventing the wider
use of such contracts thus, hindering the property development process.
This finding certainly has a serious bearing on the property development
process in Uganda. For instance, the use of written contracts ensures
developers undertaking property development can enforce their legal rights in
formal court should disputes arise. Also, this reduces the chance of developers
losing the huge funds invested in projects. Furthermore, the use of written
contracts encourages developers to undertake more commercial, industrial and
residential projects vital for economic development with the safe knowledge that
their investments can be protected by formal institutions. However, if the use of
written contracts during property development does not increase or is not
encouraged by the availability of low-cost contracts, developers are bound to
face high risks when undertaking projects, thereby hindering the availability of
affordable commercial, industrial and residential properties in Uganda. Likewise,
the minimal use of written contracts depicts the ineffectiveness of Uganda's
property development institutions.
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Ineffective Contract Enforcement Mechanisms
Contract enforcement is an important aspect of economic activity because it
provides mechanisms that ensure that contracts entered into by parties are
enforceable (Kahkonen et. aI, 1997). So, the absence of effective contract
enforcement mechanisms discourages economic activity because individuals'
legal rights are unsecure. However, the analysis shows that most property and
construction firms in Uganda use courts or tribunals to resolve breaches of
contract when they arise. Nevertheless, this is with caution as some firms are
reluctant to file lawsuits in such cases. This is because enforcement
mechanisms in the developing countries such as Uganda are prone to rent-
seeking behaviour like bribery (Meagher, 1997). Similarly, the discussions in
chapters 2 and 4 emphatically show that bribery of court officials occurs in Sub
Saharan African countries like Uganda. Essentially, this means that the
impartial enforcement of contracts, which is the premise of Uganda's judicial
system is compromised. At the same time, some property and construction
firms find costs associated with contract enforcement high, deterring them from
using courts or tribunals, as enforcement mechanisms. Implicit in this statement
is the fact that individuals only enter contracts when they have financial means
to enforce them (Coase, 1988). As a result, some property and construction
firms prefer mutual understanding to resolve breaches of contract because no
costs are incurred but rather the reputation and integrity of the transacting
parties (Milgrom et aI, 1990).
On the other hand, contract enforcement mechanisms like formal courts in
developed countries such as the UK are impartial when dealing with breaches
of contracts. This means that parties wishing to resolve any disputes regarding
contracts are guaranteed a fair hearing from the courts or tribunals without need
for bribes. Thus, the main difference between contract enforcement
mechanisms in developed and the developing countries is the degree of
impartiality of the legal institutions or enforcement agencies.
In essence, this finding implies that stakeholders in the Uganda's property
development process such as developers and property professionals have to be
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extremely cautious with the contract enforcement mechanisms. This is because
such parties have to have the financial means to enforce the contracts entered
during property development. Furthermore, enforcement costs are bound to
spiral with the rent-seeking behaviour plaguing Uganda's legal institutions or
enforcement agencies; hindering the property development process in
delivering adequate and affordable commercial, industrial and residential
properties. Equally, ineffective contract enforcement mechanisms portray the
ineffectiveness of Uganda's legal institutions in underpinning the property
development process.
Low Public Awareness
The analysis shows that the role of property development institutions such as
financial, government as well as property and construction firms during the
delivery of property services is less known to public. In fact, there is generally
low public awareness about the real property sector, which is not surprising
given the lack of effective organisation in the sector. Equally, it is important to
emphasise that the task of raising public awareness would be easier, if
protessionat bodies where functional to represent the sector and its members.
In the developed and newly industrialising countries, it is the responsibility of
such bodies to enhance the image of the real property sector as well as market
it to public. However, financial institutions are aware of the need to raise public
awareness and advertise their services through popular media such as radio,
newspapers and television. Nevertheless, more effort is required on this issue
especially advertising in local languages and in rural areas. The implications of
such a move will increase the flow of funds from the informal to formal sector,
thus benefiting property finance (Boleat, 1985; Nissanke et. aI, 1999). On the
other hand, the developers' perception of government institutions like the
Kampala City Council is low in their provision of property services because of
delays and inadequate property information, all of which increase transaction
costs. Furthermore, other factors such as inadequate funds to facilitate service
delivery and inappropriate training programmes for employees do little to
enhance developers' perception of such institutions during property
development.
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Although, half of the property and construction firms advertise their services
some do not because their professional codes of conduct discourage them from
doing so. The discussions in chapters 2 and 4 also paint the same picture that
public awareness of the real property sector in developing countries like
Uganda is still low. Arguably, this maybe due to the low priority accorded to the
sector by government as well as the ineffective and inefficient institutions that
underpin property development. In contrast, the situation in the UK a developed
country is different because appropriate institutions in particular professional
bodies exist, promoting the real property sector and providing sufficient
information to the public. All this means developers or property entrepreneurs in
the UK have better awareness of the services provided by property
development institutions.
Essentially, this finding does little to recognise the importance of property
development in the delivery of adequate and affordable commercial, industrial
and residential buildings, which Uganda so badly needs. Put another way, until
public awareness is raised to highlight the link between the property
development and economic growth, the shortage of quality and affordable
buildings in Uganda will persist. Moreover, low public awareness of the real
property sector in Uganda only serves to delay the institutional reforms
necessary to strengthen property development institutions in Uganda.
7.3 Policy Recommendations
The recommendations are derived from the empirical analysis and findings as
well as the theoretical discussion in previous chapters. Fundamentally, this
study has made it clear that Uganda's property development institutions,
including financial and government as well as property and construction firms
are unable to effectively underpin property development due to various
constraints discussed in section 7.2. More importantly, the recommendations
suggested are also informed by the discussion in section 2.5, which dealt with
institutional reforms. It is overwhelmingly clear from this section that developing
countries like Uganda with inappropriate and dysfunctional institutions require
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such reforms to achieve economic development. Thus, for Uganda's property
development institutions to facilitate a corporate approach to property
development that leads to sustainable economic development, we recommend
the following proposals:
Financial reforms to support the property development process
Throughout this study, inadequate finance has been identified as a major
obstacle to the efficiency and effectiveness of property development institutions
and process in Uganda. This situation can only be reversed through financial
reforms, which should not only recognise the importance of property
development to economic development but also make the property sector one
of the priority areas. This proposal is valid given that the Ugandan government
has embarked on economic reforms such as financial liberalisation and
privatisation of government assets, as evident in chapter 4. We must not forget
that this move will only serve to enhance the status of the Ugandan property
sector as a barometer to economic performance, already the case in the UK
and other developed or newly industrialising countries. As a result, specific Acts
encouraging the provision of property finance by financial institutions should be
established. On the other hand, financial institutions should seek innovative
ways of mobilising funds from the informal sector into the formal economy
where they can be utilised effectively, for example in the provision of property
finance. Equally, property and construction firms in Uganda should adopt better
business and management practices to inspire financial lending to the sector.
Introduction of more property-related courses within the academic
curriculum
The acute shortage of skilled manpower within local authorities, ministries,
financial institutions and property and construction firms involved in the delivery
of property services needs to be addressed immediately. As a result, we
propose that government through the relevant educational institutions should
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take the necessary steps to establish property-related courses at degree and
technical level. In the long run this will increase the number of skilled manpower
within the real property sector, thereby improving service delivery during
property development. If government does not undertake this proposal the
acute shortage of skilled manpower, as revealed by the analysis and chapter 4
will persist, hindering economic development in Uganda.
Introduce compulsory training programmes
Government institutions should introduce compulsory training programmes, as
both a short-term and long-term strategy, to update the skill levels of their
employees, especially those delivering property services. Only this way can the
problem of incompetence and unskilled manpower be overcome. Also, this will
eventually improve the quality of services offered to developers or property
entrepreneurs in Uganda. For instance, appropriate training programmes should
improve site identification, acquisition and planning permission, vital stages of
the property development process. This strategy should also be adopted by
financial institutions and property and construction firms, to ensure their
employees can deliver high quality services, particularly those vital to the
property development process. Equally, government and financial institutions as
well as property and construction firms should formulate employee retention
strategies to curb the loss of skilled manpower to multilateral and unilateral
organisations because of better remuneration packages.
Increasing public awareness on the importance of property development
Clearly, there is an urgent need to raise public awareness regarding the
importance of property development to economic development. However, in our
opinion government embracing and recognising the importance of the real
property sector to economic development can achieve this, as is the case in the
UK and other developed or newly industrialised countries. This has to be a long-
term strategy in order to reverse the neglect of the property sector during
successive regimes. Such awareness might also eradicate the need for
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individuals to destroying real property particularly during periods of political
instability, as has previously happened and has deterred investment to
Uganda's property sector.
Strengthen enforcement mechanisms
Since government has the role of acting as a third party enforcer during
economic activities such as property development, then it is directly responsible
for strengthening its enforcement mechanisms particularly the formal courts. At
present because court officials are susceptible to bribery, this is undoubtedly
preventing Uganda's judicial system from being impartial during the
enforcement of contracts or land disputes, causing insecure property rights. In
fact, government should consider setting up a special court to deal with property
disputes, which will speed up the resolution process, which is not the case at
the moment and is discouraging investment in the property sector.
Establish and Strengthen Professional Bodies through Legislation
Since professional bodies are responsible for maintaining professionalism and
high standards within the property sector then it is important for government to
provide legislation that formally establishes or strengthens such bodies. Taking
such steps will not only be timely but a confidence booster to stakeholders in
Uganda's property development process. Equally, once professional bodies are
up and running, financial institutions in Uganda may reconsider their lending
policies to the real property sector, thus availing more property finance due to a
significant reduction in associated risk. Likewise, the transaction costs
associated with the procurement of property finance and the property
development process should reduce dramatically.
7.4 Further Research
Whilst undertaking this study it has become clear that the property development
process is rudimentary and disorganised. More importantly, the institutions and
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institutional set-ups underpinning property development are ineffective and
dysfunctional, which is hindering economic growth and sustainable
development. Equally, most literature has been found in journals and books and
focuses on property development in developed countries such as the UK.
Crucially, we also recognise that hardly any empirical studies have been done
on the institutional approach to the property development process in the UK;
similar studies on Uganda are required so that property-related policies and
strategies are implemented by appropriate and functional institutions, thus
achieving the desired benefits.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSIONS
This study on the role of institutions in property development, particularly in
Uganda is timely, given the pressing need for adequate and affordable
commercial, industrial and residential buildings, which are key catalysts in
economic growth and development. Furthermore, the study has revealed that
an effective and functional property development process in Uganda is
impossible without well-developed institutions. However, the following is an
overall summation of this study:
Chapter one advanced the argument that a well-established property
development process can deliver buildings, which are key catalysts in economic
development. Unfortunately, experience shows that property development in
developing countries, particularly Sub Saharan African (SSA) countries was
disorganised and unable to deliver sufficient quantities of buildings to facilitate
economic development. However, institutional deficiencies within these
countries have been identified as the biggest obstacle, given that institutions are
now recognised as a vital constituent of economic development. So, the
inappropriate institutions found in the developing countries have resulted in
disorganised property development processes compared to developed
countries where corporate approaches to property development were possible
due to appropriate and efficient institutions.
The theoretical framework and literature review on the role of institutions in
economic development was presented in chapter two. In particular, section 2.2
per se defined institutions, the different categories that exist in society and their
characteristics. The role and importance of institutions in economic
development was covered in section 2.3, which also had subsections on
property rights (2.3.1), contracts (2.3.2) and contract enforcement (2.3.3).
These subsections discussed key aspects of institutions during economic
development. The focus then moved to institutional arrangements in developing
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countries (2.4), because chapter one clearly stated that such countries had
inappropriate institutions. This assertion was confirmed in subsection 2.4.1,
where government institutions in the SSA countries were found to be weak and
corrupt and exhibited other rent-seeking behaviour, making them unable to
formulate and implement policy effectively as well as deliver public services.
Even the legal institutions (2.4.2) in these countries were unreachable by the
majority of the populace, let alone unaffordable by them. Worse still, this
situation was exacerbated by their inability to impartially protect and enforce
individuals' property rights due to bribery. Furthermore, financial institutions
(2.4.3) in the SSA countries were underdeveloped, meaning that they failed to
perform vital functions in economic development such as mobilising and
allocating financial resources. As a result, institutional reforms (2.5) were
proposed to create an enabling environment where such institutions can
underpin economic development.
Chapter three focused on the institutional approach to property development,
which was tackled by analysing the property development process in the UK
(3.2). In particular, the actual stages in the property development process were
identified and how they were underpinned by the relevant institutions. Overall,
as emphasised by the summary (3.3), the efficiency and effectiveness of key
institutions allowed the property development process in the UK to be well
established. This was also the case for other developed and newly
industrialising countries, which means that SSA countries need to have effective
and efficient institutions underpinning their property development processes
before sustainable development can be achieved.
Following on, chapter four discussed the interface between Uganda's socio-
economic structure and its real property sector. To begin with section 4.2
showed how Uganda's past political turmoil has adversely affected economic
development, as well as the evolvement of the property development process,
as demonstrated by the incremental development prevalent in the country.
Analysing the property development process in Uganda (4.3) vividly portrayed
the scenario. Additionally, the examination of the property markets (4.4)
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denoted that the weak and inappropriate institutions found in Uganda were
responsible for the underdevelopment of residential (4.4.1), commercial (4.4.2)
and industrial (4.4.3) markets as well as their inability to facilitate the exchange
of real property. Given that weak institutions were identified as an obstacle to
property development, section 4.5 examined the property development
institutions, including financial (4.5.1), professional (4.5.2) and government
(4.5.3) in Uganda and various constraints were found to hinder their efficiency
and effectiveness during property development. The summary (4.6) confirmed
our viewpoint that SSA countries like Uganda were unable to benefit from the
property development process because of weak and inappropriate institutions.
Chapter five dealt with the research methodology and Ugandan case study. In
section 5.2, the qualitative methodology was chosen to best portray the state of
property development institutions in Uganda. More particularly, the exploratory
case study was found to be the appropriate research method (5.3) because it
closely embraced the principles of qualitative methodology as well as offered
flexibility to use multiple sources of evidence and an in-depth analysis of the
subject under investigation. However, the shortcomings of this research method
were overcome by employing the snowballing technique. Structured
questionnaires and interviews were employed as methods of data collection
(5.4) and the computer software package (SPSS) was used to analyse the data.
On the other hand, the Ugandan case study featured in 5.6. The emphasis here
was on the property development institutions (5.6.1) including financial and
government as well as property and construction firms. Those organisations
that participated in the case study were evident in 5.6.2, while 5.6.3 covered the
experiences during the fieldwork. The actual number of questionnaire
responses and interviewees during the fieldwork in Kampala were presented in
5.6.4.
The empirical analysis of the data collected in Uganda was presented in chapter
six. In section 6.2, the data on financial institutions in Uganda was analysed, the
data analysis of government institutions (6.3) and property and construction
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firms (6.4) followed thereafter. A summary to the chapter was presented in
section 6.5.
Chapter seven was where the discussion of the main findings and policy
recommendations took place. In section 7.2 the main findings were presented
particularly obstacles affecting the effectiveness and efficiency of the property
development process in Uganda. They included-
• Inadequate finance
• Manpowershortages
• Inappropriate training programmes
• Deficient education curriculum
• Inactive professional bodies
• Use of written contracts
• Ineffective contract enforcement mechanisms
• Low public awareness
Meanwhile, the policy recommendations (7.3) were based on the institutional
reforms mentioned in section 2.5 and the above findings, and are as follows:
• Financial reforms to support the property development process
• Introduction of more property-related courses within the academic
curriculum
• Introduce compulsory training programmes
• Increasing public awareness on the importance of property development
• Strengthen enforcement mechanisms
• Establish professional bodies through legislation
The final section 7.4 indicated possible areas for future research based on the
discussions within this study.
Overall, this study has successfully set out an argument for how and why
effective institutions and processes are vital to property development in the
developing countries, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa. As a result, the
contribution it has made to existing knowledge is that for any property-related
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policies and strategies to be successful in Sub-Saharan African countries like
Uganda, the appropriate institutions have to be identified and nurtured, which in
turn ensures that the property development process delivers adequate and
affordable commercial, industrial and residential properties necessary for
economic growth and sustainable development.
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[~ COMMERCIAL - FOR SALE --I
SHOWROOM, OFFICES, Showroom 396m2 (4261 sq ft)
1,638 m2 (17,625 sq ft) 8 CITY CENTRE
5 Office 125m2 (1,345)
2 2
Cl) Store plus Godown I. 117m (12.019 ft )
US $600,000 u I Shower 3 Toilets
TWO SINGLE STOREY Part-converted Bungalows in One Plot
OFFICE BUILDINGS NAKASERO 12 Offices'" Staff-room 3 Kitchens 5 Toilets'"302 m2 (3.245 sq ft) ~ HILI Perimeter chainlink fenceu
US $550,000 I Acre(approx)
SINGLE STOREY OFFICE Part -converted Bungalow in Own Plot
163m2 (l, 755 sq ft) NAKASERO 5 Offices8 Staff-Room Kitchen 2 Toilets
US $/80,000
Cl)
HILLu 2 Meter Perimeter Wall 0.5 Acre (approx)
[e IINDUSTRIAL - TO LET ~
WORKSHOP&GO-DOWNS Open-plan floor, Clear Span Construction
2,880 m1 (30989 sq ft) '" CITY CENTER
2 WorkShop 2,500 m2 (26,900 sq ft)
~ I Go-Down 380 m
2 (4,089 sq ft)
US$8,000per month
WORKSHOP&GO-DOWNS Showroom Ground Floor 383 m2,
1,624 m1 (17,474 sq It)
~ CITY CENTER
WorkShop & Store 470 m2
USU, 700per month Store on I- 369 m
2
Uncovered area 402 m2
WAREHOUSE~ACTORY
INDUSTRIAL2,528 m1 (27,201 sq ft) Open-plan floor, Clear Span Construction~ 2 warehouses each 2,260 m2
US$12,650per month ~ AREA Office Block 268 m2
WAREHOUSE~ACTORY Office Block
2,107 m1 (2,2667 sq ft) - INDUSTRIAL Open-plan floor, Clear Span Construction~ Warehousing or Light Industrial UseUSS8,OOO per month AREA Enclosed Car Park with Perimeter Wall
WAREHOUSE~ACTORY
1,550 m1 (16,678 sq ft) e- INDUSTRIAL Open-plan floor,§ Clear Span Construction
USS6,200 per month AREA warehouse
E"ST "FRC .... PROPERTY "GeNCY Lld PIal., KIm_ .._,.,. ~_.peI. TEL: 0.1 341381 FAX 0.1 344 _ E-UAL: ~.oom
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3/3199 Questionnaire 1- Financial Institutions
DE MONTFORT
UNIVERSITY
LD:U'l'tlHIILTON KEYNES
IEIlf'OIII)' UNCOUI
Dear Sirl Madam ,
Re: Questionnaire for Financial Institutions
This questionnaire is designed to ascertain issues relevant to my PhD research. The
research is being carried out at the Developing World Built Environment Research Unit-
De Montfort University (Leicester, UK).
This field study aims to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of Financial institutions
concemed with property development in Uganda. The findings will be used in fonnulating
and recommending policy to address the present obstacles to effective property
development in the country.
Your contribution in filling the questionnaire will be greatly appreciated. Please tick or
circle the appropriate box; in other instances write comments in the provided spaces. It
will take between 15-30 minutes of your precious time. All infonnation gathered from this
questionnaire will be kept confidential and will be used for academic purposes only.
Please read the definition of tenns used in this study overleaf.
The questionnaire consists of 5 pages.
Thank you for participating .
.................... ,..•.................................................................................................................................
Mr.RogerMbuga
DevelopingWorld Built Environment Research Unit
LeicesterSchool of Architecture
Facultyof Art and Design
DeMontfortUniversity
TheGateway,Leicester
LE19BH
Un~edKi~gdom.
Tel:+44-116-2551551 Ext.B478 Fax: +44-116-250-6352 E-mail: rrm@dmu.ac.uk
C.C:Prof.Brian Field and Dr. John Ebohon.
Questionnaire- Financial Institutions
THE ROLE OF INSTITUTlONS IN PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT:
CASE STUDY OF UGANDA.
DE MONTFORT
UNlVERSITY
LEICESTtR'MILTONKEYNEs
8EDroRD' UHCOlH
Developing Wortd Built Environment Research Unit
Leicester School of Architecture
DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY
The Gateway, Leicester, LE1 9BH
United Kingdom.
© Mbuga DMU/PhD/1
Common tenns used in Questionnaire
The term 'Property' or 'Real Estate' are being used interchangeably today. Both terms have the
same meaning in different countries. "Property" is commonly used in Britain and other former
colonies. VVhile the term "Real Estate" is used in the United States. Generally, the term "Property"
is broader while 'Real Estate' is more specific.
Property, as a social institution implies a system of relations between individuals ... it involves
rights, duties, powers, privileges, forbearance, etc., of certain kinds"
(Hallowell, 1943; Pp.119).
Property encompasses three aspects of buildings; these are commercial,
residential and industria/ buildings.
Property Development, is the process by which buildings are erected for occupation or for
sale! investment (Isaac, 1996).
Collateral, is an instrument to guarantee a loan or funds lent, so that if the relevant
defaults, the lender does not lose entirely.
Institutions. are defined as socially devised constraints on individual action
(North. 1994). They can be organisations or set of rules within
organisations; markets or particular rules governing a market;
set of property rights.
© Mbuga DMU/PhD/1
Type of Institution: .
Year of Establlshment: .
Please TICkone box or more where relevant For official Use
1. VVhat is the status of your establishment?
A VVholly indigenous
B Partly indigenous
C VVholly foreign
2. Please indicate your area of business activity?
Personal lendinglbanking
Development Finance
Agricultural lending
Services sector lending
Insurance
Housing Finance
3. Do you lend to the property sector?
YES NO
a). If YES, which category do you lend to?
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
Commercial + Residential + Industrial
b). If No, Please give reasons?
D
© Mbuga DMU/PhD/1
4. If you lend to the property industry which area do you support?
Refurbishment
New Build
Land Acquisition
5. Do you provide mortgage facilities?
YES NO D
a) VVhat is the proportion of the mortgage lending in relation to personal annual income/salary?
A 1x Income (Annual)
B 2x Income(Annual)
C 3x Income (Annual) §
oOther, Please specify .
b). If YES, what kind of collateral is required?
Land titles
Title deeds
Credit reports
c). If none of the above please state?
© Mbuga DMU/PhDI1
6. If you lend to the property sector what interest rates do you charge?
A Market rates
B Fixed rates
C Rates determined by government
0 Variable rates
Other, please state .
7. Do you have property specialists /professionals among your personnel?
I YES I
a). If YES, please indicate area of specialisation?
A Estate/Land Management
B Building/Construction Management
C Building/Quantity Surveyor
0 Property Development
E Housing Finance
F Urban Planning
b). If none of the above, Please state?
8. What number of your staff have the following qualifications in property/construction?
Number
Certificate
Diploma
Degree
Postgraduate Diploma
Masters
Doctorate
None
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o
9. If you have No property professionals, do you employ outside consultancy services?
YES NO
a). If YES, Please indicate which kind of services?
A Building/Construction Manager
B Building/Quantity Surveyor
C Civil Engineer
D Property Developer
E Property/ Estate Manager
F Property Valuer
Other, please state .
10. If the organisation does not currently invest in the property sector are you planning of doing so
in the future?
I YES I NO
a). If YES, which type of property would the organisation invest?
A Commercial
B Residential
C Industrial
b). If No, Please give reasons for not investing in the property sector?
11. Does government policy/ legislation discourage investment in the property sector?
I YES I NO
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12. Does your organisation publicise or advertise its activities to the general public?
I YES I NO
a). If NO, Please give reasons?
13. What form of advertising do you use to increase public awareness?
A Radio
B Newspapers
C Television §
DOther, please state .
14. What is the percentage annual increase in your customer base?
1-5%
11-15%
More than 16%
6-10%
a). If none of the above, please state?
15. How do you rate all costs (i.e. transaction costs, administration costs, and default risk and
interest rates) associated with real property?
A Low
B High
C Reasonable §
DOther, please state .
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File Information
Name
List of variables on the working file
Position
Ql Category of Ownership
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3.00
Q2
1
Label
wholly indigenous
partly indigenous
wholly foreign
area of business activity
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
Q3
2
Label
Personal lending/banking
Development finance
Agricultural lending
Services sector lending
Insurance
Housing Finance
Social Security Fund
Lend to property sector
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3
Label
Yes
No
Page 1
Q3A Segment of property sector funded 4
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
Value Label
.00 N/A
1.00 Commercial
2.00 Residential
3.00 Industrial
Q3B Reasons for not lending the property sector
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
5
Value Label
.00
1.00
2.00
N/A
No mortgage department
Bank focuses on trade
Q4 Category of property supported
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
6
Value Label
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
N/A
Refurbishment
New Build
Land Acquistion
Acquisition of plant & machinery
Page2
Q5 7Provision of mortgage facilities
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
l. 00
2.00
Q5A
Label
Yes
No
Bcriteria used during mortgage lending
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
l. 00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
Q5B
Label
N/A
Ix Income (Annual)
2 x Income (Annual)
3 x Income (Annual)
Income/Salary
Variable
personal history
value of property
9Collateral required
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
Label
N/A
Title deeds
Land titles
Credit reports
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Q5C
Q6
Q7
Q7A
Other collateral accepted
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
l. 00
10
Label
N/A
Title to leased asset
11Determinant of interest rates
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
l. 00
2.00
3.00
Label
N/A
Market rates
Fixed rates
Variable rates
12Property professionals
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
l. 00
2.00
Label
N/A
Yes
No
Expertise within the property industry
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
l. 00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
13
Label
N/A
Estate/Land Management
Building/Construction Management
Building /quantity Surveyor
Property Development
Housing Finance
Urban Planning
Estate/land man. + housing finance
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Q78 14Other personnel used
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
Q8
Label
N/A
Engineers
15Actual no. of staff with qualifications
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1. 00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
Q9
Label
N/A
Certificate
Diploma
Degree
Postgraduate Diploma
Masters
Doctorate
None
Degree & Masters
16Use of outside property consultants
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1. 00
2.00
Label
N/A
Yes
No
Page 5
Q9A 17Property consultants used
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
Value
.00
1. 00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
Q10
Label
N/A
Building/Construction Manager
Building/Quantity Surveyor
Civil Engineer
Property Developer
Property/Estate Manager
Property Valuer
Most of the above
18Interest in real property investment
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1. 00
2.00
Q10A
Label
N/A
Yes
No
19Area of property sector investment
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1. 00
2.00
3.00
Label
N/A
Conunercial
Residential
Industrial
Page6
Q10B
011
012
Q12A
Reasons for not investing in property sector
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
20
Value Label
.00
1. 00
N/A
Focused on Trade
Influence of govt policy in real property investment
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
21
Value Label
1. 00
2.00
Yes
No
Advertising of services to public
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
22
Value Label
1. 00
2.00
Yes
No
Reasons behind lack of advertising
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
23
Value Label
.00 N/A
Page7
Ql3 Forms of advertising used 24
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value Label
1.00 Radio
2.00 Newspapers
3.00 Television
4.00 Seminars
5.00 Personal contacts
Q14 Annual increase in customer base (%) 25
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value Label
.00 N/A
1.00 1-5%
2.00 6-10%
3.00 11-15%
4.00 More than 16%
Q14A Reason for low growth in customer base 26
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value Label
.00 N/A
Q15 Costs associated with real property 27
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value Label
1.00 Low
2.00 High
3.00 Reasonable
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30/3/99 Questionnaire III
DE MONTFORT
UNIVERSITY
LEICESTER' ,"ULTON KEYNES
BEDFORD' UNCOLN
DearSirl Madam,
Re: Questionnaire for Government Institutions
This questionnaire is designed to ascertain issues relevant to my PhD research. The
researchis being carried out at the Developing World Built Environment Research Unit -
De MontfortUniversity (Leicester, UK).
This field study aims to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of Government
institutions concerned with property development in Uganda. The findings will be
used in formulating and recommending policy to address the present obstacles to
effective property development in the country.
Your contribution in filling the questionnaire will be greatly appreciated. Please tick or
circle the appropriate box; in other instances write comments in the provided spaces.
It will take between 15-30 minutes of your precious time. All information gathered
from this questionnaire will be kept confidential and will be used for academic
purposes only. Please read the definition of terms used in this study overleaf.
The questionnaire consists of 6 pages.
Thank you for participating.
-----------_ .._ _ .
Mr. Roger Mbuga
Developing World Built Environment Research Unit
Leicester School of Architecture
Faculty of Art and Design
De Montfort University
The Gateway. Leicester
LE1 gBH
United Kj~gdom.
Tel: +44- 116-2551551 Ext.8478 Fax: +44- 116-250-6352 E-mail: rrm@dmu.ac.uk
C.C: Prot. Brian Field and Dr. John Ebohon.
Name of Organisation: .
Please Tick one box or more where relevant. For OffIcial Use
1. What kind of services does the organisation offer?
A Issue building permits
B Issue planning permission
C Issue land titles
0 Housing
E Surveys
2. What is the 'average' waiting period when issuing building permits?
A 1-4 weeks
B 5-8 weeks
C More than 9 weeks
3. How long does it take to process land titles?
A 1-4 weeks
B 5-8 weeks
C More than 9 weeks
4. How long does it take to approve planning permission for development activity?
A 1-4 weeks
B 5-8 weeks
C More than 9 weeks
S. What are the charges for building permits?
A 10,OOO-SO,OOO U.shs
B SO,001- 100,000 U.shs
C More than 100,001 U.shs
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6. What are the charges for land titles?
A 10,000-50,000 U.shs
B 50,001-100,000 U.shs
C More than 100,001 U.shs §
7. What are the charges for planning permission?
A 10,OOO-50,OOOU.shs
B 50,000-100, OOOU.shs
C More than 100,OO1U.shs
8. At present do you have a backlog of building permits to be issued?
YES NO
a) If YES, please give reasons?
9. Do you have the required skilled manpower to perform the services?
YES NO
a) If NO, Please give reasons?
10. Does the organisation provide on-going training to the employees?
YES NO
e Mbuga DMU/PhD/3
a) If NO, Please give reasons?
11. Do you think public awareness of your activities is high?
YES NO
a) If NO, Please give reasons?
12. Does the organisation have the necessary equipment to facilitate its activities?
I YES I NO
a). If NO, Please give reasons?
13. Does the organisation get the necessary funds to facilitate its activities?
I YES I NO
a) If NO, Please give reasons?
14. Do you have a classified property information system for all buildings and land
transactions?
I YES I NO
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a) If NO, Please give reasons?
15.What type of land tenure system is most practised in Kampala?
A Mailo
B Leasehold
C Customary
D Mailo + Leasehold + Customary
16. Does the organisation have a Master Plan for the whole city (Kampala)?
I YES I NO D
a) If NO, Please give reasons?
17. How frequently is the Master Plan updated?
A Every year
B Every three years
C Every five years
18. Does the organisation provide serviced land (i.e. having water, electricity, and
sewage/waste drainage)?
I YES I NO D
a) If NO, Please give reasons?
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19. What role does the organisation perform on behalf of government?
A Facilitator
B Subsidiser
C Regulator
20. Do you deal with land disputes?
I YES NO D
21.00 you have a technical unit that collects and provides information to the public (e.g. plots
available for sale; time taken for planning permission; subsidies etc)?
YES NO D
22. Do you charge tax on property transactions?
I YES o
a). If YES, what percentage of the Sales value is used?
D
b). If NO, Please give reasons?
23. Is the organisation involved in the formulation of policy related to property?
YES NO
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File Information
Name
List of variables on the working file
Position
Ql Kind of Services offered
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
1
Label
Issue building permits
Issue planning permission
Issue land titles in Kampala District
Housing
surveys
All the above
Waiting period for building permits
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3.00
2
Label
1-4 weeks
5-8 weeks
More than 9 weeks
Time taken to process land titles
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3.00
3
Label
1-4 weeks
5-S weeks
More than 9 weeks
Page 1
Q4 Length of time to grant planning permission
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3.00
Qs
4
Label
1-4 weeks
5-8 weeks
More than 9 weeks
Cost of building permits
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5
Label
10,000-50,0000shs
50,001-100,000 Ushs
More than 100,001 Oshs
5000shs for lsq.metre
Charges for acquisition for land titles
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3.00
Q7
6
Label
10,000-50,000 Oshs
50,001-100,0000shs
More than 100,001
Charges associated with planning permission
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
7
Label
10,000-50,0000shs
50,001-100,0000shs
More than 100,001Ushs
Depends on property to be developed
Geographical location
Page2
QB Backlog of building permits
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
1.00
2.00
Q8A
8
Label
Yes
No
Reasons for a backlog in building permits
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
Q9
9
Label
N/A
Plans received at different times
Skilled manpower
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
1. 00
2.00
10
Label
Yes
No
Reasons for lacking skilled manpower
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1. 00
11
Label
N/A
Insufficient training
Page 3
Q10 12Ongoing training for staff
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
l. 00
2.00
Q10A
Label
Yes
No
Reasons for lack of staff training
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
13
Label
N/A
14Public awareness
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
l. 00
2.00
Label
Yes
No
Reason behind public perception
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
l. 00
2.00
3.00
15
Label
N/A
Inadequate financial resources
Poor education
Negative role of politics
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Q12 Necessary equipment to provide services
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
Q12A
16
Label
Yes
No
Reasons for lack of necessary equipment
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
17
Label
N/A
low revenue base
Necessary funds to undertake activities
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
1.00
2.00
lS
Label
Yes
No
Reasons for inadequate funds
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1. 00
2.00
19
Label
N/A
Inadequate budget provision
Small tax base
Page5
Q14 20Classified property Information System
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
1.00
2.00
Q14A
Label
Yes
No
21Reason for no classified property Info. system
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
Label
N/A
Lack of knowledge & technical know-how
Inadequate funds
Q1S Types of tenure systems in Kampala 22
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
Label
Mailo
Leasehold
Customary
Mailo+Leasehold+Customary
23Existence of Master Plan
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
1.00
2.00
Label
Yes
No
Page6
Q16A Reason behind lack of Master Plan 24
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value Label
.00 N/A
Q17 Frequency of updating Master plan 25
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value Label
1.00 Every year
2.00 Every three years
3.00 Every five years
4.00 Every 10 years
5.00 Last revised in 1994
Q18 Provision of serviced land 26
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value Label
1.00 Yes
2.00 No
Q18A Reason for non-provision of serviced land 27
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value Label
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
N/A
Financial constraints
Unavailability of expanses of land
Provision of services by utility companies
Page?
Q19 28Role of the organisation
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
Q20
Label
Facilitator
subsidiser
Regulator
Local govt
Facilitator & Regulator
29Land disputes
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
Label
Yes
No
30Existence of technical unit
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
Label
Yes
No
31Taxation on property transactions
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
Label
Yes
No
Page 8
Q22A What % of the sales value
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
32
Value Label
.00
1.00
N/A
One percent of sales value
Q22B Reason for non-taxation of property transactions
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
33
Value Label
.00
1.00
N/A
Statutes and Acts prohibit such activity
Organisation's involvement in policy formulation
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
34
Value Label
1.00
2.00
Yes
No
Page 9
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16/3/99 Questionnaire II
DE MONTFORT
UNIVERSITY
L.EICESTER·MIL.TON KEYNES
BEDFORD·L.INCOL.N
Dear Sirl Madam,
Re: Questionnaire for Property and Construction Firms
This questionnaire is designed to ascertain issues relevant to my PhD research. The
research is being carried out at the Developing World Built Environment Research Unit -
De Montfort University (Leicester, UK).
This field study aims to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of Property and
Construction firms concerned with property development in Uganda. The findings will
be used in formulating and recommending policy to address the present obstacles to
effective property development in the country.
Your contribution in filling the questionnaire will be greatly appreciated. Please tick or
circle the appropriate box; in other instances write comments in the provided spaces.
It will take between 15-30 minutes of your precious time. All information gathered
from this questionnaire will be kept confidential and will be used for academic
purposes only. Please read the definition of terms used in this study overleaf.
The questionnaire consists of 7 pages.
Thank you for participating.
Mr. Roger Mbuga
Developing World Built Environment Research Unit
Leicester School of Architecture
Faculty of Art and Design
De Montfort University
The Gateway, Leicester
LE1 gBH,
United Kingdom.
Tel: +44- 116-2551551 Ext.8478 Fax: +44- 116-250-6352 E-mail: rrm@dmu.ac.uk
C.C: Dr. John Ebohon and Prof. Brian Field.
Questionnaire- Property and Construction Firms
THE ROLE OF INSTITUTIONS IN PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT:
A CASE STUDY OF UGANDA
DE MONTFORT
UNIVERSITY
LEICESTER' MILTON KEYNES
BEOF'ORC'LINCOLN
Developing World Built Environment Research Unit
Leicester School of Architecture
DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY
The Gateway, Leicester, LE1 gBH
United Kingdom.
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Common terms used in Questionnaire
The term 'Property' or 'Real Estate' are being used interchangeably today. Both terms have the
same meaning in different countries. "Property" is commonly used in Britain and other former
colonies. While the term "Real Estate" is used in the United States. Generally, the term "Property"
is broader while 'Real Estate' is more specific.
Property, as a social institution implies a system of relations between individuals ... it involves
rights, duties, powers, privileges, forbearance, etc., of certain kinds"
(Hallowell, 1943; Pp.119).
Property encompasses three aspects of buildings; these are commercial,
residential and industrial buildings.
Property Development, is the process by which buildings are erected for occupation or for
sale/ investment (Isaac, 1996).
Institutions, are defined as socially devised constraints on individual action (North, 1994).
Institutions are understood as the rules that govern the economy and
economic policy making.
A Contract, is an enforceable promise, an exchange of value, and a clear understanding
of mutual obligations and expectations.
In reality, decisions to exchange and enter into a contract depend on the institutions that ensure
compliance with the terms of the contract.
Low-cost and impartial contract enforcement procedures are commonly held to provide a critical
incentive for the formation of complex commercial agreements and thereby facilitate trade and
economic growth. These procedures enhance predictability in the system by restraining
opportunism among contracting parties. This reduction in uncertainty decreases the cost of
exchange and promotes transactions.
'}i Society cannot have much borrowing and lending or obtain many of the other gains from
mutually advantageous trade unless individuals and firms have the right to make contracts with one
another that will be impartially enforced. "
Mancur Olson (1990)
'The inability of societies to develop effective, low-cost enforcement is the most important source of
both historical and contemporary underdevelopment in the Third World. "
Douglass North (1990)
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Name of Company/Organisation: ,.
Year of Establishment: '" .
Please Tick one box or more where relevant For Official Use
1. Which of these categories best describe your company status?
A Private Company
B Joint Company
C Foreign/Multinational Company
0 Public Company
2. Which area of the property business is the company engaged?
A Estate Agency/Property Management
B Valuations
C Property Development
0 Construction
E Surveying
F Architecture & Design
3. Who are your main clients?
A Private sector
B Public Sector
C Government
0 Foreign/Multinational Organisations
4. Does the company face financial constraints when undertaking contracts?
I YES I
a). If YES, what changes or support do you require?
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5. By what means does the company raise funds or capital to undertake its activities?
A Personal Savings
B Re-investment of Profits
C Bank loans or overdraft
0 Government Subsidies
Other, Please specify '" .
6. Would the company like more bank lending to the property and construction industry?
YES NO
7. In your opinion, is there enough demand for your company services?
YES NO
a). If No, Please give reasons?
8. How would you rank public perceptionl awareness of your profession?
A Low
B Medium
C High
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9. Do you advertise your company services, or provide relevant information to the public?
YES NO
a). If NO, Please give reasons?
10. Is your profession self-regulatory or regulated by the government?
B Government
A Self-regulatory
a). If Self-regulatory, do you think the regulating body has an impact on the functioning of the
industry? Please give reasons?
b). Does Government regulation benefit the industry? Please give reasons
11. Does your company experience any operational constraints?
YES NO
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a). If YES, Please rank the operational constraints in order of importance?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
12. If in the construction industry, do you experience any particular constraints?
YES NO
a). If YES, which of the following?
A Construction equipment
B Labour
C Funds
13. Is there a set standard for all materials and equipment used in construction?
I YES NO
14. Does the company have the required skilled manpower to perform its services?
I YES I NO
a). If NO, Please explain?
15. Does your profession have a shortage of skilled manpower?
YES NO
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a). If YES, Please give reasons?
16. Does the company provide on-going job training to staff/employees?
I YES I NO
a). If NO, Please give reasons?
17. Does the company use written contracts?
YES NO
a). If NO, Please give reasons?
18. Are company contracts prepared with lawyers?
I YES I NO
a). If NO, Please give reasons?
19. To what extent are contracts breached?
A Rarely
B Frequently
C Very Frequently
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20. How are breaches of contract resolved?
A CourtslTribunals
B Threats
C Fines
Other, please specify '" .
21. To what extent are lawsuits and threats used to enforce contract?
A Rarely
B Frequently
C Very Frequently
a). If rarely, is it because the legal institutions are ineffective?
22. Do you think that information regarding the use of contracts is readily available?
I YES I o
23. Are the costs of setting up a contract?
A Low
B Reasonable
C High
24. Are the practices of contract enforcement in Uganda? Please circle the relevant answer
A Fair (Yes/No)
B Transparent (Yes/No)
C Low-cost (Yes/No)
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25. How important are Ugandan legal institutions in the process of property development?
A Not important
B Important
C Very Important
26. Please rank these roles played by the legal institutions in order of importance
Number -1 2 3 4 5
Facilitate exchange among anonymous individuals & firms
Provide impartial & enforcement of contracts
Reinforce non-gov't contracting & enforcement methods
Providing relevant information & screening mechanism
(such as company and asset registries)
27. Do you think your business practices favour contract compliance by clients?
I YES I o
28. Did the organisation/company face problems getting business permits when starting up?
YES NO
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APPENDIX 6.3b- List of Variables for Property and
Construction Firms
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File Information
Name
List of variables on the working file
Position
Ql Property company ownership
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
1. 00
2.00
3.00
4.00
Q2
1
Label
Private Company
Joint Company
Foreign/Multinational Company
Public Company
Area of focus in property industry
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1. 00
2.00
3.00
4. 00
5.00
6.00
7.00
Q3
2
Label
Estate Agency/Property Management
Valuations
Property Development
Construction
Surveying
Architecture and Design
All the above
Main company clients
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1. 00
2.00
3.00
3
Label
Private sector
Public Sector
Foreign/Multinational Organisations
Page 1
Q4 4Financial constraints
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
Q4A
Label
N/A
Yes
No
5Specific changes required
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
Q5
Label
N/A
Stricter controls
Local firms patronised
Bank lending
6Main sources of capital
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
Q6
Label
Personal Savings
Re-investment of Profits
Bank loans or Overdraft
Government Subsidies
7Need for more financial assistance
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
Label
Yes
No
Page2
Q7 BEnough demand for services
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
Q7A
Label
Yes
No
9Reasons behind low demand
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
Q8
Label
N/A
Cut-throat competition
Inadequate funds
Cyclic nature of industry
10Level of public perception
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
3.00
Q9
Label
Low
Medium
High
11Advertising company services
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
Label
Yes
No
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Q9A 12Reasons for not advertising
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
Q10
Label
N/A
Against Professional ethics
Assured demand
13Regulator of profession
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
Q10A
Label
N/A
Self-regulatory
Government
Self-regulation + Govt
14Impact of self-regulation
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
Label
N/A
Improved quality of services
Only registered firms can undertake projects
Avoids red-tape
Existence of briefcase agents
Minimal impact of industry
Inactive regulating body
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QI0B
Ql1
Ql1A
Q12
15Impact of government regulation
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
Label
N/A
Only registered & qualified firms provide services
Enables high quality services
Adherence to professional ethics
Protects end-users of property services
16Any operational constraints
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
Label
N/A
Yes
No
17Ranking operational constraints
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
Label
N/A
Transport sometimes
Availablity of funds
ISAny constraints in construction industry
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
Label
N/A
Yes
No
PageS
Q12A
Q13
Q14
Q14A
19Constraints in construction industry
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
Label
N/A
Construction equipment
Labour
Funds
20Standards for materials & equipment
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
Label
N/A
Yes
No
21Requires skilled manpower
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
Label
N/A
Yes
No
22Reasons behind lack of skilled manpower
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
Label
N/A
Inappropriate training programmes
Deficient education curriculum
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Q15
Q15A
Q16
Q16A
23Profession lacking skilled manpower
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
1. 00
2.00
Label
N/A
Yes
No
24Reasons behind shortage of professionals
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4. 00
5.00
Label
N/A
Architectural training new
Low course intake
Low public perception of industry
Profession recently revamped
Lenient professional regulations
25Provision of on-going job training to staff
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
1. 00
2.00
Label
N/A
Yes
No
26Reasons behind lack of on-going training
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
Label
N/A
Not company policy
Inadequate funds
Affiliated with foreign firms
Just started business
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Q17
Q17A
QIB
QIBA
Use of written contracts
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
1.00
2.00
27
Label
Yes
No
Reasons for not using written contracts
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
2B
Label
N/A
Advisory role
Use letters of instruction
Contracts prepared by legal experts
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
29
Label
N/A
Yes
No
Reasons for not using legal experts
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: B Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FB.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
30
Label
N/A
Standard forms of contract used
Expertise on various project requirements
Very costly
Letters of instruction used
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Q19 31Extent of breaching contracts
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
Q20
Label
N/A
Rarely
Frequently
Very Frequently
32Means of resolving breaches of contract
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
Q21
Label
N/A
Courts/Tribunals
Threats
Fines
Mutual consent
33Use of lawsuits to enforce contracts
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
Label
N/A
Rarely
Frequently
Very Frequently
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Q21A
Q22
Q23
Q24
Ineffective legal institutions
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4. 00
34
Label
N/A
lawsuits ineffective
Huge costs involved
Contracts honoured
Tarnish reputations
Availability of info. regarding contracts
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
35
Label
N/A
Yes
No
Costs associated with drafting contracts
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
36
Label
N/A
Low
Reasonable
High
Contract enforcement practices
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FB.2
Write Format: FS.2
37
Value Label
.00 N/A
1.00 Fair (Yes)
2.00 Fair (No)
3.00 Transparent (Yes)
4.00 Transparent (No)
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5.00
6.00
Q25
Expensive (Yes)
Inexpensive (No)
38Importance of legal institutions
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
Q26
Label
N/A
Not important
Important
Very important
39role of legal institutions ranked by order of importance
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
Q27
Label
N/A
Facilitate exchange
Impartial enforcement
Reinforcing non-gov't contracts
Screening mechanisms
Company practices favour contract compliance
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: S Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
Value
.00
1.00
2.00
40
Label
N/A
Yes
No
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Q28 Problems getting start up business permits
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Column Width: 8 Alignment: Right
Print Format: FS.2
Write Format: FS.2
41
Value Label
.00
1.00
2.00
N/A
Yes
No
Pace l'
